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The Arnold Strength Summit
by Terry Todd

One of the principal reasons for the lateness of to more completely understand the complexity of
this edition of Iron Game History was the hundreds of Arnold’s Strength Classic, we have deviated from our
hours I spent (and Jan spent many, too) thinking about, normal policy of staying away from traditional journal-
talking about, worrying about, and emailing people ism and have provided the following detailed account of
about the design and implementation of a “Summit of how this “Summit of Strength” was conceived and con-
Strength” in Columbus, Ohio in conjunction with the ducted.
Arnold Classic and Fitness Weekend. When I accepted
an invitation from Arnold Schwarzenegger and Jim In early March of 2001, Jan and I went to
Lorimer to create and conduct such an event I failed to Columbus, Ohio to see and be a small part of the annu-
realize how difficult and time-consum- al iron game extravaganza known as the
ing it would be, and how it would Arnold Fitness Weekend. The 2001
impact our ability to stay on any sort event was the twenty-sixth year of a
of schedule with IGH. But next year show conceived back in the middle
things should be much, much easier ‘70s by Arnold Schwarzenegger and
and less of a time sponge, and we Jim Lorimer. Both Arnold and Jim are
should be able to adhere to a reason- men of large imagination, but even
ably regular publication schedule. In those two could never have foreseen
any case, the Arnold Strength Classic that what began as a bodybuilding
wasn’t the only reason for the late- show — albeit a major one — would
ness of this issue; other problems have morphed through the years into a
included a heavy teaching and ten ring physical fitness circus featur-
administrative load at the university ing approximately ten thousand ath-
(publishing IGH is not part of our letes in ten sports, a crowd of seventy
“load”), the illness of two members of thousand people, and a trade show with
our family, a major fire that destroyed part of our home, over six hundred booths selling equipment, magazines,
and the shifting of part of our Physical Culture Collec- clothing, food supplements, tapes, photos, and etc.
tion from one place to another in our building because of Jan and I had never attended the event, but in
renovations. But we hope to stay on track from now on 2001 Jim and Arnold asked us to come and gave us a
and we greatly appreciate your patience and understand- small booth where we could display and sell copies of
ing during our hiatus. As a way of allowing all of you Iron Game History. Once there, the scale of the thing
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blew us away, particularly the trade show — called the
Arnold Fitness Expo. Held in the huge Columbus Con-
vention Center, the Expo opened on Friday and contin-
ued through Sunday, playing host to contests in arm
wrestling, powerlifting, gymnastics, martial arts, mili-
tary fitness, and, of course, bodybuilding. The cavernous
room in which the trade show was set up featured a 48’ x
48’ raised stage, flanked on either side by a Jumbotron
screen and a state of the art sound system. This stage
was the scene of a continuing series of exhibitions and
competitions throughout the three days of the Expo, and
at any given time — depending on the event — crowds

of between one thousand and ten thousand would be
watching.

One evening during our 2001 visit, in a casual
conversation involving Jim and Arnold, the subject of
“strongman” shows came up, and I offered my take on
the ESPN event called the “World’s Strongest Man”
(WSM) show. I explained that even though I saluted
Barry Frank, the Trans-World International executive
who gave birth to the show back in the late ‘70s, for hav-
ing the vision to create the event and the clout to bring it
off and sustain it all these years, I nevertheless thought it
could be improved in certain ways. I pointed out that
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because so many of
the events had time
limits of ninety sec-
onds or even longer
the winner was
often not the man
who was the
strongest, but the
man who had the
best combination of
strength and en-
durance. I mention-
ed several exam-
ples, including a
famous incident in
which Gerritt Bad-
enhorst — who had
an official deadlift
of almost nine hun-
dred pounds had

History was made when Mark Henry power cleaned and push pressed this replica of Apollon’sbeen  in  a  WSM Wheels not once but three times, cleaning it on each rep. From left: chief referee David
c o n t e s t  a g a i n s t Webster Francis Brebner, Jeff “Mad Dog” Madden, and Bryan Neece.
Scotland’s Forbes
Cowan, a tough but

Photo by Joe Roark

much more slightly built and generally weaker man. saw it, was that they had so many events — an average
The contest featured the two men standing face to face of eight to ten — that more men were injured than was
with their backs to a car, to the frame of which were good for the sport. In some past WSM shows three or
attached a pair of handles that were gripped with straps four of the ten contestants were injured during the event
by the two men in a “wheelbarrow” fashion. The winner so badly that they were unable to continue. I suggested
would be the man who could lift his car and hold it off that four or five carefully chosen events should be ade-
the ground for the longest time. In any case, when the quate to determine who had the greatest amount of raw,
signal to lift was given, Badenhorst stood up with the car brute strength. I concluded my rant by saying that I
effortlessly, whereas Cowan needed every bit of his rel- thought it was possible to create a contest that would be
atively meager back and leg strength to raise the car to a safer than the WSM shows, more accurate in ranking the
locked position. Even so, once he shook and trembled contestants in terms of overall strength, and maybe just
his way to the top he was able to hold it longer than as exciting to watch.
Badenhorst, who was by far the stronger man. I argued A couple of months later, I got a call from Jim
that although the longer time limits of this and similar Lorimer, who said he and Arnold had been talking about
events perhaps made for more colorful TV — as the men what I’d said that night in Columbus and that they want-
were gasping for breath, red as beets, and shaking with ed to have such a show as part of the 2002 Arnold Fit-
effort when they finished — the strongest man often did- ness Weekend if I’d agree to design and run it. Taken
n’t win, which violated the implied promise of the title completely by surprise, I told Jim that I was flattered and
of the show. I also offered other examples to bolster my that I’d think about it and get right back to him. Finally,
case, including the infamous race in 1990 in which the after talking to Jan, I decided that I couldn’t very well
400-plus pound O.D. Wilson was asked to carry a very say no after blathering on about how an ultimate strength
small load for a very long way in what amounted to a contest should be conducted. Thus it was that we began
two-man race for the WSM title against Jon Pall Sig- a quest to design four or five representative strength
marsson, the much smaller, more telegenic Icelander challenges and to attract the strongest men in the world
who was far behind going into that last event and need- to face them.
ed a big win to retain his title. One of the first things that was clear to me at the

Another problem with the WSM contests, as I outset was that we needed to make the contest appealing
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not just to WSM-type competitors, but to athletes in all
three of the main disciplines of strength — weightlifting,
powerlifting, and strongman events. Each of the three
sports has had a long history of referring to the man who
was the top dog of the moment in their particular field as
the Strongest Man in the World. This is understandable,
and perhaps as it should be, for each discipline requires
great overall body power. And the title itself — the
Strongest Man in the World — is certainly one with true
value and great historical weight, not unlike “The
World’s Fastest Man,” or “The Heavyweight Champion
of the World.” For at least the last century hundreds of
professional strongmen have claimed the mantle for
themselves as a way to increase their prestige and, as a
result, their income. But how could we attract the best
weightlifters, powerlifters, and strongman competitors
to take part in a contest that would take all of them out
of their “comfort zone?”

I realized that what we really needed was a prize
package that would be instantly appealing to the world’s
top men, and I suggested to Arnold that he might be able
to convince the people who manufacture and sell
Humvees to award one of those huge and powerful vehi-
cles to the winner of the Arnold Strength Summit. He
agreed, the Humvee people agreed, and armed with this
great plum I appealed to the executives at MET-Rx
(sponsors of the WSM show) for additional support.
They agreed to a three year package in which they would
provide $50,000 each year as well as a year’s supply of
their food products to the winners of each of our four
individual events. Jim and Arnold agreed to absorb the
additional costs, including transportation, meals, and
housing; and so we were able to approach the athletes
with an offer of a contest with the largest prize list in the
history of such events.

Perhaps the most crucial thing I did after agree-
ing to design the show was to contact two of the very
best men I knew to work with us in designing the events
and choosing the contestants. One of these men was
David Webster, Scotland’s ageless wonder of energy.
David has been part of most of the WSM shows over the
past twenty years as well as having promoted and/or
judged at hundreds of Highland Games, weightlifting,
and strongman events around the world. The other man
we asked was Bill Kazmaier, a former world powerlift-
ing champion and the most famous of the WSM com-
petitors — a man who has added to his stature in the
game over the years by creating unofficial world records
in a variety of strength feats and by serving as the color
commentator for several of the most recent WSM shows

on ESPN. I’ve been friends with David for almost forty
years and I’ve known Bill for almost twenty-five, having
helped him get started as a powerlifter and strongman
competitor. Both men were intrigued by the idea of a
strength event structured to test basic power and
designed to bring together the best men in the world in
the three disciplines of strength.

Together we began to talk about what events we
could use that would be reasonably safe, reward brute
strength more than technique, and yet not be totally
familiar to either the weightlifters, the powerlifters, or
the strongman competitors. We all wanted some sort of
overhead lift, but we knew that if we simply tested the
men in the clean and jerk using a standard Olympic bar
we might just as well give the top prize in that event to
the best weightlifter in the show. One day early on I sug-
gested to David and Bill that a good challenge might be
to reproduce a replica of the bell made famous by Louis
Uni (Apollon), the legendary French strongman of the
turn of the last century whose name had been given to a
set of railway wheels which had only been lifted over-
head by three men in the past one hundred years —
Charles Rigulout, who cleaned and jerked Apollon’s
Wheels in 1930 after several months of practice; John
Davis, who lifted them with no practice at all in 1949
using a reverse grip to clean them (being unable to clean
them with a traditional overhand grip); and Norbert
Schemansky, who cleaned the Wheels in 1954 and then
jerked them three times. It should be added here that at
the time each man conquered the Wheels he was gener-
ally considered to be the strongest man in the world.
There is considerable dispute as to whether Apollon
himself ever raised his great Wheels overhead, but as to
the merits of lifting the cumbersome bell, Olympic
Coach Bob Hoffman said that Schemansky’s perform-
ance was, “the greatest feat of strength which has ever
taken place in the world.”

Apollon’s Wheels weigh 366 pounds, and have
a bar 1.93” in diameter, but the cleaning of them is made
even more difficult because the thick shaft fits into the
wheels so that when the shaft turns the wheels must turn,
too. We all felt that the thickness of the bar (the bar’s
diameter makes a “hook grip” impossible) and the fact
that it didn’t revolve would make this event a real chal-
lenge, even for the weightlifters. Once we all agreed on
this as an event, in the early fall of 2001. I contacted
Tom Lincir of the Ivanko Barbell Company and asked if
he would accept the challenge of reproducing Apollon’s
Railway Wheels, knowing that Tom would match the
dimensions of the Wheels precisely. An avid collector
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of old barbells and dumbells, Tom enthusiastically
agreed to design and build the replica as a way of join-
ing us as we tried to honor our past heroes by testing our
present ones. So one of the events was set.

We also felt that we needed to do some sort of
event that involved carrying something heavy — an
event somewhat like a WSM-type Farmer’s Walk, but
sufficiently different so that the contestants from the
Strongman world would have their natural advantage
significantly reduced. After much discussion we deter-
mined that there were several primary ways in which this
could be done — by making the object or objects to be
carried much heavier than what was normally carried in
Strongman events, by using a time limit of thirty seconds
instead of ninety seconds so that endurance would play
only a small part in the event, by having the men carry
one solid object rather than the two normally carried in
Farmer’s Walk events, and by requiring the men to go up
a short ramp with a grade approximating that of a wheel-
chair ramp.

Our first plan involved building the apparatus
out of logs, but as we discussed this and as I made
dozens of calls to lumber-mills, it became clear that logs
presented a series of technical difficulties. We also con-
sidered simply building a metal frame with holders for
Olympic plates in front and in back, and although this
would have been far easier and less expensive it would
have made the event less visually exciting as the iron
weights would look much lighter than something less
dense—like wood. Finally, after I located a source for
old timbers (from demolished barns and wooden build-
ings) we decided to construct the apparatus out of 8”x8”
and 8”xl0” timbers. The timbers were held together by
iron bolts drilled completely though, and the majority of
the weight was placed in front and in back of the ath-
letes, with two large timbers on each side plus the two
handles connecting the timbers in back to those in front.
Once assembled—only a few days before it was placed
on a trailer and driven from Texas to Ohio—the appara-
tus was so massive that it looked unliftable. After much
thought and deliberation we had settled on a weight of
just over eight hundred pounds, as this seemed heavy
enough to be a major challenge but not so heavy as to be
beyond the strength of at least some of our eight stout
contestants. We consulted with many men experienced
in the Farmer’s Walk, and most thought the best handle
size was approximately 1¼”, so that’s what we used. set-
ting the bars in the wood so they wouldn’t rotate. The
same men felt that the bars should be approximately 30”
inches apart, so that’s the distance we used.

The ramp was constructed in the Columbus area,
and it was four feet wide and thirty-two feet long, with a
starting pad of 8’x 4’ and a flat platform of approxi-
mately the same dimensions at the end. We would have
made the ramp a bit longer, but the stage on which the
event was scheduled to take place (the Columbus Audi-
torium) prevented this. The surface of the ramp was raw
plywood, which provides good footing. The men had to
lift the timber apparatus with their hands alone, as straps
were not allowed, but they could put it down and re-grip
if they lost their balance or their hands gave way.

Another event that we all supported from the
earliest discussions last summer involved lifting a car or
truck in a type of deadlift. Most experts through the
years have considered (correctly, in my opinion and that
of Jan, David, and Kaz) the deadlift to be the most basic
test of brute strength in the iron game. It requires
strength in the largest muscles of the body — the thighs,
hips, and back — and it relies very little on technique.
But since we wanted to make it different from a regula-
tion deadlift, we decided to have the men lift a metal
frame on top of which rested a vehicle of some sort.
This would mean that the path of the lift would be con-
siderably different from the path of a normal free-weight
deadlift on an Olympic bar. Our first plan was to have
the men lift the Hummer that would be the top prize, but
as it was impossible to get one of the four ton behemoths
onto one of the stages we chose instead to use a mid-size
pick-up truck. The frame we planned to use had been
used in several strongman events, but with the gripping
handles set much higher from the ground than the height
of a regulation deadlift. Another difference would be
that in our event the grip used would not be the “wheel-
barrow” style (palm facing palm). In our event we
would use the normal, bar-in-front-of-the-shin overhand
grip. Furthermore. as previously mentioned, when lift-
ing a car the “groove” familiar to competitive power-
lifters doesn’t apply, so we thought this would even the
odds for the non-powerlifters even more. Unfortunately,
the frame apparatus failed to work as planned, as will be
described later.

The fourth and final event was one over which
we agonized for months, as we went back and forth con-
sidering three or four “possibles.” Finally, we decided to
require the men to push a Hummer, as we wanted to
involve our major sponsor in some way. We knew, of
course, that a Hummer, even as heavy as they are, would
be no match for the men we intended to bring. Unless
we took almost all of the air out of the tires — which is
what we did.
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Even before we had chosen our fourth and final cial lifts in one contest of over one thousand pounds in
event we had been involved in heavy discussions about the squat, over seven hundred pounds in the bench press,
who to invite and how to invite them. We had decided and over nine hundred pounds in the deadlift. But with
to limit our competitors to eight as a way to streamline Franks hurt we needed another top powerlifter right
the event, and it was critical that we devise a fair set of away, and after David and Kaz and I conferred it was
criteria on which to base our invitations. We started by decided that David would call England’s Andy Bolton,
agreeing to invite the two leading weightlifters, the two the WPC world superheavyweight champion and holder
leading powerlifters, and the two leading Strongman of the all-time highest deadlift with 925 pounds. Andy
competitors, and to fill out the contest with people who is a man unafraid of a challenge, and he enthusiastically
were outstanding in two or more of the disciplines. agreed to take part.

In weightlifting, the top man in 2001 had been
Saed Jaber, a Bulgarian national who had transferred his
citizenship to the oil-rich (and athlete-poor) nation of
Qatar. Our second choice was the venerable Andrei
Chemerkin of Russia, former Olympic gold medal win-
ner and multiple world champion. Accordingly, these
men were contacted — at first informally and later for-
mally — to invite them to take part. Both men respond-
ed well to the informal contact, and although Chemerkin
never accepted the formal invitation Jaber told us via
officials in Bulgaria as well as through backchannels that
he was definitely coming. Unfortunately, he declined
the invitation at the last minute, telling one of our con-
tacts that he feared he was not heavy enough to do as
well as he wanted. We also invited Ronnie Weller, but
although Weller said he would probably train for the
event and come the following year he declined. We then
decided to ask Raimonds Bergmanis from Latvia as he
was an elite weightlifter whose chances in the event
would be, we thought, improved by his having also com-
peted quite well in WSM events over the past several
years. Bergmanis accepted enthusiastically.

In the Strongman world, our first step was to
contact Dr. Doug Edmunds of the International Federa-
tion of Strength Athletes — the man who over the past
20 years has been more central than anyone else in
designing and overseeing for Trans-World International
the World’s Strongest Man contests (and not coinciden-
tally the author of a fascinating autobiography — The
World’s Greatest Tosser). We made contact out of
respect for Dougie, Jamie Reeves, and the WSM organ-
ization. We wanted them to know that we had no inten-
tion of forming some sort of rival organization, but were
merely trying to create a real test of basic strength and to
provide the sort of prize package that would be of bene-
fit to men of strength everywhere. We told Dougie that
we hoped an invitation to the Arnold Strength Summit
would be seen as the years passed as one of the perks a
man would earn by winning TWI’s World’s Strongest
Man contest.

In powerlifting, there are more federations than
layers in a bench shirt, but we finally settled on the
largest and oldest federation — the International Power-
lifting Federation — and invited the man who had won
the past two world championships in the superheavy-
weight class, Brad Gillingham of the United States.
Once Brad fully understood the events, he told us he
wanted to be part of the show. The other man we invit-
ed was Gary Frank, the WPO superheavy star who had
put up such high totals over the past year or two. At 6’4”
and almost four hundred pounds and with a background
in field events and football we suspected Frank would
acquit himself well. Kaz spoke to Gary at length, as did
I, and after some original reluctance he agreed to come
and began to do some event training. Just a short time
before the meet, however, he told us he had suffered a
tom biceps while doing deadlifts in training. and would
be unable to compete. We hope he can come to the 2003
show as he recently became the first man to make offi-

With Dougie’s blessing, we went first for Nor-
way’s Svend Karlsen, a consistent and colorful athlete
who had won the WSM title in the fall of 2001. We also
invited the 2001 runner-up and former winner, Sweden’s
Magnus Samuelson. Both men indicated some original
interest, but both were reluctant to commit absolutely.
As it happened, Kaz and Jan and I had a chance to see
Magnus in person in San Antonio during the winter at a
convention sponsored by the National Strength and Con-
ditioning Association. While there, we did all we could
to convince the big strongman to come, but he cited his
wife’s pregnancy as a reason for his uncertainty. We
even invited him to take part in an impromptu exhibition
by Mark Philippi (the UNLV strength coach) and Mark
Henry there at the NSCA convention. Magnus declined
to take part, but Kaz and Jan and I were so impressed by
Philippi’s strength and aggressive attitude about the
show that after a discussion with David Webster it was
decided to invite him to take part in the show, an invita-
tion he readily accepted.

As the show neared, Magnus became difficult to
contact, although we heard conflicting stories from
mutual friends as to whether or not he was coming.

6
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Finally, hearing noth-
ing, we moved on to
Phil Pfister of West
Virginia, the top-rated
American Strongman
competitor over the
past couple of years.
Another man we had
invited earl ier .  in
a n t i c i p a t i o n  t h a t
e i the r  Magnus  o r
Svend or both would
turn us down in the
end was Canada’s
Hugo Girard, who had
avidly courted an
invitation by sending
a lot of information
about his career in
strongman events and
his interest in setting
records in certain
strength feats. Be-
cause of his grateful
acceptance we were Svend Karlsen needed all of his Viking power to push this approximately eight thousand

quite surprised when pound Hummer with virtually flat tires. The mighty Norwegian, who is the current TWI

he bailed out just a World’s Strongest Man champion, finished second in this event to Latvia’s Raimonds

few weeks away from Bergmanis.

t h e  e v e n t .  S v e n d Courtesy Buckland Gillespie Graphic Design

remained on the fence until the last minute, but as the before following Mark Henry from powerlifting into
day to decide drew near his Viking spirit prevailed and weightlifting and erasing all three of Mark’s national
he told us he would definitely come and that he would do records. Short, but massive and explosive, Shane
well. After Magnus and Hugo declined to take part appeared to us to be an ideal candidate. I had a long con-
David called Janni Viertanen, but the Finnish strongman versation on the phone with him about the contest and
said no, too, citing a slight biceps problem and a belief why I thought it would be fun for him and probably good
that the events didn’t particularly match his abilities. for his career as well as his pocketbook; and at first he
The last man chosen was Brian Schoonveld, a stout- was very enthusiastic about taking part, saying that he
hearted man who has been climbing the strongman lad- could see the events were real strength events, sounded
der for several years and a man who had the stones to safe, and didn’t require much endurance. Unfortunately,
agree to come with very little preparation. six weeks or so later, after speaking to his weightlifting

Our fourth category of participants — for those coach, Shane told me he had decided not to come to
who had distinguished themselves in two of the three Columbus and try to win the first prize package of
strength disciplines — came in handy as we wanted to approximately $100,000 (the Hummer, $10,000, a vaca-
include Mark Philippi, who was an outstanding lifter in tion for two and a year’s supply for a superheavyweight
the American Drugfree Powerlifting Federation before of MET-Rx supplements).
deciding to concentrate on the Strongman events, in Another man we wanted from the first — Greg
which his best showing was a win at the Strongest Man Kovacs — was a bit off the charts, as he had never to our
in the U.S. back in 1999. Another switch-hitter who got knowledge taken part in any sort of high level strength
one of the original invitations was Shane Hannan, the contest. Even so, he had been given so much publicity
young Oklahoman who was one of the greatest squatters in the bodybuilding press because of his strength and
in the world (with an official best of over 1000 pounds) size that many people in that field had come to believe

7
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that he was the strongest man in the world. This is what One night I talked to Jan about all this and asked her if
the 6’4”, 380 pound Kovacs has been called, in article she thought Mark could take part in the Arnold Strength
after article, and claims came from his camp that he had Summit without embarrassing himself. At that time
done such things as incline presses with 650 pounds for there were less than four months before the show, and
six reps, seated presses with five hundred pounds for ten for the previous five years all he had done in the weight
reps, and so on. Our reasoning was that since the Arnold room was light bodybuilding — of his upper body. He
Classic Weekend started as — and remains — a body- had done no pulls, no deadlifts, no cleans, no snatches,
building show, we thought Kovacs’ fans would love to no jerks, and very few squats since 1997, and I was
see the big man in the contest. Also, to be honest, we afraid that even with his great natural strength he had too
were all a bit skeptical about some of the claims made in far to go. But then I saw him one weekend and noticed
his behalf and we were curious to see just how strong he that he had gained a lot of weight since before the funer-
really was. So Kaz and I began our assault, and we both al — most of it fat. I realized that while he’d been home
had numerous conversations with Greg and/or his wife. he’d been eating comfort food at the tables of his grand-
At first, he appeared to be genuinely interested, though a mother and aunt and doing no cardio work. When I
bit apprehensive, too, but in the end he decided to pass, asked him what he weighed he said he was up to almost
saying that he planned to enter a bodybuilding show in 360 — about forty pounds over his summer and early
May and so would have begun to cut his weight by late fall weight of 320 to 325. This, plus his depression, gave
February — the time of our strength contest. me the push to seriously consider inviting him.

Another man who earned his invitation because
of his abilities in two of the three disciplines was Mark
Henry, who has made his living since 1996 as a profes-
sional wrestler for the WWF (now the WWE). Mark
won several national championships in the mid-90s in
weightlifting and set all the national superheavyweight
records, and he won the National and World Drug Free
Powerlifting Championships in 1995, setting many
world records in the squat, deadlift, and total. In fact, his
combined best official lifts in weightlifting and power-
lifting — all made within approximately six months —
add up to a total poundage that is the highest ever made.
Mark had been out of competition and heavy training for
a very long time, however, and his weight had dropped
about 70 pounds through dieting and doing an hour of
cardio every day at the request of the WWF. For these
reasons, I never gave much thought originally to him
taking part because I knew the WWF really wanted him
to keep his weight down and because they were the ones
who paid his handsome salary. However, in the fall he
got word that his mother had gone into the hospital and
almost certainly wasn’t coming out. So he took a leave
of absence, went home to East Texas, and stayed with
her for the final three weeks of her life. He stayed there
for an additional two weeks, attending to the funeral and
other related affairs, then returned to wrestling. I was in
frequent contact with Mark, as Jan and I have remained
in touch with him after he joined the WWF. During the
times when I spoke to him while he was with his family
following the funeral and after he had gone back on the
road he seemed to be terribly depressed. His father died
when Mark was quite young and his mother had raised
him mostly by herself, and they were unusually close.

Even though Jan and I were unsure if Mark
would have enough time to build the strength he would
need, I asked David and Kaz if they thought he deserved
an invitation. I added that I knew if we invited Mark
we’d open ourselves for criticism from people who
might think the event had been rigged to favor him, espe-
cially if he did well. But both David and Kaz said that
Mark’s accomplishments had earned him a place at the
table if he wanted to sit down and eat. They both added
that whenever someone did something unusual there
would be critics, but that most people who took the time
to look into it would realize that we had already estab-
lished three of the four events before Mark was even
considered, and that the events themselves were so basic
and straightforward that anyone who could win or do
well in a contest featuring those events would unques-
tionably and obviously be a very strong man. So, bol-
stered by David and Kaz, I called Mark and told him we
would invite him to take part in the show if he would
agree to really bear down and devote his whole heart to
the effort. I told him also that if his answer was yes he
still had to get clearance from Vince to have the three
months off to train and take part. I explained that decid-
ing to enter such a contest carried some very real risks
for him — the main one being that he had been promot-
ed in the past by the WWF as “the strongest man in the
world.” I said that if he did poorly they could hardly pro-
mote him as “the fifth strongest man in the world,” or
whatever. “You have to really give this some thought,”
I added. The next day he called and said he had prayed
about it, and that he definitely wanted in — that he saw
the contest as a way to honor his mother’s memory. In
so many words he explained that going back to basics —
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to his early roots as a lifter — would let him relive the
days when his mother bought him his first set of weights
and later walked with him at night up and down the dark
streets in their neighborhood to help relieve the cramps
he got from doing too many squats in junior high school.
Mark is well aware that many fans of lifting wanted him
to continue his competitive career rather than to take up
the hard road of professional wrestling, and he realized
that the Arnold Strength Summit would be a way for him
to further unwrap the great gift of strength he’d been giv-
en and to share it with the world. The next step was
Vince McMahon, who agreed enthusiastically after ask-
ing Mark if he thought he could win and hearing Mark
answer, “Vince, I think I can win if you’ll give me the
time to train.”

Finally the week of the contest arrived and one
by one our eight strength athletes began to arrive in
Columbus. By Thursday night everyone was there and
settled into their large suites in the beautiful Radisson
Hotel. Thursday evening the athletes and officials
assembled in a conference room along with their coach-
es to meet Jim Lorimer, hear him explain the activities of
the next three days, and then go by bus to look at the
venues and the implements that would be lifted, pushed,
and carried. Jim asked me to say a few words that
evening and I used my time to pay my respects to him
and to Arnold for supporting our efforts so generously
and to thank David, Kaz, and Jan for their hundreds of
hours of work in preparation for the show. Finally, I
thanked the eight champions who had accepted the chal-
lenge and risk of our competition. I told them that we
had invited the top men in the world in all of the strength
sports and that not everyone had been willing to accept
an invitation and to meet the challenge. I told them also
how brave I thought they were for being ready to step
outside the comfortable bounds of their individual sport
and take part in the Strength Summit. I explained that I
had conceived the event for strongmen everywhere, and
that I was very happy we were able to offer the largest
purse in the history of such contests. I closed by saying
that Kaz and David and I wanted the strongest man in the
room to win, and that we were extremely proud that so
many outstanding, powerful, and valiant men had come
to Columbus to make history.

The Contest
We decided to begin the competition with Apol-

lon’s Wheels, as we wanted the men to be as fresh as
possible for their assault on this legendary implement. If
any one of the four events could be seen as the signature

event for the contest this would be it, because the Wheels
carry such a unique pedigree. We saw this event as a
way to not only challenge our eight champions, but to
pay tribute to the past — to the professional strongman
Apollon and to the three iron game immortals who prior
to the Arnold Strength Summit had been the only three
men to successfully lift the Wheels from the floor over-
head — Charles Rigulot, John Davis, and Norbert Sche-
mansky. We knew, of course, that thick bars with 2”
handles had been manufactured and sold over the past
several years, but we also knew that if the plates used on
those bars allowed the bars to rotate inside them, clean-
ing as well as push pressing or jerking the bar would be
much easier with any given weight than the same weight
would be on an implement which allowed the bar to turn
only if the wheels turned at the same time and to the
same degree. This point cannot be overemphasized.

Over the weeks prior to the meet Tom Lincir of
Ivanko Barbell kept us on pins and needles as he per-
fected his design and built the Wheels. Originally, when
Tom agreed in the late fall of 2001 to build the replica,
he also agreed to build a lighter set of approximately 325
pounds with the same dimensions, so the men could
have it as a warm-up and so we could use it in the con-
test for the athletes who were unable to raise overhead
the 366-pounder. The construction of the big set proved
to be so difficult and time-consuming, however, that two
weeks before the show we agreed I would arrange to
have the light wheels made in Texas. Fortunately, a tal-
ented, semi-retired machinist lives in my neighborhood,
and he cut a 2” steel, extra-thick pipe down to 1.93” and
fitted it securely into two 150-plus pound oilfield pulleys
and we had our light set of wheels. True to his word,
Tom finally finished the big Wheels and they were deliv-
ered via airfreight the day before the show. And a beau-
tiful set of Wheels they were, too, up to his usual high
standards — gleaming and yet somehow ominous.

Because cleaning the Wheels is the most diffi-
cult part of the lift, we agreed from the beginning to
require the men to do repetitions of the clean and jerk
and not just the jerk. Actually, because we heard that
some of the men were having trouble cleaning 365
pounds even with the easier-to-lift 2” bar using regular
plates, we finally and reluctantly decided to allow them
to lift the Wheels to their shoulders in any way they
wanted — with two exceptions: standing the barbell on
end and rocking it over onto the shoulders or “continen-
taling” it by placing it on top of a lifting belt and boost-
ing it up from there. Similarly, we allowed the men to
raise it overhead by pressing it, jerking it, push pressing
it, or push jerking it, so long as they brought it under
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control to the satisfaction of the judge. We knew these
rules would set on edge the teeth of many purists, but we
certainly didn’t want to give the men a task that none of
them could accomplish. We wanted to honor the men of
the past, but we didn’t want to embarrass the men of the
present. We also thought that it might be interesting to
see the sorts of inventive ways the men might find in
their effort to elevate the massive, awkward weight.

Because we thought that some of the men would
be unable to get the big Wheels to their shoulders and
then overhead we decided to start with the heavy Wheels
and then to allow those who failed to negotiate them to
lift the smaller ones for as many reps as possible in order
for us to rank the men for points. The winner of each
event was to get eight points, with the next seven men
getting from seven to one. In case of a tie the points

would be split. We also required the men to lift the small
Wheels backstage before the event in front of the judges
in order to qualify to continue in this particular event.
We did this as a way to save time. As it happened, only
England’s Andy Bolton was unable to clean the smaller
Wheels, so he finished last. The night before at our
meeting at the hotel, the men had drawn lots to deter-
mine the lifting order in which they would attempt Apol-
lon’s Wheels on stage. Svend Karlsen wound up having
to go first and Phil Pfister had the advantage of going
last. Following the first two events, of course. the men
went in reverse order of their current point score. In oth-
er words, the man in last place after the Wheels and
deadlift would go first in the next event and the man in
first would go last, having earned that right.

Finally the time came to roll Apollon’s Wheels
onto the stage in front of approximately
seven thousand excited people and give
the men a chance to join the ranks of
Rigulot, Davis, and Schemansky. We had
prepared some slides of these three
immortals lifting the Wheels in France,
and Kaz explained that it had been almost
fifty years since the original Wheels had
been lifted. Kaz didn’t say — but I think
it’s fair to point out — that although all of
our eight competitors weighed over three
hundred pounds, most of them well over.
Rigulot, Davis and Schemansky all
weighed between 220 and 230 when they
hoisted the great weight. I spoke to Ski
several times before the show, and invited
him to be there, and he helped me appre-
ciate the difficulty of the challenge.
“Hell,” Ski said in his typical crusty, blunt
way, “if you wanted to make it really
tough, you should bend the bar like the
original one was bent after Davis dropped
it all those times back in ’49.” (Actually,
according to most of the experts with
whom I discussed this, it’s likely that a
bent bar would be easier to clean, as any
sort of significant bend would allow the
bar to be positioned so that the bend faced
upward. The upward-facing bend would
keep the bar from wanting to roll out of a
lifter’s hands, and thus make it easier to
hold onto during the pulling motion. Ski
is right, of course, that unless a bent bar is
released at the top of the clean so that

British powerlifter Andy Bolton now holds the world record in the deadlift
with 925 pounds, shown here. At the Arnold, he and Mark Henry, whose
official best is 904, went head to head in the deadlift event with Mark
making two reps with 885 and Andy making three.

Photo courtesy Andy Bolton
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when it is caught at the chest the bend is still facing
upward, the jerk would be much more difficult because
if the ends of the bar in the jerk point upwards the bar
would have a gravity-driven tendency to roll backward
or forward and end up with the ends facing downward,
thus twisting out of the lifter’s hands as it rolled.) In any
event, Ski wanted to be in Columbus and, at first, he
thought he could come; but he’s been having trouble
with one of his hips and so in the end he didn’t make it,
much to our collective disappointment. He got the full
results, of course, and I know he took some well-
deserved pleasure in them.

The first man to try the Wheels was the 6’3”,
320 pound Viking, Svend Karlsen, current winner of the
WSM contest. Like all the other contestants, Svend was
given 30 seconds to begin his attempt after his name was
called, and two minutes after he began his first pull, to
do as many reps as he could. Svend decided to use a
technique in which he pulled the bar a few inches above
his belt. rested it there briefly while leaning back, then
boosted it onto the top of his abdomen and from there
boosted it again to his shoulders. This he did with a
slight struggle, but when he tried to push press the
Wheels over his head they only went about 2/3 of the
way. After a short rest he once again took the bar to his
shoulders in three stages, but once again he was unable
to shove the bar to arms’ length although he came much
closer the second time, using a rough push jerk tech-
nique. He appeared to have the same sort of problem
several of the men had, which was controlling the non-
revolving bar as they tried to adjust it on its way over
their heads. In the months prior to the event I stressed to
the competitors that the three things that would make
Apollon’s Wheels difficult to lift were its weight, its
thick handle, and the fact that whenever the bar itself
would turn the wheels would also turn. Practicing with
a 2” bar and standard Olympic plates no doubt gave
them unfounded confidence, as most 2” bars or axles
will turn inside of the Olympic plates and thus not pre-
pare them for the “feel” of an implement that is all one
solid piece.

Brian Schoonveld was the second man to try the
Wheels, and he devised a clever way to raise them to his
shoulders. He used a reverse grip and lifted them to the
tops of his knees and rested them there while he assumed
a parallel squat position. He then released his grip and
hooked his elbows under the bar and stood up so the bar
was held in the crook of his arms — as in a Zercher Lift.
Next, he moved his upper body forward and then quick-
ly backward (as in a power clean) and raised his arms

into the air so that the bar rolled along his upper arms
and came to rest on top of his deltoids. At that point both
his arms were pointing skyward — more or less at the
angle of a Nazi salute — and Brian still had the task of
getting his hands under the bar so he could try to raise it
overhead. Slowly but surely he managed to get first one
and then the other hand under the bar, but when he tried
to elevate it his hand-spacing was quite wide and he was
so exhausted that on two attempts to push press it he got
it only a bit beyond halfway. Even though he failed, his
brave attempt was an amazing feat of strength and inge-
nuity. After a ten or 15 second rest he tried again, but
this time he couldn’t get the bar back on top of his shoul-
ders.

The next competitor was big Brad Gillingham, a
world powerlifting champion. He came out with fire in
his belly and used a conventional power clean technique.
He pulled the bar very high, but on the first attempt he
failed to catch it on his shoulders. But on his second
attempt he made a majestic power clean and just barely
failed to fix it overhead. His textbook clean made Brad
only the third man to clean Apollon’s Wheels using a
traditional cleaning style, as John Davis used a reverse
grip to pull the bar into the air before he let go with his
“underhand” and switched it back to a traditional grip. (It
might interest readers to know that Davis’ dramatic lift,
made on his sixth or seventh attempt, was captured on
film. Bud Greenspan of Olympic documentary film
fame — making his first “major” documentary — fol-
lowed Davis to France in 1949 to film him at the World
Weightlifting Championships. While there, Greenspan
immortalized Davis’ heroic final effort with the Wheels,
including the aftermath, when an exhausted Davis faint-
ed and slumped into the arms of a nearby official.)

To students of pure strength, Brad Gillingham’s
power clean of Apollon’s Wheels was one of the high-
lights of the entire contest, as it represented the first time
that anyone — including Rigulot, Davis, or Schemansky
— had used the power clean style to take the weight to
their shoulders. A biomechanical analysis of the
demands of bringing this particular implement to the
shoulders reveals that it is easier to clean the Wheels
using a split clean style than a power clean style (or, for
that matter, a squat clean style). I say this because when
a split clean is done the lifter is able to lean the torso
slightly backward and thus catch the thick bar on the top
of the chest more comfortably. In a standard power
clean or squat clean the hips go a bit backward and the
torso is inclined a bit forward as the bar is received at the
chest — especially if the lifter lowers his torso more than
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an inch or so from a fully upright position — and this
forward-leaning position makes it very difficult to fix
and hold the thick bar in place. What this means is that
it requires more strength or, to be more precise, power to
do what Brad Gillingham did than to do what Rigulot,
Davis, and Schemansky did because Brad had to pull the
bar higher in the air than would have been the case had
he used a split clean style. This fact wasn’t lost on the
thoughtful Gillingham, a man who is part of what surely
must be the strongest trio of brothers in the world. Brad
told a few of us the following day that he was so excited
at having cleaned the historic implement that he had
been unable to get to sleep that night.

The fourth lifter to try the Wheels was Mark
Henry, by far the heaviest of the contestants. Although
none of the men were weighed, we had bio sheets on
them all and, according to the information they provid-
ed, their weights ranged from approximately 300 to 335
— except for Mark, who weighed between 390 and 400.
Most observers thought that because of Mark’s having
made a clean and jerk of five hundred pounds in the past
he would be one of the favorites in this event, and those
observers were correct. Using the same power clean
style Gillingham had used, Mark took a traditional,
pronated grip on the bar and hauled it nose-high before
catching it on top of his massive chest. He then drove it
overhead effortlessly, using a push press to get the bar
up. He then dropped the bar and, after the spotters had
replaced it in the center of the platform, made another
powerful clean and another laughably easy push press.
Down crashed the Wheels again, and once again it was
re-centered on the platform. (During this time and
throughout the contest he was being coached by Jeff
“Mad Dog” Madden, the head of strength and condition-
ing at the University of Texas at Austin, and Jeff was
giving him updates on how many seconds had gone by.)
After Mark’s second successful lift the huge crowd of
8000 or so iron game fans were all standing and scream-
ing, as they knew they were witnessing a truly historic
event. They roared their encouragement as Mark
grabbed the Wheels again and yelled as he pulled them
to his chest a third time and popped them overhead like
a toy. He had done what he hoped to do — take it clean
to his shoulders and get it overhead three times. “I
hoped I could do it three times,” he explained, “as a way
to honor each of the three great lifters who lifted it
before I did. I did one lift for each man, and I’m lucky
there were only three.”

David Webster, in an account of the contest pub-
lished in the magazine Muscle Mob, had this to say about

Mark’s performance with the Wheels, “Sensational.
There is no other word for it. He was like a raging bull.
He stalked the stage, then tore the bar to the shoulders
easier than either Davis or Schemansky did. He cele-
brated exultantly with the crowd, then did another clean
and jerk. Storming around like a man possessed, he psy-
ched himself up for a third and final lift within the two
minutes allocated for the attempts. The huge crowd,
vocally supporting him in every lift, then showed their
appreciation in no uncertain fashion. I have been organ-
ising strongman competitions since the 1940s and can
honestly say that the atmosphere created at Columbus
Convention Centre has never been surpassed. This
should give television producers food for thought.”

As the crowd noise subsided, another Mark was
chalking his hands and making ready to have a go —
Mark Philippi. Having seen Philippi do so well in that
exhibition in San Antonio, I thought he stood a good
chance of lifting the Wheels, and he proved me right.
Using the same reverse grip squat clean and sliding his
left hand (underhand) grip to the center of the bar as he
descended, he pinned the bar against his throat and held
it there as he recovered. Once he stood up he gradually
switched his left hand off the bar and then back under it
so that it matched the position of his right hand. Finally
he was ready to lift the Wheels overhead, and although
the lift was a bit hard for him he used his athleticism and
strength to balance it once he drove it off his chest and
then pressed it out and held it for the “down” signal. He
approached the bar for a second attempt, but gave it up
as he realized he wouldn’t be able to make another clean.
Even so, by elevating the weight, he became the fifth
man in history to lift either Apollon’s Wheels or a repli-
ca of the Wheels and the crowd gave him a well-
deserved and rousing ovation.

Latvia’s Raimonds Bergmanis was another
competitor who some predicted would do well with the
Wheels because of his extensive weightlifting experi-
ence. Raimonds was taught the intricacies of “Olympic
lifting” by his father, who was for years the national
superheavyweight champion of Latvia. Raimonds has
lifted more than 500 pounds in the clean and jerk and he
has the large, thick hands of a natural strongman. But
Apollon’s Wheels proved too much for the genial Lat-
vian, and even though he attacked the bar again and
again he was never able to catch it and hold it at his chest
as he dropped into a mid-range squat clean. He had it
high enough to squat clean several times, but not high
enough to power clean, and, as explained earlier, the
thick, non-rotating bar and his forward-leaning style of
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cleaning prevented him from completing the lift.
The last competitor was the big fireman from

West Virginia — 6’5”, 320 pound Phil Pfister — who
had larger hands than anyone else in the contest. As he
approached the bar Phil exhorted the crowd for some
support and they were glad to give it. But as he pulled
for the first time they were no doubt as surprised as I was
when he only managed to lift the Wheels a few inches
off the floor. But Phil wasn’t finished. He psyched
again and managed to raise the bar just above his belt
and lodge it onto his stomach. From there he boosted it
a few inches higher and caught it again before giving it
another “jump” and taking it a bit higher still. Finally,
he made one last boost and turned the Wheels into posi-
tion at the top of his chest. But although he gave it a
manful effort, his push press only went part way up
before stalling and crashing back down. After a brief
rest he tried again but the weight was just too heavy for
him. A professional strongman competitor, Phil does
very little standard lifting with barbells or dumbells, pre-
ferring to concentrate his efforts training on the events
he must do in the strongman contests.

At that point in the contest the exact replica of
Apollon’s Wheels was rolled off the stage and replaced
by a set of wheels that weighed 325 pounds. The lighter
wheels had a bar with the exact same diameter and the
bar was set firmly into the wheels, which came from a
set of oilfield pulleys. The pulley-wheels were a bit
smaller in diameter than the railway wheels used by
Apollon, and so the bar was approximately 1 ½” inch-
es higher off the floor than an Olympic bar is when it’s
loaded with forty-five pound plates. But we needed the
smaller wheels, as they allowed the remaining four men
(Schoonveld, Gillingham, Pfister, and Bergmanis) to
fight for placings. In a controversial ruling, Svend
Karlsen, on the basis of his two “cleans” with the heavy
wheels, was awarded third place and not required to try
the smaller wheels. For the rest of the men (except for
Andy Bolton, who came in last on the basis of his inabil-
ity to get the small wheels to his shoulders during the
warm-up/qualifier), the order of lifting was the same.

First up was Brian Schoonveld, who got the
small wheels to his chest using his unique style and then
push pressed them three times before returning them to
the platform. Apparently, he was afraid that he might
fail to get the wheels to his chest again and wanted to do
the extra jerks and finish ahead of any man who did one
successful “clean” and overhead lift but then failed to get
it to his shoulders again. Not satisfied, however, Brian
did get it to his shoulders again, but this time was unable

to bring his hands from the “Nazi salute” position to a
position under the bar.

The next man out was Brad Gillingham, who
manhandled the lighter bar—power cleaning it three
times and push pressing it solidly after each clean. This
took most of his two minutes, and he settled for three
repetitions. Following Brad was Raimonds Bermanis,
who made a hard, awkward squat clean and an easy push
press, but then failed to clean the wheels again—
although he made eight more attempts in the 90 or so
seconds he had left after making his first lift. Obvious-
ly frustrated at his inability to clean a weight that he had
probably snatched at least a hundred times during his
long career, Raimonds attacked the bar furiously and
with admirable heart. But the characteristics of both the
light and heavy wheels, as we predicted, made the imple-
ment so much more awkward to lift that it took away
from the weightlifter the natural advantage conferred by
years of training on a modern, revolving bar.

The last man to lift was Phil Phister, who once
again used his four-stage quasi-continental style to get
the bar to his shoulders. This he was able to do three
times, and to follow these “cleans” with three push
presses, thus tying Gillingham for fourth place. So after
the first event, the placings and points were as follows:

Mark Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 points
Mark Philippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 points
Svend Karlsen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 points
Brad Gillingham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.5 points
Phil Pfister (tie for fourth) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.5 points
Brian Schoonveld. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 points
Raimonds Bergmanis. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 2 points
Andy Bolton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 point

During this event David Webster was the chief
referee, with Dr. John Fair and Jeff Everson serving as
the side judges. Had it been necessary to call on them,
we had a jury of sorts, which included Vic Boff, Joe
Marino, Ray Stem, Ed Coan, and Bob Delmontique.

The Apollon’s Wheels event took place late on
Friday morning, and the way the schedule worked out
we decided to do Friday’s second event—the car lift —
almost immediately afterward, while the men were still
a bit warmed up. Unfortunately, it was necessary for us
to set up the lifting area for the car lift in a large room
where thousands of martial artists were having a contest.
This made for major crowd control problems and made
it difficult or impossible for those who wanted to watch
to be able to see what was happening. But our major
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problem had to do with the design of the frame on which
the truck the men were to lift rested. Without going into
more detail than such an article can sustain, I’ll just say
that although we were assured a small Chevrolet pickup
(an S-10) had been lifted on the same frame that was
brought to us in Columbus, men such as Brad Gilling-
ham, Andy Bolton, and Mark Henry found during warm-
ups that they were unable to lift without limit effort (and
maybe not then) a Ford Ranger pick-up resting on the
frame. As the Chevrolet S-10 and the Ford Ranger
appear to be very equivalent in size and weight we were
— and remain — puzzled as to how this could be so.
But once we realized that none of our men might be able
to lift the truck when the official contest began we were
forced to scramble around and find a test that would
require the same sort of basic hip, back, thigh, and
shoulder strength we planned to test with the lifting of
the car.

After a quick conference involving David Web-
ster, Bill Kazmaier, John Fair, Jan, and I we decided to
borrow an Olympic bar and as many Olympic plates as
possible and simply ask the men to use straps and do sin-
gles in the deadlift to determine who was the strongest.
But lo and behold — even though we found an Olympic
bar there were no hundred pound plates, and so it would
probably be impossible to put enough weight on the bar
for at least some of the men in the event. At that point it
was suggested that we get the 150 pound plus oilfield
pulley-wheels that we used on the light bar in the previ-
ous event and put them on the inside with Olympic
plates from there on out. This we did, only to learn that
the most we could squeeze onto the bar with a collar was
88.5 pounds, and we feared that even that might not be
enough for some of our eight young bulls. Our fear was
based on two things, the first of which was that we were
permitting the men to wear straps. This was done
because we didn’t want gripping strength to be the deter-
mining factor in the event, especially since two of the
other events (Apollon’s Wheels and the Farmer’s Walk)
were good tests of hand strength. The second thing
which made us suspect that some of the men might reach
900 pounds is that the oilfield pulley-wheels were a bit
larger in diameter than standard Olympic plates, which
meant that the bar would be a bit higher off the floor at
the start of the lift than an Olympic bar loaded with 45
pound plates. We reasoned that these differences should
translate into slightly heavier deadlifts.

During our instructions to the competitors we
told them that they would each get three attempts, as in
a standard lifting contest, and that if they felt able to lift

885 pounds they should lift it for as many repetitions as
they could as a way to separate themselves from one
another. David Webster continued as the chief referee,
and we were fortunate to have two outstanding lifters
serving as side judges — Jill Mills, a former powerlift-
ing champion and winner of TWI’s World’s Strongest
Woman contest, and the legendary Ed Coan, many time
world champion and world record holder in powerlift-
ing. Jill, by the way, gave a well-received demonstration
of her ability in some of the “strongman” events in front
of the vast crowd at the Arnold Expo.

Using the “round system,” in which the men
with the lightest first attempts go first and then, once
everyone has taken an attempt, the bar is lowered so the
lightest second attempts can be done, and so on, the con-
test commenced. Schoonveld was first up with 615, fol-
lowed by Pfister (615), Karlsen (705), Bergmanis (705),
Philippi (755), Gillingham (755), Bolton (805), and
Henry (805). All of these attempts were successful, and
so the second “round” began, starting with Brian
Schoonveld (665) Phil Pftster (675), Raimonds
Bergmanis (765), Svend Karlsen (775), Mark Philippi
(805), Brad Gillingham (815) and Andy Bolton (865).
Mark Henry decided to take 885 on his second attempt,
and he pulled this massive weight easily to the finished
position once, then lowered it and did it again with pow-
er to spare. Then, for some reason, he put the bar down
and began to celebrate. Later, he said that the bar had
bumped his shin on the second rep and that he decided to
stop — a serious miscalculation, as we’ll soon see. For
their third and last attempts, Schoonveld was again first,
taking (and failing with) 705. Next up was Phil Pfister,
a notoriously poor deadlifter, who managed a fine effort
with 715. Svend Karlsen followed, taking 815 but only
managing to get it a bit past his knees. Raimonds
Bergmanis took the same weight and was delighted to
make what was for him the heaviest deadlift of his life.
Mark Philippi followed with 825 and made it solidly.
But Brad Gillingham is one of the greatest deadlifters in
the world, and he brought up 865 with no trouble at all
— looking capable of perhaps as much as 900. Andy
Bolton took 885 for his final attempt and made Mark
Henry pay by hauling the big load once, twice, and then
three times to take the lead. His last lift was a real limit
— slow and soft on the lockout, and featuring one of the
most spectacular nose-blood explosions I’ve seen in
forty years of powerlifting. This blowout was all the
more exciting as the spectators in the bleachers (includ-
ing Arnold, Maria Shriver and their children) were no
more than eight to ten feet away when the eruption
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occurred. The crowd loved it, even though the scene
was hectic and disorganized because of our inability to
use the frame to lift the pick-up truck. Anyway, after a
bit of deliberation, Mark decided to forego his last
attempt. His coach, Jeff “Mad Dog” Madden, reasoned
that even if Mark made four reps (which would have
been doubtful) and finished first he would only have
gained one extra point, and that one point would have
required him to expend a great deal of effort.

Even though the deadlift event was more or less
designed on the spot, the poundages lifted by all of these
men were exceptional, and some were phenomenal.
Five of the eight lifters exceeded eight hundred pounds,
and the top three men, especially Bolton and Henry,
could have gone to nine hundred and even beyond. So
easily did the weights go up that anyone watching had to
remind himself just how much was on the bar. That
evening, as some of the lifters were rehashing the dead-
lift, it was generally agreed that both Mark and Andy
might very well have been able that day to take a stan-
dard Olympic bar and, without straps, exceed Andy’s
official all-time best deadlift of 925. It was also agreed
that from an organizational and spectator standpoint the
deadlift event left much to be desired. Even so, to a real
student of strength our impromptu test of back, leg, hip,
and thigh was a breathtaking thing to watch.

At the end of two events the placings and points
were as follows:

Mark Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15 points
Mark Philippi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 points
Brad Gillingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 points
Andy Bolton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9 points
Svend Karlsen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8.5 points
Phil Pfister . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.5 points
Raimonds Bergmanis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 points
Brian Schoonveld. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 points

The next day — Saturday — the final two events
were scheduled, and the first of those was the Hummer
Push. Because one of our primary sponsors was the
General Motors Humvee, we wanted to feature one of
the motorized beasts in an event. Rather than trying to
find a way to lift a Hummer in some way, we decided
that pushing one with deflated tires would be a real chal-
lenge. We did our best to make the event as fair as we
could, and in this effort we bought shoes for the men so
they would all have the same footwear. We also placed
a long runner of rubberized matting between the tires so
that as the Hummer was pushed the tires would roll on

concrete whereas the men would have the traction pro-
vided by the rubberized and slightly spongy runner. We
realized, of course, that to push a “mere” Hummer would
look somewhat unimpressive when compared with the
things that have been pushed via a harness in
TransWorld International’s World’s Strongest Man con-
tests — tractor-trailer trucks, buses, airplanes, etc. But
we were limited to an indoors format — we couldn’t go
out to a local airport or train terminal. But we thought
that if we took the air pressure down to almost zero even
the strongest men would find it difficult not only to start
the vehicle rolling but to keep it rolling. Finally, the
GMC people sent a Hummer to Columbus (just a couple
of days before the show) and so we were able to work
with our two official testers — local strongman Bryan
Neece and Francis Brebner of Scotland, an outstanding
Highland Games athlete — in an effort to find where we
should set the tire pressure. One of the bedrock princi-
ples under-girding the competition was that all of the
events involving continuous effort could last for no more
than thirty seconds. The reason for this decision on our
part is that the “anaerobic threshold’ is between twenty
and thirty seconds, so if an event takes ninety seconds or
two minutes to complete it’s quite possible for a man
who is strong but also very aerobically fit to defeat a
man who is stronger but less enduring. If at all possible,
we wanted the stronger men to place highest in all of our
events.

As we put the testers through their paces, lower-
ing the tire pressure again and again, we finally learned
that when the pressure was reduced to about six pounds
the Hummer became very difficult to start and to push. I
actually wanted to lower it a bit more as I reasoned that
the men in the competition would be brimming with
energy and adrenaline and that in any case they were
also a bit stronger than our testers, but I was out-voted
and we set the pressure at six pounds. In hindsight, it
appears as if we probably should have reduced the pres-
sure a bit more, as seven of the eight men completed the
40’ course in considerably less than thirty seconds. One
problem, however. that might have been exacerbated by
a further lowering of the pressure was that it would have
been even more difficult than it was to correctly align the
deflated tires at the start of each man’s attempt. As it
was, several of the men experienced problems because,
try as we might (and did), it was apparently impossible
to align the tires for each man so that they were facing
dead ahead. We learned that if the tires were even a frac-
tion off dead straight it was far more difficult to get the
Hummer rolling; the deflated tires seemed to sometimes
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squish to one side or the other and form what amounted
to a rubber wedge that had to be overcome before the
man behind the wheel could straighten the tires and keep
them aligned down the course. This became apparent
when Brad Gillingham had trouble moving off the line
and even more apparent during Mark Henry’s attempt. It
almost seemed — as Mark began to apply his huge body
to the rear of the Hummer after the signal to begin had
been given — that the driver had his foot on the brake.
Once Mark got the Hummer started, however, it
appeared (and the videotapes support) that he was mov-
ing the vehicle very fast. Brad Gillingham, in fact, said
a week or so after the show that “it was clear that the
tires were wedged in some way when Mark began to
push, because once he got it started his world’s strongest
legs moved it faster than anyone else.” Another problem
we faced is that since the event was held inside the Expo
Center, we were not permitted to start the engine and
leave it on during the push, which would have triggered
the power steering and made it much easier for the driv-
er to keep the tires properly aligned. Several of the men
had been able to find and push a Hummer in preparation
for the event, but they all did so outside with the engine
running and the power steering mechanism working.
But we learned from our mistakes, and next year we plan
to involve a Hummer in a very different and, we hope,
more error-proof way.

The surprise (and very popular) winner of this
event was the man who came the farthest — Raimonds
Bermanis — who burned up the course by covering it in
17.07 seconds. Raimonds is an extremely explosive and
determined athlete and his thick legs drove like pistons
over the course of the race. The athletic Svend Karlsen
came in second at 17.62 seconds, followed by Phil Pfis-
ter (18 seconds), Mark Philippi (18.53 seconds), Mark
Henry (20.59 seconds), Andy Bolton (23.47 seconds),
Brad Gil l ingham (25.60 seconds),  and Brian
Schoonveld, (who managed to make it 35’6” in the allot-
ted 30 seconds). The idea of pushing or pulling a heavy
object over a relatively short course in 30 seconds or less
is a sound one, but the trick is to find something to pull
that doesn’t generate a lot of momentum on its own once
it begins to move. Anything with wheels, for example,
will usually develop a lot of momentum once it begins to
roll; and even a series of connected train cars can be
rolled over a flat course if they can be “started.” Next
year, we may require our strength athletes to push or pull
and object that has no wheels so that it is not much more
difficult to start than it is to move once it’s started.

At the end of three events the overall placings on

points were as follows:

1. Mark Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19 points
2. Mark Philippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 points
3. Svend Karlsen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15.5 points
4. Raimonds Bergmanis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 points
5. Phil Pfister. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13.5 points
6. Andy Bolton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12 points
7. Brad Gillingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12 points
9. Brian Schoonveld . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5 points

The final event — a variety of what has come to
be called the Farmer’s Walk (we called it by such names
as the Log Haul, the Timber Trudge, and the Lumberjack
Logs) — was one that required a lot of research, thought,
and experimentation. Earlier in this account, I explained
that David Webster, Bill Kazmaier and I had concluded
that the Farmer’s Walk event as it’s usually done lasts
too long and uses implements which are too light for it
to be a true test of brute strength. Naturally, it doesn’t
require a Ph.D. in the science of rocketry to understand
that, in a race for time, the lighter the objects carried and
the farther they are carried the less chance there is for a
really strong man to win. Imagine, if you will, two
objects weighing one hundred pounds each and a race in
which the contestants are to carry the two objects as far
as possible in five minutes. Does anyone think that it
would be particularly difficult to find athletes (certain
football players, for example, or wrestlers) who could
have easily defeated Bill Kazmaier and Jon Pall Sig-
marsson (in their primes) in such a race? Or what about
a race lasting ten minutes. in which the contestants car-
ried fifty pound implements? In that race it would be no
great challenge to find very fit, enduring athletes who
could defeat the men who defeated Kaz and Jon Pall in
the previously imagined race. And so on. The point is
that we wanted to keep the time of the race near the
upper limit of the anaerobic threshold and we wanted to
load the men as heavily as possible so that we were com-
ing as close as we could to testing limit strength and not
a combination of strength and endurance. However,
even the latter part of the plan — to “load the men as
heavily as possible” — proved problematic as we had no
completely trustworthy method of knowing just how
heavily we could load our eight strong men, especially
since we were going to ask them to carry the implement
up a ramp and not on a flat course. (One of the reasons
for the ramp was that we feared a load near the limit of
the men’s total body strength would be too heavy for
their grip. We hoped to use a weight and a ramp angle
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that would mean their grip strength and their body
strength would be tested to approximately the same
degree.)

Originally, the plan had been to stage this event
on Saturday night at the Columbus Auditorium during
the crowning of the winner of the Arnold Classic body-
building contest. That stage would only allow us a total
course length of approximately forty-five feet, and so
that’s what we had the Ohio carpenters build. Early on,
I had suggested to Jim Lorimer and Arnold that by
allowing us to have the final event that night it would be
a fitting way for the audience to watch as these giants of
strength fought one another for the keys to a new Hum-
mer. In most Strongman competitions, the Farmer’s
Walk is usually very popular among the spectators.

the implement, and each of us called other experts to get
their opinions. Finally. as was stated earlier, we decided
to build an implement of just over 800 pounds, reason-
ing that such an implement would be heavier than any-
thing used in any previous Farmer’s Walk. Regarding
the bar thickness of 1 ¼”, the general consensus was that
anything much smaller would cut into the hands of the
contestants and anything much larger might be impossi-
ble to grip and hold in a carrying event with such a heavy
load.

But as to how heavy we should make the imple-
ment the men would carry, we were entering uncharted
waters. The heaviest Farmer’s Walk we had heard about
involved implements of approximately 350 pounds on a
flat course, and most such Walks used far less than that
in terms of weight. Plus, we had to consider that having
to walk up a ramp with any given weight would be more
difficult than walking along a flat course with the same
weight. One unanswered question was that by using one
solid implement (not unlike a giant trap bar) instead of
two separate implements would we be making the event
easier or more difficult
We thought we knew,
but could we be cer-
tain? We were certain
of one thing, which
was that by using one
solid implement
instead of two uncon-
nected implements we
would be making the
event different — and
this would help to
insure that the “strong-
man” contestants with
years of experience in
the Farmer’s Walk
would lose a bit of
their “training” advan-
tage. With all these
considerations in
mind, David, Kaz, and
I  spen t  dozens  o f
hours agonizing over
how heavy to make

The only one of the athletes I saw train during
the run-up to the event was. of course, Mark Henry, and
I watched him each week as he would load a rectangular
metal apparatus he’d had made (at a machine shop).
Each week he’d load it with more and more weight and
carry it up a ramp at the Varsity Weight Room at the
University of Texas in Austin. Although he had never
done a Farmer’s Walk event, and had only tried once to
carry two objects (he carried two plate-loaded metal
racks that day weighing 365 pounds each up a slight hill
for a distance of approximately 50 feet and said he could
have gone further), I suspected that because of his over-
all body power and strength of grip he should be able to
meet this challenge if he had enough time to practice.
Watching him get stronger gave me the confidence to
suggest that a weight of eight hundred pounds would not

be asking the men to
do the impossible. I
realized, of course.
that an apparatus made
out of thick logs or
timbers would be more
cumbersome and diff-
cult to balance than the
small metal rectangle
Mark was using in
practice. Even so, I
thought that when the
Hummer was on the
line most of the men
would be able to carry
eight hundred pounds
at least part of the way
up the ramp. I was
joined in this assess-
ment by several of our
contestants, including
Svend Karlsen, who
thought eight hundred
pounds sounded aboutPhoto courtesy Jim Lorimer

American strongman competitor Phil Pfister had the fastest time in
the log carry on Saturday afternoon. Phil, without straps, carried the
815 pounds of wooden timbers up the 40’ ramp in an astonishing
8.5 seconds, as measured by referee George Oates, on the right.
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right. As for my own vote on the weight of the timber
apparatus, I chose to stick with eight hundred pounds
even though I suspected that an even heavier weight
would have been a truer test of brute strength. I opted
for the lighter load because I wanted all the men to have
a good shot at carrying the timbers all the way to the top.
I discussed this with David and Kaz and they both
agreed that we should try our very best to load the men
so that most of them could finish the course.

Finally, a father and son team of carpenters in
Lockhart, Texas began to build the apparatus about a
month before the event. after I had at last located some
old timbers, and they finished just a few days before the
apparatus had to be loaded onto a flatbed trailer and
hauled up to Columbus. But before we loaded it, I asked
Mark to come to the small town where it was built and
try to lift and carry it. Even though it could be argued
that by doing this I was giving Mark an advantage over
the other contestants I felt we had to be certain that the
apparatus could be lifted. balanced, and carried up a
slight grade. I discussed this with David and Kaz and
they concurred. We had to learn if the much more mas-
sive load of timbers would create problems for Mark
and, by extension, the other competitors. And whom
could I ask if not Mark’? If there was a problem with the
apparatus we needed to know it, so the problem could
either be fixed before the actual contest or so we’d know
we had to use a smaller, plate-loading metal frame
instead of that brutal load of timbers. In any case, Mark
drove down and it was good that he did, as he bent the
braces the carpenters had used to hold the carrying bars
in place. He predicted after looking the apparatus over
that the braces would bend, but the carpenters said they
wouldn’t. The braces did bend when he lifted it, how-
ever, but new and larger braces were installed and the
new braces held when Mark raised it off the shop floor
for the second time. Encouraged, we loaded the bolted-
together pile of timbers onto a trailer, drove it a couple
of miles to the parking lot of a nearby grocery store, and
unloaded it. Quickly. so as not to draw a crowd and per-
haps be stopped by the store managers, Mark (already
warm by having lifted the apparatus a few times while
the bracings and balance were being checked out)
stepped inside the timbers. chalked his hands, took his
grip, lifted the timbers, and carried them up a grade fair-
ly comfortably for about thirty-five feet. This was
impressive to see. of course, but what really made Jan
and I happy was that the apparatus appeared to balance
well and, even more important, was definitely not so
heavy as to be un-liftable. So we reloaded the apparatus,
wrapped it securely with a tarp. tied it in place, and the

next day two of my neighbors — Josh Kosarek and Pat
Hall — drove off toward Columbus, along with the dis-
assembled “light” version of Apollon’s Wheels.

The night before the contest began — during the
tour all the contestants were given to view the imple-
ments and the places where they’d be lifted, pushed, and
carried — the men saw for the first time the daunting
pile of timbers for themselves. They were asked if
they’d like to lift it. but understandably no one stepped
forward on the night before the contest was to begin.
Even so, after being assured that the timbers weighed
“only” about 815-825 pounds, and that Mark had had
one successful “test-flight” with them. the men collec-
tively decided they could be lifted. They did make a
group request to have the apparatus placed on blocks for
each man so it wouldn’t be necessary to squat down so
far to lift the apparatus before carrying it up the ramp.
The officials accepted that request.

One final twist in this event was that on Friday
afternoon. just after the first day of competition, Jim
Lorimer approached me and said that he and Arnold had
been looking at the pile of timbers and were concerned
that if none of the men could carry it up the ramp it
would put a damper on the final show on Saturday night.
He said they both doubted if anyone could really carry it
all the way to the top. I explained that Mark had done it,
and that after seeing the pile of timbers for themselves
the men agreed that it could be lifted and carried. I also
told him Kaz and I felt fairly certain that several of the
men would be able to lift the timbers and carry them the
full length of the ramp inside the thirty second time lim-
it. I explained that even if some of the men failed to go
all the way up we would mark the distance they achieved
and that their failure would prove to the audience the dif-
ficulty of the task. Jim said he would talk it over with
Arnold and get back to me. He did so the following
morning, when he told me that he and Arnold were still
worried and wanted us to move the event to Saturday
afternoon on the stage at the Expo Center. Naturally, the
officials and I and all of the competitors were disap-
pointed by the decision, but we were grateful to Arnold
and Jim and wanted to make the best of things. We con-
soled ourselves with the knowledge that an even larger
crowd would get to see the men lift and carry the tim-
bers, because the Expo Center on Saturday is even more
crowded than it is on Friday.

Accordingly. the ramp was loaded onto a truck
in pieces and assembled in the center of the Expo stage
for the final, and deciding, event. The first man to chal-
lenge the tmbers was Brian Schoonveld, and he drew
roars of approval from the crowd by hauling the appara-
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tus up the ramp in only 13.5 seconds and then holding it
in the air for at least five seconds longer. smiling for a11
to see. He had been a bit overmatched in the overall con-
test, and it was good to see him finish on a high note.
The only dark moment of the entire contest occurred on
the next attempt. when Brad Gillingham injured his
biceps just as he lifted the timbers off the frame. He
immediately dropped the weight, and at first it w-as
unclear if his injury was serious, But unfortunately he
had partially tom his biceps, and a few days later he
underwent surgery to repair the injury. The good news
is that he recovered so fast that he was able to squeeze in
enough training to finish second in the USAPL National
Championships, earn a spot at the upcoming World
Powerlifting Championships, and thus have the chance
to defend his title and go for his third consecutive world
superheavyweight title. Here’s hoping he can pull it off.
My personal feeling is that if had he not gotten a bad
start with the Hummer and not tom his biceps with the
timbers he would probably have finished in the top three
in this contest. Brad is large, athletic, and powerful to a
degree rarely seen. He is also an uncommonly fine
young man.

The next man up was Great Britain’s Andy
Bolton, who fought his way to the top of the ramp in a
time of 19.2 seconds. Mr. Pfister then came out to wrap
those colossal mitts around the bars and show the crowd
why he’s been so successful on the strongman circuit
over the past few years. Nor did he disappoint, literally
smoking the course in the amazing time of only 8.7 sec-
onds. So much for the men not being able to carry the
timbers up the ramp. As it happened, the only man who
failed to take the timbers all the way to the top was the
next competitor — Latvia’s Raimonds Bergmanis —
who was bothered by a slight hand injury he had sus-
tained going for one of his many misses with Apollon’s
Wheels. The bum hand affected his grip, and without
full command of your grip it’s impossible to hold the
bars tightly enough to make it all the way up the ramp.

Norway’s Svend Karlsen was in third place
going into this event, and he hoped to improve his posi-
tion and, perhaps, to win it all if Mark Henry should hap-
pen to falter. So he summoned all of the Viking Power
at his disposal and almost matched Pfister’s time. hitting
the finish line in only 9.5 seconds. Mark Philippi need-
ed to finish no lower than one place behind Svend in
order to remain in second place overall and bring home
$15,000, but he had a bit of grip trouble and finished
behind both Bolton and Schoonveld. This put Svend
temporarily in first, Phil in second, and Mark Philippi in
third.

On Saturday evening, during the finals of the Arnold
Classic Bodybuilding Competition, the strength athletes
were invited onstage and given a chance to lift the
“unliftable” Inch Dumbell. West Virginia firefighter Phil
Pfister had to use two hands to shoulder the unwieldy
implement, but he had no trouble pushing it to arm’s
length overhead. He then received a rare standing ova-
tion from the enthusiastic crowd.

Photo courtesy Buckland Gillespie Graphic Design

Things now rested in the broad paws of Mark
Henry, who had led the contest from the beginning and,
as the leader, had retained the important advantage of
going last in the final two events. This is especially crit-
ical in the last event as the leader knows in advance of
his attempt what he needs to do to win not just that event
but the much more important overall victory. As Mark
prepared for his attempt with the timbers he knew that he
didn’t have to win this particular event in order to retain
the lead. He knew that the only way he could lose would
be if he tried to really hurry, stumbled, and was forced to
re-grip. Armed with this knowledge, he lifted the tim-
bers carefully, got his balance, and then marched majes-
tically up the ramp toward victory, $10,000. a tropical
vacation for two, the keys to a brand new silver Hummer
with all the bells and whistles, and the screams and
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cheers of the thousands of fans. After roaring out his joy
and acknowledging the crowd, Mark walked down the
ramp and toward the back of the platform. Halfway
there, he collapsed to one knee and began to sob. Some-
one went to him to ask if he was okay, and Mark finally
managed to say, “I won the contest, but I lost my moth-
er.”

The final results and point totals were as follows:

1. Mark Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 points
2. Svend Karlsen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22.5 points
3. Phil Pfister. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21.5 points
4. Mark Philippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 points
5. Andy Bolton and Raimonds Bergmanis. . . . 16 points
7. Brad Gillingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .13 points
8. Brian Schoonveld  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 points

In the aftermath of the last event, most of the
competitors said they thought we should add some
weight for the show next year, and everyone was proud
that the men rose to the challenge so well. Both Arnold
and Jim said afterward that they wished they had had the
faith to put the event in the Saturday night show, but that
next year they would definitely do so. It should be
added, in fairness, that what Jim Lorimer had told me
about Arnold’s legendary “gut instinct” was eerily accu-
rate. Jim had told me that the reason they had wanted us
to switch the location and time of the meet from the
Auditorium on Saturday night to the Expo Center on Sat-
urday afternoon was that Arnold had a feeling something
might go wrong as the event was being conducted. As it
happened, he was right. What went wrong was that sev-
eral of the men built up so much speed as they carried the
timbers up the ramp that when they dropped them at the
top the momentum of that eight hundred-plus pounds hit
with such forward force that several of the segments of
the ramp were jerked apart. This meant that the carpen-
ter crew had to rush out and put the ramp back together
several times. Even though they did this quickly it still
took valuable minutes and would have disrupted the
carefully planned flow of Saturday evening’s tight
schedule of events. Now that we know what can happen,
however, we can secure the ramp sections next year so
they won’t come apart.

One of the surprises of the final day was that
because the Farmer’s Walk had been removed from the
Saturday night show, Arnold and Jim wanted the men to
do something that night for the Arnold Classic audience
at the Columbus Auditorium besides just shaking
Arnold’s hand and getting their checks and prizes. It
happened that there was a replica of the famous Inch

Dumbell available, and it was suggested to Jim that per-
haps a small prize could be offered to the man who could
pull it into the air the greatest distance using only one
hand. Jim saw that this could be done quickly and would
take very little set-up time. So that night, after the men
were brought onstage and introduced, Bill Kazmaier and
David Webster explained to the audience that any of the
eight strongmen who wanted to attempt to lift the Inch
replica had a chance to win an additional thousand dol-
lars. The judges were David Webster and John Fair.
Three of the men declined to make an attempt (Svend
Karlsen, Brad Gillingham, and Andy Bolton), but five of
the men decided to have a go. First up was Brian
Schoonveld, who managed to pull the ponderous bell to
the middle of his shin. Next up was the always-game
Raimonds Bergmanis, who struggled for at least a
minute but only managed to budge it a bit from the floor.
Mark Philippi followed and made the best effort up to
that point by pulling the bell approximately to his knee.

The next man out was the colorful Phil Pfister,
who knows how to work a crowd. First, as he stood over
the bell, he did a good Hulk Hogan imitation by cupping
his huge hand around his ear toward the increasingly
excited crowd. Next, he deadlifted the bell, placed one
end of it onto his right thigh, and squatted to a parallel
position, at which point David Webster signaled that the
official part of Phil’s attempt was over. But Phil wasn’t
finished. He then began inching the bell across his thigh
toward his shoulder, but as he did so it began to fall and
he was forced to touch it with his left hand and steady it.
(With Phil’s touching of the dumbell with his left hand,
Bill Kazmaier remained the only man to have “continen-
taled” an Inch replica with one hand and then pressed it
overhead.) In any case, Phil was having fun, and he rea-
soned, correctly, that the crowd would enjoy watching
someone try to get the famous dumbell overhead. So
once he had it fixed against his shoulder he stood up, and
looked at the crowd as if to ask, “Do you want to see me
put it up?” By then they were roaring their support for
this impromptu effort, and so he tossed it about ¾ of the
way up, hesitated, and then pressed it out as the normal-
ly somewhat sedate crowd leapt to their feet and gave
him a standing ovation.

That was a hard act for Mark to follow, as I had
urged him beforehand not to try to clean the bell because
he had never tried to clean a heavy dumbell before and
so might injure himself in the attempt. So he had to be
satisfied with pulling the dumbell to the middle of his
chest, which was far higher than anyone else had done,
including Phil, and pocketing an additional thousand
dollars. But Phil had stolen the show, and in sponta-
neous appreciation Arnold and Jim announced that they
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were awarding him a thousand dollars for his dramatic
effort, a gesture that delighted the capacity crowd. On
Monday after the event, Arnold said his wife, Maria
Shriver, thought Phil’s lifting of the Inch Dumbell was
the most exciting thing of the entire weekend.

The word we got from Arnold and Jim — as
well as from other veterans of the Arnold Classic over
the years — was that the Arnold Strength Summit was
a great success, warts and all. In fact, both Arnold and
Jim have pledged to continue and even expand their
support of the show for at least the next few years. We
believe the subsequent shows will be much less diffi-
cult as we will have already worked through most of the
problems. Overall, David, Kaz, Jan, and I were very
proud to have played a role in the event, and excited at
the prospect of correcting our mistakes and hosting an
even better show in 2003. Already, we’ve been talking
to people who share our love of strength and strength
competitions and thinking about what we can do to
make things even more exciting to watch. One thing
we know for sure — all of the events next year will be Arnold Schwarzenegger shakes Mark Henry’s hand on
held on either the stage of the Expo Center or the stage Saturday evening as he presents him with the keys to his
of the Columbus Auditorium the night of the Arnold new Hummer and a 10,000 dollar check. In the back-
Classic finals. We also know we will once again ask ground, Bill Kazmaier, who announced the contest during
the men to face the challenge of Apollon’s Wheels, and the weekend, looks on with a big smile.
to carry as much as nine hundred pounds up some sort
of a ramp. The other events are being planned as this is
being written, and we will very soon begin sending out
invitations and announcements of those events.

what we did.
Photo courtesy Jim Lorimer

At the 2002 Arnold Strength Summit we
brought together the greatest athletes in the world in
powerlifting and the strongman competitions, and we
had two elite weightlifters, too. And the top men who
weren’t in Columbus weren’t absent because they hadn’t
been asked. We did our dead-level best to assemble the
very strongest men in the world in order to determine
who was the strongest man of all, and we plan to do the
same next year as well. In 2003 we want to have the top
powerlifters and strongman competitors again, as well as
the very best weightlifters. By placing first and second,
Mark Henry and Svend Karlsen have already earned an
invitation and have accepted. The prizes we will provide
will exceed those of this year, and the events will be
announced well in advance. The challenge will be there
for anyone with a strong back, a stout heart, and a will-
ingness to lay it on the line for everyone to see. The men
this year behaved like the warriors they are — they were
brave, valiant, and anxious to challenge the events and
each other. At the same time, they were unfailingly open
in their praise of one another and supportive of out-
standing performances. They could not have conducted
themselves more appropriately nor could we have been
more proud of them. They were — all of them — strong
men in the truest and best sense.

This report wouldn’t be complete or accurate
without a listing of the sponsors and all the other people
who helped with the contest. Our sponsors included the
Arnold Classic, MET-Rx, the General Motors Company,
the WWE, the Ivanko Barbell Company, Plaza Travel,
and Sorinex. Many individual people helped, too,
including John Fair, Eddie Coan, Bob Lorimer, Jeff
Lorimer, Francis Brebner, George Oates, Ron Burgess,
Chad Koy, Erika Neece, Bryan Neece, Vic Boff, Joe
Marino, Travis Trimble, Mandy Melloun, Steve Slater,
Pat Hall, Josh Kosarek, Jeff Everson, Jill Mills, and Jim
Lorimer’s wonderful office staff, including Lucy Pinney
and Pat Brown.

It was a great honor to be asked by Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Jim Lorimer to take the lead role in
designing and conducting this particular competition —
this Summit of Strength. Few things I have ever done
have been as challenging or, at the end of the day, as
rewarding. It took me a long time to recover from the
event, and this period of recovery added to the lateness
of this issue of IGH. Had I not had the constant help and
support of Jan, David. and Kaz — not to mention that of
Arnold and Jim — it would have been impossible to do
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John Fair

Warm as the sun that seeks its land,

Boundless as all its wealth may be

Open as its extended hand,

Is Southern hospitality. 1

Bob’s brother, Jack Hoffman, at age 17.
Photo courtesy John Fair

A certain degree of mystery has always sur-
rounded the early life of Bob Hoffman. Notwithstanding
the fact that his identity is firmly fixed in Pennsylvania,
and especially the “Dutch” country of York County, one
must wonder how the so-called “Father of American
Weightlifting” came to spend his first years in Irwin
(now Tift) County, Georgia. This fascination with
native origins was never expressed by Hoffman himself
who never seemed very interested in forebears or family
lore. “Bob was not interested in history.” recalled his
brother Jack. “His disinterest was noticeable as his obit-
uary made no mention of his parents or brothers and sis-
ters. One without knowledge might think he was illegit-
imate.”2 There is also the curious circumstance that Bob
bore no physical resemblance to his brothers and that
there is no record of his birth at the Tift County Health
Department. Indeed he experienced serious problems in
securing a passport for international travel with his
weightlifting teams in later years because he could not
prove his citizenship. But evidence of Bob’s Southern
birth is by no means lacking. In addition to his own
occasional references to it in Strength & Health over the
years and his military service record, his brother pro-
vides ample oral and written testimony that he and Bob
were born in south Georgia, while their other brother and
sisters were born in Wilkensburg. Pennsylvania.3 But
what were Bob’s parents doing in Tifton, Georgia, and
what significance, if any, did it have to his later career as

-- B. H. King, 1894

a weightlifting promoter? This question is addressed in
various local history sources that shed some new light on
the circumstances surrounding the Hoffman family
sojourn to the South and about rural development in fin
de siécle America.

Tifton is actually one of the newer cities of
Georgia, founded in 1872 when Captain Henry Harding
Tift, a downeast Yankee from Mystic, Connecticut,
decided to build a sawmill along the newly completed
stretch of the Brunswick and Western Railway that con-
nected Albany with the coast. Over the next several
decades, Tift’s mill, eventually expanding into turpen-
tine and barrel-making operations. exploited the vast
resources of 4,900 acres of virgin timberland adjacent to
the railway that the owner had purchased from his
uncles.4 The settlement of Tifton grew up around the
sawmill on the highest ground south of the fall line at
Macon. It consisted first of Tift’s employees, then vari-
ous service enterprises, and eventually a marketing cen-
ter for such agricultural products as cotton, corn, live-
stock, fruit, tobacco, pecans, and even sweet potatoes.
The latter was made possible by Tift’s willingness to rent
and sell much of his vast acreage after the timber had
been harvested.

At first the town’s growth was slow, but when
the Georgia Southern and Florida Railway intersected
the Brunswick and Western at Tift’s mill in November
1888 the settlement, now connected with Atlanta and all
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parts north, became a boom town. Tift promoted this
enterprise by establishing a model farm just north of the
town on which he raised a wide variety of crops and
even experimented with oranges. Then he donated a
large acreage to the railroad for an agricultural experi-
ment station. It was called Cycloneta, after a tornado
that had recently swept through the spot, and eventually
led to the development of the Abraham Baldwin Agri-
cultural College and the Georgia Coastal Plain Experi-
ment Station in Tifton. So great was its growth and pros-
perity that Tifton was incorporated as a town in 1891 and
became the county seat when Tift County was carved out
of three neighboring counties in 1905.5

It was this agricultural boom town that served as
such a lure for Addison Frederick Hoffman, Bob’s
father. But there were also powerful economic forces
repelling him from western Pennsylvania where his fam-
ily had resided for several generations. In contrast to the
phenomenal growth that was taking place in the South-
em outback throughout the 1890s a depression, sparked
by the so-called Panic of 1893, gripped America’s heart-
lands where industrial expansion had been occurring at a
feverish pace during the previous decade. Within six
months there were eight thousand businesses, four hun-
dred banks, and 156 railways that went out of business.
The economic slump, world-wide in scope, lasted for
four long years.6 Deeply effected, though not devastat-
ed, was the Carnegie Steel Corporation of Pittsburgh
where Addison was a general manager at the Duquesne
mill. But the hard times did force the elder Hoffman to
seek other employment possibilities.7

It was fortuitous that only a week after the
nation’s gold reserves dropped below the $l00,000,000
mark, thereby instigating the Great Panic, that an appeal
for “more people” appeared in The Tifton Gazette. “The
surest and quickest way to develop our state’s resources,
as they can and ought to be, is to multiply her popula-
tion, and thereby fill up the waste places.” It was “Geor-
gia’s Greatest Need.”8 That this development could best
be brought about by attracting outsiders was made clear
in another editorial several months later. “There are
immense tracts of land in every county of the state sus-
ceptible of the highest development and capable of
adding untold millions to her wealth, and it would be
done if people abroad were made acquainted with them.”
It was only through the intelligence and energy of
“strangers” that Georgia could maximize its potential.9

Tifton itself, dubbed “the queen of all the lovely vil-
lages” situated along the line that connected Atlanta with
the Sewanee River region of north Florida, was recog-
nized as especially attractive to such settlers. In fact,

“four Pennsylvania gentlemen with their families”
moved to Tifton in December 1893 to raise fruit on a
five hundred acre plot, and an additional party of forty
Ohioans and members of the Ohio Press Association
were planning a visit in January. Local promoters rhap-
sodized about the virtues of their community and how
fruit and vegetable growing. rather than cotton, would
inaugurate a new age of prosperity on Henry Tift’s
recently cleared timberlands. “When her matchless pine
forests are no more, south Georgia will not be a desert
waste, but will be one vast garden, hardly less fair than
Eden, and with a population much more numerous and
contented, and Tifton will be the fairest and proudest of
the beautiful cities of the bright fnture.”10 Such were the
rosy prospects that were held out to Northerners who
wished to escape the ravages and uncertainties of the
depression that was sweeping the more developed areas
of the country.

It is almost certain that Addison Hoffman’s fam-
ily was included in the initial party of Pennsylvanians,
inasmuch as he commenced farming operations on a 200
acre plot north of Tifton on January 1, 1894.11 The fam-
ily at that time included Bob’s mother Bertha (Leone),
his older sister Florence who would have been a toddler
at this time, and his older brother Charles (Chuck), still
an infant. Accompanying Bob’s immediate family was
his forty-nine year-old grandfather John L. Hoffman, a
Civil War veteran who had also worked for Carnegie
Steel. In fact, the elder Hoffman not only paid (between
$6 and $10 per acre) for Addison’s land but purchased
an additional hundred acres for himself. Jack, though
still unborn, attempts to recreate the conditions on the
Hoffman homestead. “A house was built, a siding next
to the Railway was built. cabins were built for the blacks
who were hired with a black overseer, six hundred acres
of trees and brush was cleared, trees were cut and stumps
pulled with large white mules.”12 Along with their pio-
neer-style existence on the land, the Hoffmans might
have encountered still some of the rude features of a
frontier town in Tifton. As recently as 1892 a municipal
ordinance made it “unlawful for any bull, boar or bitch
to run at large upon the streets of said city.”13 Also. per-
haps a natural accompaniment of Tifton’s frenzied
growth, was the appearance of a certain lawless element,
resulting in a shootout and some acts of arson.14

All contemporary accounts agree, however, that
the character and conduct of the new Northern immi-
grants was beyond reproach. So numerous and concen-
trated were the properties of those from the Keystone
State, about five miles north of Tifton, that the settlement
was dubbed “Little Pennsylvania.” It was situated in
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Irwin County, where Jefferson Davis had surrendered in
1865, and it was near a smaller colony called “Little
Ohio” in neighboring Worth County. As successive
waves of Pennsylvanians arrived, they were greeted with
paeans of welcome from Tiftonites who were convinced,
notwithstanding the recent economic downturn, that they
would infuse in Georgia wiregrass country the same kind
of work ethic that had brought so much prosperity to the
industrial cities of the North.15 “They are enterprising,
energetic, economical, and the very best class of citi-
zens,” observed a local journalist. “And some of them
can draw their check for a million! Altogether, near ten
thousand acres will be growing fruit and truck tributary
to this place during the present year.”16 In early 1895,
reported the Macon Telegraph, “a party of sixteen
arrived from Pittsburg Thursday afternoon, the coldest
day in years. While they suffered some from cold, they
seemed delighted when the sun shone out Friday morn-
ing, and said it was much better than the blinding snow-
storms they left in Pittsburg. About two thousand acres
in small farms have been sold to these progressive peo-
ple, and they are going right ahead planting fruit
farms.”17 Another undertaking was the Keystone Fruit
Company, a joint marketing venture underwritten by
several wealthy gentlemen from Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Illinois, which included not only peach orchards but
a nursery and vineyard.18 But the most important of
these immigrant enterprises was Little Pennsylvania,
which consisted of forty families “who have within two
years worked a revolution in the land.”19

County historian Ida Belle Williams contends
that this thriving pioneer community “was the result of
the success of two Pennsylvanians in this section, U. S.
Louther and A. F. Hoffman.”20 It is evident too that
Bob’s father was active in local society. On 26 April
1895, The Tifton Gazette reports that the young people of
Tifton were treated to “a pleasant evening” at the Hoff-
man residence in Little Pennsylvania. As the paper
reported, “on the return trip to the city, the horses hitched
to one of the vehicles took a notion to have some fun on
their own account by running away and there was a nar-
row escape from a serious accident. Several panels of
fence were wrecked and the wagon considerably dam-
aged.”21

Resulting in a more positive outcome was Addi-
son Hoffman’s role as superintendent of the Garden
Products Department for the Empire Garden Midsum-
mer Fair in 1895.22 This annual event literally began on
a dining room table at Henry Tift’s residence in 1893
where samples of fruit grown on local farms were dis-

played. In the following year a special 80’ x 80’ build-
ing was erected to house the fair which attracted a thou-
sand entries. Additional expansion ensued in succeeding
years, and by 1897 there were five thousand visitors
viewing the exhibits.23 With regard to the 1894 Mid-
Summer Fair, the Atlanta Journal observed that “a more
complete success in every way has never been chroni-
cled in this whole southern country.”24 For that same
year Williams contends that “Tifton’s peach market
exceeded that of Fort Valley,” traditionally regarded as
the center of Georgia’s peach industry.25 Although the
fairgrounds had to be sold in 1900, by this time the
Tifton area had become recognized as the Empire Gar-
den of the so-called Empire State of the South.

Addison Hoffman, with a spread of six thousand
peach trees, three thousand plum trees, five hundred pear
trees, and four thousand grape vines in 1896, could feel
proud that he was playing an integral part in this devel-
opment.26 One must assume, especially with its immedi-
ate proximity to the railroad, that profitability was high
in these years. Farm and Fireside, a popular agricultur-
al digest of the time, estimated that a two hundred acre
peach orchard could earn as much as $50,000 or $250 an
acre per year. “One grower, with an orchard of less than
eight acres, sold his crop on the trees for $2,500, or more
than $300 per acre.” That was a lot of money in the
1890s.27 Yet one searches in vain for any mention of A.
F. Hoffman, or even Little Pennsylvania, in any of the
local history sources after 1896. And in 1903 his name
first appears in the Pittsburgh city directory as a U.S.
inspector at the Government Building in Wilkensburg.28

The question remains of why the Hoffmans, par-
ticularly in light of the prosperity associated with fruit
growing in the Empire Garden, returned so soon to their
native state. Jack suggests that it had something to do
with xenophobic attitudes of Southerners lingering from
the Civil War. Their ripened peaches were “shipped in
refrigerated cars that were supposed to be re-iced at
Atlanta but they were not and arrived in Pittsburg in sad
condition. There was considerable bitterness amongst
Confederates who had lost the Civil War and Yankees
did not always fare too well.” This description, howev-
er, hardly accords with the overwhelming evidence that
Pennsylvanians in particular and outsiders in general
were enthusiastically welcomed for the spirit of enter-
prise they brought to this undeveloped area. A more
believable scenario is that Bob’s mother was disenchant-
ed with the rusticity of pioneer living and longed to
return to the refinements of big city life. Although,
according to Jack, she adjusted to “the necessitudes of
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living under greatly changed conditions,” she was “a
trained piano and organ player who loved music.” She
was “a lady.”29 Hardships in south Georgia might also
have contributed to the later separation and divorce of
Bob’s parents. Another factor could have been that
Addison got tired of farming or perhaps was not doing
very well at it. Furthermore, by the end of the decade the
Depression lifted, and a greater abundance of employ-
ment opportunities beckoned once again in the North.
At any rate, the Hoffman’s settlement at Little Pennsyl-
vania quickly lost its uniqueness as Minnesotans, Wis-
consinites, Indianans, and even Swedes descended on
Tifton and were eventually absorbed in the melting pot
of city/county progress.30

The extent to which Bob Hoffman’s birth and
early life in south Georgia influenced his later rise to
fame and fortune as a physical culturist would be diffi-
cult to determine. Certainly no direct connection can be
drawn. The only possible premonition comes from an
advertisement headed “Strength and Health” that ran
regularly for several years in the Tifton newspaper. It
featured a local snake oil concoction called “Electric Bit-
ters” that supposedly provided relief for the “weak and
weary” by aiding the liver, stomach, and kidneys to per-
form their functions.31 Bob too, as a promoter par excel-
lence, was often accused of selling snake oil! But this is
mere historical happenstance. On a more serious level,
Bob’s Georgia roots cannot be so easily dismissed as
whimsy or as useless bits of recondite lore. While it is
the poundages lifted, records set, contests won, the
ecstasy of victory and agony of defeat, that most excites
our interest in iron game personalities, no real under-
standing is possible without an investigation of the
whole picture, including one’s cultural context. Indeed
this is the point behind Josef Svub’s recent revelations
on “The Ancestry of John Grimek.”32 No lifter, body-
builder, or promoter emerged in a vacuum. However
much training routine, diet, and drug intake appear to be
critical to an iron game athlete’s development, such less
obvious factors as home life, ethnicity, religion, eco-
nomic status, sexuality, education, career aspirations,
psychological stability, and even ancestry likely have an
even greater bearing. Though perhaps deserving no
more than a footnote in the grand scheme of things,
Bob’s early and brief Southern exposure must be consid-
ered part of the cultural baggage he carried with him en
route to becoming weightlifting’s greatest promoter. Of
all the honors Bob Hoffman received in his later years,
“Distinguished Pennsylvanian” is no doubt one of which
he was most proud; but his life actually began in “Little

Pennsylvania,” for which he also deserves the distinction
of being recognized as a son of the South.
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THE COLD WAR�S IMPACT
ON THE EVOLUTION OF

TRAINING
THEORY IN BOXING

Nicholas Bourne, Jan Todd, & Terry Todd

After World War II the Soviet Union was left as
the sole military and political force capable of matching
the United States. A forty-six year Cold War then ensued
between the United States and the Soviet Union in the
battle for global power and ideological supremacy. The
Cold War was fought on many fronts, including the
sporting arena. The former Soviet Union was highly
successful in its pursuit of sporting dominance. During
the Cold War era, in fact, the Soviet Union was by far the
most successful nation in the Olympic “team” competi-
tion. The success of the “Big Red Machine” has been
attributed to a number of factors, but the most significant
was the allocation of enormous financial and scientific
resources for sports development.1 The availability of
such resources meant that the Soviet Union conducted a
wide variety of studies related to sport performance and
training methodologies at a time when the United States
and other free-world nations were still in their “infancy”
in terms of sport science. Some of the Soviet research
concentrated on applied aspects of training that would
ultimately be incorporated into professional boxing in
America from 1985 onwards. The areas of research
included: periodization — the division of an athlete’s
training program into specific cycles of time with the
specific objective of peaking for major competitions;
plyometrics — exercises that involve a rapid stretch of
the muscle followed by a shortening of the muscle as
seen in jumping; strength and power development,
including weight training; optimal work-to-rest ratios;
optimal means of recovery; the optimal training stimulus
to facilitate adaptation; contribution of different energy
systems in sport and optimal nutrition practices; and, of
course, ergogenic drugs.

One example of Soviet research that specifically
relates to boxing is V.I. Filiminov’s “Means of Increas-

ing the Strength of the Punch” that appeared in the Jan-
uary 1986 National Strength and Conditioning Associa-
tion Journal. The authors used tensiometric dynamome-
ters and observation to discover that the use of the legs
when pushing off was responsible for producing 38.46%
(the greatest percentage) of the power of the punch.
Trunk rotation was second greatest at 37.42% followed
by arm extension at 24.12%.2 Filiminov’s research con-
firmed the importance of the legs in the transfer of force
from the ground, through the trunk to the arm. Anyone
not convinced of the effects of ground reaction force
should try jumping up in the air and throwing a ball to
see how far it goes. Then throw the ball with both feet
on the ground and the importance of ground reaction
force in the production of power becomes clear. This
research validated the importance of incorporating low-
er extremity exercises such as squats, lunges, and in par-
ticular, Olympic lifts into the training program of boxers.

In 1984, L.P. Getke and I.P. Digtyraev examined
the “Fundamental Means of Strength Training for Box-
ers of Different Ages and Qualifications.” They divided
strength into maximum strength (the maximal amount of
weight you can lift), explosive or reactive strength, and
starting strength (the ability to overcome inertia) to see
if there were any specific strength deficits. They con-
cluded that it was “easiest to increase explosive strength
by increasing maximal strength.”3 G.V. Kurguzov and
V.Y. Rusanov, examined the use of “Interval Training for
Increased Work Capacity for Boxers.” They rccom-
mended the development of an aerobic base during the
general physical preparatory stage. This allowed suffi-
cient recovery for anaerobic interval training during the
specialized preparation stage.4 In 1983 B.A. Solovey
investigated the effects of exercises with weights as a
means of improving hitting speed in young boxers and
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concluded that the use of weights significantly increased be very prevalent today. “Too many coaches coach like
the speed of a single punch thrown by either arm.5 they’re back in the Stone Age,” said Nortiz.11

The Spread of Soviet Training Theory
to the United States

Soviet research slowly filtered into America via
track and field journals such as Track Technique, Track
and Field Quarterly Review, the Yessis Soviet Sports
Review and the National Strength and Conditioning
Association Journal. It was not until the late 1970s and
1980s that carefully planned periodization and Soviet-
training methods began to appear as part of consistent
training structures in the United States.6 However, due
to the unique nature of boxing it would take even longer
before these training methods would become incorporat-
ed and then accepted as routine training methodologies,

Examples of articles that extolled the benefits of
the new training methods included Kelly Corde’s 1991
article that outlined the “Reasons to Strength Train for
Amateur Boxing.” The benefits of training Corde includ-
ed were: increased anaerobic energy, injury prevention,
increased contraction speed and increased force and
power production.7 Mackie Shilstone (the conditioning
coach of Michael Spinks) and Gerald Secor Couzes
devoted a whole chapter to the “Physical Conditioning
for Professional Boxing,” in the 1993 Medical Aspects of
Boxing. The chapter covers the concepts of training, car-
diovascular conditioning, strength training, endurance
training, overtraining. nutrition and the structure of indi-
vidual workouts.8 In the same book Stephen Fleck and
Jay T. Kearney outline the “Physical Conditioning
Required for Amateur Boxing.” The authors advocated
a periodized approach to training dividing the year into
a) a base period, b) a preparatory period, c) a pre-com-
petition period and d) a peaking period. The authors rec-
ommend the use of Olympic weightlifting motions (such
as the clean and jerk and snatch) for power production,
the use of interval training, and upper and lower body
plyometrics.9 The culmination of these approaches is
seen in USA Boxing’s 1995 247-page publication,
Olympic Style Boxing, that includes chapters on interval
training, plyometrics, cardiovascular training and
weights.10

There are a number of reasons for this, with the
primary one being a lack of education. In April 2001 the
Nevada State Athletic Commission published a 174-
page booklet entitled Ringside and Training Principles
to address this issue.12 The aim of the booklet was to
dispense scientifically-sound advice to boxers from
some of the sports more knowledgeable trainers. Dr.
Margaret Goodman, the commission’s ringside physi-
cian who spearheaded the project, and Flip Homansky,
her colleague, explain various medical issues from prop-
er weight loss and dehydration to chronic head injuries
and concussions. In the rest of the text, reputable train-
ers like Teddy Atlas. Emmanuel Steward and Felix
Trinidad discuss such topics as the three most dangerous
practices that occur in the training gym, their criteria for
stopping a fight, the use of headgear. the replacement
fluids to give a fighter, the wrapping of the hands. and
the post-weigh-in and pre-fight nutrition of the fighter.
In the same book, strength and conditioning experts Tim
Hallmark, Dave Honig, and Mackie Shilstone explain
their philosophies in preparing a fighter to peak in opti-
mal fighting condition. They also discuss what to eat,
how much to run, how much to rest, and conditioning
fallacies and myths. The booklet is the “first time any
commission or professional boxing regulatory body has
produced such a compilation of information.”13

The booklet represents a significant step in the
right direction but as Royce Feour notes it probably
should have been done years ago.14 Martin Nortiz
observes that unlike amateur boxing, professional box-
ing trainers do not have a certification program to test
their knowledge, particularly on the medical aspects of
training. This is one area where there is room for signif-
icant improvement.

Despite advances in training theory the use of
so-called “old-school” training methods such as long
distance running and the avoidance of weight training
still persist in boxing today. Tim Hallmark (Evander
Holyfield’s strength coach) and trainer Martin Nortiz
both consider the use of these “old-school” methods to

Another reason for the persistence of “old
school” methods has been a resistance to change. Nor-
tiz refers to the old “If it ain’t broke don’t try to fix it”
attitude that controls the behavior of many coaches.15

Trainers use their methods of success from the past or
they copy fighters who have achieved success to train
future athletes. They are reluctant to change or even be
open-minded about new training innovations. It is also
important to note that boxing is not included as a main-
stream sport in major educational institutions. Conse-
quently it does not benefit from immediate access to
sport science departments and shared training facilities
that enhance the growth of training knowledge.

The growth of sport science and in particular the
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strength and conditioning profession has been signifi-
cant in the last twenty years. Previously, as Angelo
Dundee highlights, cornermen or trainers “were capable
of doing every facet of the training regimen . . . every-
thing that had to be done with the fighter.” Today the
roles of cornermen have tended to be more specialized,
which has annoyed Dundee. “They should be trainers.
There shouldn’t be a cut man, bucket man, second man,
third man, fourth man. You’ve got to be a complete man
to help a fighter. You’ve gotta be able to do it all.”16

However, this is increasingly unrealistic with
the tremendous expansion of training knowledge over
the last twenty years or so. This is one of the reasons that
strength and conditioning specialists such as Tim Hall-
mark (Evander Holyfield), Mackie Shilstone (Michael
Spinks) and Courtney Shand (Lennox Lewis) have been
increasingly consulted for their knowledge of boxing.

Weight training, once considered taboo in box-
ing, is much more prevalent today and as Austin boxing
trainer Richard Lord notes, it is “just starting to get a
hold.”17 One reason for weight training’s slow inception
into boxing training has been its association with mus-
cular hypertrophy (enlargement), which may or may not
be desirable for a fighter. In weight-specific categories
it could be extremely detrimental to add more muscle
bulk if a trainer and a fighter felt that an individual had
a better chance at a lower weight. Much of the contro-
versy regarding weight training stems from trainers’ fail-
ure to understand that different types of weight training
have very different effects on the body. Sets of ten rep-
etitions with a one-minute rest between sets have been
found to have a significant hypertrophic effect.18 This
hypertrophy would be ideal for a light heavyweight mak-
ing the transition to heavyweight, but not for a fighter in
a lighter weight category. On the other hand, sets of
two-to-three repetitions with heavier weights and, in par-
ticular, explosive movements such as the Olympic lifts
(snatch and clean and jerk) have been shown to have a
great effect on the activation of the nervous system (the
ability to recruit a greater percentage of motor units and
muscle fibers) with a minimal effect on muscle hyper-
trophy.19

It appears that boxers’ training practices are
slowly catching up with the rest of the athletic world,
although the universal acceptance of modern training
methods may still be some way off. Testimony to pro-
gression is provided by trainers such as Richard Lord
and Martin Nortiz, both of whom incorporate the use of
weight training, plyometrics, interval training, and sound
nutritional principles in the training of their fighters.
Recent publications such as Ringside and Training Prin-
ciples that feature successful conditioning experts in the

field of boxing are strong proponents of modern training
methods.

The changes that have occurred in boxing train-
ing over the last century have been remarkable. The con-
trast of Mike Donovan preparing for a training session
by drinking a glass of sherry with an egg yolk and walk-
ing at least eight miles per day with occasional hundred-
yard runs to Evander Holyfield’s highly scientific pro-
gram of physiological monitoring, weights, plyometrics,
sport specific drills and the use of nutritional supple-
ments, vitamins and minerals illustrates how far training
has come in the last century. In the desire for improved
performance, the future of training in boxing is, as Tim
Hallmark remarks, likely to get “more and more innova-
tive.”20

The Revolutionary Training Techniques of
Evander Holyfield

In 1986, shortly after Leon Spinks took the title
from Larry Holmes, a young up-and-coming boxer by
the name of Evander Holyfield teamed up with Tim
Hallmark, a strength and conditioning specialist from
Texas. Their relationship would prove to be extremely
rewarding and play a significant role in Evander the
“Real Deal” Holyfield’s outstanding success.

Holyfield was born in Atmore, Alabama on 19
October 1962. He began his boxing career at age eight
when he entered a “pee-wee” tournament. He later went
on to compile an amateur record of 160-14 with 75
knockouts.21 On 12 July 1986 in only his twelfth pro-
fessional fight Holyfield upset the two-time world cham-
pion Dwight Muhammad Qawi in a fifteen round split
decision to win the World Boxing Association (WBA)
Cruiserweight (190 lb.) title. In October 1990 Holyfield
made the transition to heavyweight with a stunning
third-round knockout of James “Buster” Douglas (who
had dethroned “Iron” Mike Tyson earlier that year) for
the undisputed heavyweight title. Holyfield lost his first
professional bout (and his title) in November of 1992 to
Riddick Bowe but regained it a year later in a rematch.
After a spell of over a year out of the ring due to a con-
troversial “hole in the heart,” for which he was eventu-
ally medically cleared, Holyfield made an unspectacular
comeback. It was enough, however, to earn him a long-
awaited title shot against Mike Tyson. On 9 November
1996, Holyfield, a 25-1 underdog, dominated the fight
with his supreme conditioning and knocked Tyson out in
the eleventh round to regain the heavyweight title for the
third time. This tight was one of the biggest upsets in
boxing history. Holyfield proved that it was no fluke by
repeating the performance in June of 1997, in what was
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later cal led the
“Bite of the Centu-
ry.” Holyfield was
well a h e a d  o n
points, when Tyson
bit part of his left
ear off. Tyson was
later disqualified
w-hen he attempted
to bite Holyfield’s
ear again. In
November of 1999,
Evander lost his
title to the present
WBC, IBF and IBO
champion, Lennox
Lewis, in their sec-
ond match. Most
recently Holyfield
made boxing histo-
ry on 12 August
2000 when he out-
lasted John Ruiz to
win the vacant
W B A  t i t l e  a n d
become the first
boxer to win a

Tim Hallmark, of Wimberly, Texas, works with former heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield
on stretching after a recent workout. Hallmark is part of a new breed of boxing trainers who
incorporate scientific weight training methods along with ring and roadwork.

heavyweight cham-
pionship on four occasions.

--Courtesy Tim Hallmark

the “stuff of which revolutions are made.”24 Hallmark’s
conditioning had an immediate impact. Alluding to the
Qawi fight Holyfield remarked that Hallmark “put me
into that tight so good that I could work fifteen rounds
and throw 1,290 punches.”25 This is over twice the num-
ber of punches thrown by Spinks, whose work output at
the time was considered high.

Evander Holyfield and Tim Hallmark

In 1986 Evander Holyfield approached Tim
Hallmark for assistance with his fight preparation.22

After an analysis of the sport of boxing Hallmark aban-
doned the traditional miles of roadwork and hours of
sparring and replaced them with a comprehensive weight
training program, sprints, and specific conditioning
drills such as plyometrics (i.e. box jumps). Hallmark’s
approach was methodical and incorporated the latest
advances in training theory and sport science. During
conditioning drills Hallmark monitored Holyfield’s heart
rate to assess workrate and recovery. With this condi-
tioning Holyfield’s heart rate would drop from maximal
to 130 beats per minute at the end of one minute’s rest,
just like the period between rounds. “When he first start-
ed,” Hallmark said, “he could only drop to 175 or 180
beats per minute but now every round he goes out 66%
more recovered.”23

In a 1987 Sports Illustrated article, Clive Gam-
mon remarked that the combination of Hallmark’s mod-
ern training techniques and Holyfield’s dedication was

Other innovative training techniques included
the use of what Hallmark termed the “shadow vest.”
First bungee cords were used to tie Holyfield’s lower
body down to the floor to provide downward resistance.
Then he had Holyfield put on a heavy vest so that his
upper body also had resistance. Hallmark explained the
training involved, “We have him start throwing punches
. . He’s up to the point where he does 160 to 180 con-
tractions in two minutes compared to the 60 to 80 punch-
es that he will normally throw in a three-minute
round.”26

Holyfield also followed Hallmark’s comprehen-
sive weight training program, which is generally credit-
ed for Holyfield’s increase in size from 185 pounds to
210 pounds with no gain in body fat. The greater size
allowed him to move up to the heavyweight division and
compete for much greater prize money. In an interview
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last November, Hallmark outlined his philosophy on
weight training and the program he used in preparation
for the Mike Tyson fight.27 It consisted of sixteen sets of
weights done on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday, in
what Hallmark calls a “high intensity” workout. For
each set, Holyfield performs eight to twelve repetitions
not quite to the level of complete failure. Hallmark’s rea-
soning was to simulate the same physiological and men-
tal feeling of tiredness that Holyfield would experience
when competing in the ring. Hallmark explained, “So
you’re getting a good cardiovascular workout because
you’re going anaerobic every so often, you’re getting
good endurance and strength because you get to the
point where you really have to work hard to keep the
same speed . . . It makes you mentally suck it up and do
the next set even though you feel like you’re not quite
ready to.”28

In collaboration with a sports medicine physi-
cian, Holyfield’s blood, urine, and saliva are also ana-
lyzed to give hormonal and metabolic feedback on his
state of health and response to training. Hallmark is also
actively involved in Holyfield’s nutrition program.
Holyfield takes various nutritional supplements, multi-
vitamins and minerals (from Champion Nutrition and
Sports Research) to facilitate optimal energy levels and
recovery between training sessions.29

Hallmark and a growing number of strength and
conditioning specialists have revolutionized the way
boxers train. As a positive testimony to his methods,
Hallmark has been asked to oversee all aspects of the
strength and conditioning program for USA Boxing at
the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs. Hall-
mark is the first to admit that the transition into profes-
sional boxing was not easy. “When I first broke into
boxing they acted like what I was doing was something
from another planet.”30
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Reviewed by David Chapman

Donald Dinnie:Donald Dinnie:

The First Sporting SuperstarThe First Sporting Superstar
By David P. Webster & Gordon Dinnie

Edited by Charles Allan (Ardo Publishing, 1999)

As David Webster has shown so many times, the America, South Africa, and the Antipodes all retained a
Scots are fond of strongmen. Of all the Caledonian love for the land of their roots and its sports and customs.
supermen, however, none could ever compare in The Highland Games that these immigrants kept alive
strength or stature to Donald Dinnie. Even in Dinnie’s around the world meant that champion athletes like
lifetime, he was accorded a place as a national hero, and Dinnie would be invited to participate in sporting events
after his death he has continued to be respected and wherever the bagpipes skirled.
admired for the many feats of strength Dinnie competed in many
that he performed. Highland Games events, but it was in

This is a lively account of an wrestling, hammer-throwing, stone-
extraordinary athlete — a man who putting, and caber-tossing that he
was skilled as both a wrestler and a excelled and eventually became
professional strongman. It was on the unbeatable. Thanks to his growing
fields of Highland Games, however, reputation, the young Scotsman ven-
where Dinnie felt most at home, and it tured on his first foreign tours to
is here where his reputation was first Canada and the United States in the
forged. No one could have been more early 1870s and there he found
Scottish than the mighty Donal’, and enough to keep him going until he was
this undoubtedly accounts for the drawn in 1883 to New Zealand and
affection in which he is still held by Australia where he lived and compet-
the Scottish people. ed for the next 14 years.

Dinnie was born near In addition to being a great
Aberdeen in 1837 just a few days competitor in the strength events at the
before the coronation of Queen Games, Dinnie came to represent his
Victoria, and he passed away in 1916 people both at home and abroad. He
during the height of the Great War. was intensely proud of his Celtic her-
He thus spanned a pivotal time in the itage, and no matter where he traveled
history of sport. As an itinerant par- or competed, he became a beacon for
ticipant in Scottish games, in effect his fellow countrymen, drawing every
Dinnie became one of the world’s first Scot within miles to his side. No mat-
true professional athletes. He was able ter where he went or what the occa-
to make a living as a competitor thanks Although this life study of Dinnie

is creased and water-spotted, it
sion, Dinnie always wore a kilt; in fact,

to the many Scottish athletic associations It is said that he never owned a pair of
that were then coming into existence

still explains, more graphically trousers
than words, why Dinnie was

around the world. As life became hard- able to dominate the power It is most remarkable that
er for those in the homeland, they began sports of the Highland Games Dinnie was able to make a comfortable
a diaspora that sent the Scots among the for so many years. living as an athlete, but unfortunately he
Sassenachs. The Celts  in North Courtesy David P. Webster did not invest his earnings wisely, so
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when he eventually returned to Great Britain in 1897, he
had to continue work as a strongman on the music hall
stage. He was sixty when he returned to Europe and set-
tled in London, but he was forced to appear on the stage
until he was seventy-five years old. Thanks to a series
of benefits that were conducted in his honor, Dinnie was
able to earn enough money to live on a small annuity
until his death in 1916.

Dinnie’s story is well told by Webster and
Gordon Dinnie (a self-described “distant cousin” of the
great man). Many facts are presented here for the first
time, and the magnificent illustrations from the Dinnie
family as well as from Webster’s legendary collection
are helpful and illuminating. Thanks to Webster’s broad
knowledge of strongmen, he is able to place the great
Scotsman in an appropriate historical matrix, comparing
him with other famous athletes of past and present.

readable way. This book is a good read, and it can be
enjoyed by those who want to dive deep into sport histo-
ry as well as those who simply want to take a shallow dip
into the peaty waters of Scottish culture. Those who
want detailed footnotes or academic rigor must look
elsewhere, however. There are very few sources that are
credited, and sometimes one longs for attributions. For
instance, when we are told that due to a land bust, Dinnie
was forced to sell 12 blocks of land (presumably in
Australia) for only £30, we might wonder where those
figures came from. Fortunately, Webster is a reliable
enough historian so that his accuracy can be taken for
granted.

This is a handsome volume, and it is well worth
having in one’s library. The story it tells of the growth
of global sports superstardom is one that has received
short shrift. Historically speaking, it is worth a Dinnie

In addition to introducing hitherto unknown Stone in gold.
information, the authors have done so in a facile and

Reviewed by David P. WebsterReviewed by David P. Webster

A PHYSICAL CULTURE
BIBLIOGRHPHY

Compiled & Published by David HorneCompiled & Published by David Horne

This publication fills a long felt want and is in
the “must have” category for all avid physical culture
readers, collectors, and those interested in sports history.
Even if you are simply hooked on nostalgia, this tome
makes interesting reading. Many years ago Terry Todd
pointed out the need for such a reference book and now
at last we have an author who had the diligence and
patience necessary for such a painstaking task.

This bibliography covers the period up to and
including 1955, and features over thirteen hundred titles
from the well known to the obscure. There are also
fifty-seven illustrations, mainly of mail-order muscle
building courses. Authors are listed alphabetically
beside book titles along with the number of pages, pub-
lishers names, and date. While almost entirely in
English, some foreign publications are also included.

David Home, who is a practicing physical cul-
turist and master of grip strength, not only compiled the
entries, he personally collated and assembled the 110-
page paperback, finishing it with spiral binding. It can
truthfully be said it is all his own work, and he can be
proud of the results.

I have already had fun noting those I have in my
library and those I have read. Better still is finding some

David Webster is offering IGH
readers his book on Donald Dinnie
for $20 US (this includes postage),
an $8.00 discount. To order, send

check or money order to:
Strength Games

43 West Rd., Irvine, KA12 8RE.
Scotland

books I should try to obtain. There is a wide range of
subjects – the culture of the physique before it became
specialized bodybuilding, physical education, even
some boxing and wrestling. These combat sports have
not been comprehensively reviewed for obvious rea-
sons. David has included some non-physical culture
books that were written by authors well known in our
activity. This is done to illustrate the versatility of these
personalities, with Hackenschmidt and Sandow being
good examples. The list of Sandow’s small health-relat-
ed booklets will be of considerable interest to collectors.
For me, the biggest surprise in the book was to see fifty-
five publications listed under the entry for George
Jowett. While these included small booklets and adver-
tising brochures it showed he was an even more prolific
writer than I had imagined.

David is currently at work on a second volume
which will be available soon. Because his first book was
privately published, only a small number of copies were
printed and the edition is now technically “out of print.”
However, readers can contact D a v i d  a t
irongrip@ntl.com about the possibility of ordering
either volume. Congratulations, David, for a job well
done.
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Dear IGH,
Your recent articles on Paul Anderson were

arrogant and disrespectful. And because they were also
laced with errors — from the egregious to the hilarious
— they are especially embarrassing to their authors as
well as to Iron Game History, purportedly, “a publication
in which accuracy would be the byword.” I welcome
anyone to compare these articles to my book on Paul
Anderson.

Instead of publishing these anti-Anderson rants,
why didn’t you have the integrity to focus on Paul’s
greatness? Or to acknowledge that, minimally, Paul
Anderson: The Mightiest Minister provided a meticu-
lously documented account of Anderson’s amateur lift-
ing career, plus an honest statement on two of his most
celebrated unofficial lifts — devoid of hyperbole and
replete with significant new evidence on them? Is it
because John Fair and Joe Roark, for all their posturing
and puffery, have contributed virtually nothing of sub-
stance related to understanding Paul Anderson’s lifts?
Fair, whose multiple misstatements reveal his slipshod
scholarship, is too preoccupied with minutia, if not
muckraking, to contribute much of worth. yet he certain-
ly takes a long time to say very little. And Roark, for all
his vaunted accuracy, got lost early in his journey toward
truth, supposedly examining the safe in Vidalia, even
though it’s in Toccoa, and he never does regain his bear-
ings. In the land of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.

My book notes that, “Generally speaking, the
world’s most accomplished, respected lifters and Iron
Game experts take the side of supporting Paul
Anderson’s lifts, and the few critics are generally people
with much lesser credentials.” While it might not have
been their intent, Terry Todd, John Fair and Joe Roark
certainly corroborated my observation.

Randall J. Strossen, Ph.D.
IronMind Enterprises, Inc.
Nevada City, CA

Editor’s note: When we made the decision to publish the
research of Joe Roark and John Fair we realized that it

would make some people unhappy, and that Randy
Strossen — who wrote the Anderson biography reviewed
by Fair — would be particularly displeased. We regret
these hard feelings because we consider Strossen to be
one of the leading figures in today’s iron game.
Although we would like to see him cover the issue of
drugs in a more comprehensive manner in Milo, the
magazine is nonetheless consistently outstanding and
fills many of the gaps left by the demise of Strength &
Health and the change in focus of Iron Man. Even so, the
question remains: if we are aware of painstaking
research done by men who are known for their love of
accuracy and who have no anti-Anderson political agen-
da — research that comes to the same essential conclu-
sions about one of the most publicized feats of strength
in history — is it not appropriate for us to publish that
research in the interest of fairness? If insufficiently doc-
umented and possibly fraudulent records are allowed to
stand it places those who have trained to break those
records at a very unfair disadvantage, as the following
letter makes clear.

Dear IGH:
One of the basic questions that a man asks is,

“Do I measure up?” or “How do I compare?’ People do
this in a variety of ways: war, money, business, or ath-
letic endeavors, to name but a few. Answering that ques-
tion is the motivation for many, if not most of man’s
achievements. Throughout history, layer grows upon
layer in a life story with surprising quickness, that either
deifies or demonizes a person and in either way will
exaggerate the person’s life out of all proportion. I run
into local lore quite regularly concerning myself, which
would do justice to any ancient hero, both ways. Those
of us in our respective fields pay very close attention to
what is actually going on and has gone on there. It is
very important to differentiate between what is myth and
what is truth when measuring oneself against those in the
past. It is not fair for a man to be required to measure
flesh and blood against myth and legend.

It has been asked, “If a tree falls deep in the for-
est, and no one is there to hear it, does it make a sound?”
Perhaps, but there is no significance unless someone
bears witness. In the same way, concerning one’s own
endeavors, unless witness is borne, much if not all of the
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significance of them is lost.
I have remained drug free and mostly supple-

ment free throughout my strength career so that I can
honestly compare, on a level playing field, my strength
and feats with those of the giants of the past. I have thus
placed myself at a considerable disadvantage in the
“here and now” in my quest for this, I believe, greater
significance.

In this regard, I salute Iron Game History for its
courageous stand in speaking the truth as best as it can
be known regarding the claims of Paul Anderson. I
thank John Fair, Joe Roark, and you, Terry, for taking
the time to research, and having the guts to reveal, facts
which fill us all with a certain measure of sadness. What
has actually, historically been accomplished in the back-
lift, or any other lift for that matter, is extremely impor-
tant to people like me. In the case of the backlift espe-
cially, this represents the most weight lifted by a human
being, and I believe that this is as historically significant
as any other human achievement, except perhaps loving
your neighbor.

Greg Ernst
Nova Scotia, Canada

Editor’s note: Greg Ernst has made the heaviest authen-
ticated backlift in history (5340 pounds). Truth be told,
the person we had most in mind when we decided to pub-
lish the results of the research done by Joe Roark and
John Fair was Greg Ernst. Greg had spent almost twen-
ty years specializing in the backlift when he made his
historic lift, and it was done in front of thousands of peo-
ple — two of whom were the two of us.

Dear IGH:
The story on Paul & his backlift; let him have

his glory. He was no steroid-growth hormone-junkie.
No support rubber suits. A nice guy and a credit to our
game unlike the chemical freaks today! That’s why I
dropped out of the game. Not enough guys like Paul. I
met him several times-boy-what an appetite! What nat-
ural strength!

I did five reps in the quarter squat, with no wraps

or juice, with 1250 lbs. On regular squat racks, two guys
hanging onto the bar. I weighed 200 lbs.

John Leitget
Brooklyn, NY

Dear IGH,
I finally worked my way through the current

Iron Game History and wanted to tell you that John
Fair’s article on Anderson is excellent. It is an excellent
critique. I will be using the criteria he sets forth, in fact,
as I wrap up the Arthur Jones project. The timing could
not have been better.

John Szimanski
Piedmont Fractional Plates
Via email.

Dear IGH,
I wanted to congratulate Jan Todd and Michael

Murphy on the great job you did on Ottley Coulter. I
was amazed by the material you covered in the piece and
all of it meticulously documented. I was particularly
interested in the details on Prada, of whom I had only the
slightest knowledge.

The one thing that jumped out at me was the
very precarious existence that circus performers lived. It
is absolutely wonderful to have this sort of thing avail-
able for scholars. I wish I’d known all this before the
Sandow book was published because I think there are
important parallels in the careers of both athletes. I am
already looking forward to Part II with great anticipa-
tion.

It’s also nice to see the contrast between Ottley
and Paul Anderson. Coulter was so clearly trustworthy
and modest in his assertions while Anderson and his sup-
porters are so loud and gassy in theirs. Terry’s intro-
ductory essay was a brilliant piece of diplomacy; no one
wants to deny Anderson’s gifts. but he was in many
ways his own worst enemy.
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I just returned from two wonderful weeks in
France. When I finally got to Paris, I found a rather large
stack of books, including several very rare works by
Marcel Rouet on women’s fitness as well as a 1909 his-
tory of French physical education by Georges Demeny
that I had never seen before. I think my greatest find,
however, was Le Palmarès de la Culture Physique
Française (French Physical Culture’s Roll of Honor).
This is a richly illustrated book of essays by prominent
sportsmen and a list of every Desbonnet school in France
with photos and a brief commentary on all of them. It
was limited to a hundred copies, so I’m very lucky to
have found it!

Keep up the great work you’re doing in IGH.

David Chapman
Seattle, Washington

Dear IGH:
The June 2001, Paul Anderson issue of IGH,

was for me one of the most interesting, exciting issues so
far. To me it brought back memories of 1957, 1958
when Paul Anderson’s prodigious strength was the talk
of most people in the Iron Game including those of us
whose interests were in bodybuilding. I remember when
Anderson made the unfortunate error of attempting to
transfer his awesome lifting power into professional
boxing. Arthur Harris, one of the most muscular men in
the world at the time, and I were training buddies in New
York’s Bronx Union YMCA. Arthur had been a talent-
ed boxer. He and I were working out and the subject of
Paul Anderson’s boxing efforts came up. Harris thought
Anderson was making a big mistake. Arthur said that
“even if he has any success eventually he’ll have to fight
Sonny Liston,” We both looked at each other knowing
very well what that would mean. Paul’s boxing career
came to an abrupt end when he was stopped in the sec-
ond round by a fellow he outweighed by about one hun-
dred pounds. That was probably fortunate for Paul.

Fantastic issue! I enjoyed it very much.

Dear IGH:
Just a note about Paul Anderson. Your coverage

was very balanced and honest and I don’t think you will
have had any criticism from Europe. Over the years
there have been many cynical and critical comments
about such claims [as Paul’s backlift] and for the
“strongest man that ever lived” kind of publicity. It took
me quite a long time to get to grips with the problem as
I hunted through magazines, trying without success to
find reports written at the time of Paul’s claimed back-
lift. He was, rightly, so much admired for his genuine
lifting and being such a good Christian that it makes it
very difficult for people to be critical. It was absolutely
right and very brave to set the record straight. It was also
appropriate that Americans did this; had others done it
there would have been much more controversy. This
way it is seen that your magazine is even-handed in
recording historical happenings and correcting a long-
standing inaccuracy to which a blind eye has been
turned.

I also admire and enjoy the coverage elsewhere
of Paul Anderson by his many supporters and we should
not let this solitary incident diminish our respect for their
contributions, or cloud our love for this great lifter.

David P. Webster
Irvine, Scotland

Dear IGH:
I was very pleased with the Steve Reeves issue.

When speaking with you on the phone some time ago, I
mentioned how odd it seemed for Steve to more or less
drop out of show business when he could have done bet-
ter pictures or gotten into television. That’s where the
money is. Look at his old buddy Jack LaLanne.

Some forty years ago my dad was kind enough
to give me enough money to buy the Varsity Club from
Jim Murray. As an impressionable teenager I remember
everything Jim Murray told me. John Fair, who did a
piece in the Reeves IGH, had the quotes of Jim Murray
exact in his book Muscletown. This is a testimony to
Jim’s honesty and Mr. Fair’s reporting ability.

Dr. Ken “Leo” Rosa
The Bronx, NY

John McCarthy
Waretown, NJ
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Dear IGH:
I want to congratulate you on the issue of Iron

Game History featuring the late Steve Reeves. It sounds
as though you were held to the grindstone until the very
end. I know exactly how that feels. I also want to thank
you for noting my book Worlds to Conquer: An
Authorized Biography of Steve Reeves in the journal.
Again, a job well done.

I received a copy of IGH from Vic Boff only a
few days ago. As you know Vic is a great guy and is an
incredible asset to the iron game. He is by all means a
true pioneer within the sport and we are very fortunate to
have someone today with such a colorful history and
background.

I was not aware that this tribute issue had been
written until Vic had asked me if I had received a copy,
as I had not. We have spoken over the phone now for a
number of years during my project and Vic has turned
out to be a sincere friend and an incredible aid.

Chris LeClaire
So. Chatham, MA

Dear IGH:
Once again you have done a wonderful job in

paying tribute to one of the Iron Game’s icons.
Congratulations on the superb Steve Reeves tribute in
IGH.

Enclosed is my renewal of IGH at the Patron
level. Please continue it “In Memory of Chuck Sipes.”
His family is doing well. His oldest daughter, Daphne,
was married this past summer. His next oldest daughter,
Kathy, has two children, one in his teens and the other
out of high school; and his youngest daughter, Trish, has
two preschoolers. Mary, his wife, has moved to be close
to Trish so that she can help out with the children. All
are still in California. I have made a personal vow to
share all my knowledge of their grandfather with the
four grandchildren. Chuck’s father, Bill, is well over 90
and lives near Chuck’s brother’s family in Oregon.
Chuck’s mother passed away two years ago. His parents
had a long and fulfilled life with the exception of
Chuck’s demise.

On another subject, do you remember the video
I sent you of those movies I took at the first two
Olympias? Well, I recently discovered Dave Draper’s
website and so I offered him a copy of them like I sent
you. His wife, Laree, handles the correspondence and
was very excited about getting a copy as she had never
seen Dave in his “Prime.” (I think he looks as good
today!) Well, before I sent them a copy, I wanted to get
a more professional conversion from the movie to video
when Laree contacted me and explained that the TV
cable channel E! was doing a bio on Dave and she felt
they could use the footage. So I sent one of my “home
conversions” and Laree and Dave were just thrilled with
it and they sent a copy to E! They were so excited they
contacted me and had an expensive premium conversion
done. The irony of this is that E! is in Los Angeles and
they had previously utilized a company to convert some
other home movies on another show awhile back; this
company was unique in its abilities in that I guess it’s the
only one in the US of A that can do such a quality con-
version. Well, where do you think they’re located? A
twenty-minute drive from my house! That’s as ironic as
Chuck’s daughter moving within a fifteen-minute drive
of my house! Talk about a small world. Anyway, when
I get my copy of the master, you will be the first to get a
copy. I have certainly gotten some mileage out of those
movies, as they were how I first met Chuck in 1968.
Also, have you seen Dave’s book Brother Iron, Sister
Steel? It’s a classic.

Norm Komich
Beverly, MA

Editor’s note: Norm, we appreciate your kindness, and
the upgraded tape. We have read Dave’s book and found
it very interesting and well written.

Dear IGH:
Enclosed is a money order for another year of

IGH. As usual, I found the latest issue interesting. Too
much space, I thought, was devoted to Paul’s backlift.
Since it wasn’t done under strict circumstances, I think it
should be left as an Iron Game tale.

The same could be said about the nitpicking
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about the depth of his squat. In the Broad St. Gym in
York I saw Paul do 12 squats with 660. As far as I was
concerned they were full squats. In the same training
session he also cleaned 415 and pressed it three times.
He and I were the only ones in the gym at that time.

It’s no secret that not everyone has the same
flexibility. Some can squat till their butt is a few inches
from the floor. I saw a photo of Tom Platz doing an eight
hundred pound squat. Very deep, thirty-plus thighs and
all.

Piteo Margas
Via email

Editor’s note: It should always be remembered that what
you “see” and what you read is not always true. Tom
Platz’ squats in the 800 pound range that have been
shown in photos in muscle magazines were taken with six
plates (three on each side) that looked like standard 45
pound plates but were not. The dummy plates were
widely used in photo sessions in Gold’s Gym and other
popular training facilities in the Los Angeles area, and
they weighed almost nothing. The use of these plates
reduces an apparent weight on the bar of approximately
eight hundred pounds to an actual weight of just a bit
over five hundred pounds.

Dear IGH:
Ken Rosa suggested that I write a few words of

my own recollections of John Grimek.
I met John at Sig Klein’s Bent Press contest the

first weekend in May of 1941. I was an eager, enthusi-
astic 16-year old. (Ha-ha. I am an enthusiastic 77-year
old now.) Anyway, he was so approachable and pleasant
and I had a chat with him.

Four weeks later the Senior Nationals were held
in Philadelphia. I was there for the two day session.
Had the chance to see Stanko, Davis and Abele lifting.
After the lifting I went backstage where the Mr. A con-
testants were preparing for the posing. I went to where
Grimek was and spoke to him. He did not tell the pesky
kid to go away, don’t bother me. He was courteous and
pleasant; as a matter of fact I helped him apply a bit of

oil on his body. I did not see him after he went out to
pose. (I did watch the whole contest though.) I have
such great memories of the whole affair that have lasted
these 60 odd years.

I did not see Grimek again until I moved to York
in late 1944 lock, stock and barrel. I went to work for
Bob Hoffman and then I would see John five times a
week, three of those times in the gym. They were inter-
esting years. Visitors came from all over the USA and
from quite a few foreign countries. Very memorable.
John was a tremendous person physically, a unique
example of outstanding development. And equally, or
more so, a human being of warmth, kindness, and friend-
liness.

Since I was a seaman for over forty years, I did
not see John very much [in later years] but I would call
him periodically for gab sessions, which I enjoyed and I
believe he did too. I miss my friend of so many years.
Perhaps we will get to work out in the BIG GYM in the
sky, someday.

Pete Marozas
Watertown, CT

Dear IGH:
This letter is long overdue. While I am some-

what saddened by John Grimek’s death, he had a long
life, admired by many.

I cannot recall an issue of IGH that was not done
well; I have enjoyed it from the beginning. Some of my
favorite articles have been about Apollon, Paul
Anderson, Roy Hilligenn, Bob Peoples, Jim Lorimer,
and all the ones by John Fair.

I know I have placed more than my share of
phone calls to your office inquiring about when the next
issue will be out. That is because I look forward to them
so much. Thinking about future subjects for articles I
came up with ones about various great gyms of the past
— Ed Yarick’s, Leo Stern’s, Bill Pearl’s, George
Turner’s, etc. Also [profiles of the] Greats of the Game
like Bill Pearl, Clancy Ross, Norbert Schemansky, and
Tommy Kono.

There is just so much subject matter to deal with
that it presents a great challenge. I’m glad to see that
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your list of patrons and fellows has grown to assist you
in your quest.

The article about Physical Fitness Magazine in
Vol. 5 #3 was also good and it would be good to do one
like that from time to time. An article on Jack LaLanne
and his contributions would also be real good. I will
close now; I look forward to meeting you again. The last
time was December 1982 at the University of Virginia at
Charlottesville.

Good things to you both.

Howard S. Havener
Manassas, VA

Editor’s note: We remember. It was at a strength coach-
ing symposium organized by Bill Dunn at the University
of Virginia. You may know that Bill died recently. He
had a hard time during the later years of his life.

Dear IGH:
Just a few words to tell you how I appreciate

your website. I am Prof. Edmond Desbonnet’s grandson,
and I read with pleasure the nice translation of my friend
David Chapman on Apollon. I intend to put my own col-
lection on line, maybe next year. I need to find time for
that! Best regards and congratulations

Richard Desbonnet
Paris, France
Via email

Dear IGH,
It’s probably overdue — I apologize — but

enclosed is the second $100 towards my patron sub-
scription,

It was your Vol. 6, No. 3 May-June, 2000 head-
line that disheartened me. More than that I was gen-
uinely ‘upset.’ Immediately it crossed my mind, “What
the hell, was the poisoned!?” What, Steve Reeves 1925-
2000 gone; all gone  It took an airplane crash to kill the?

great Rocky Marciano — another sad day indeed.
I first met Steve Reeves the summer of 1945 at

Ed Yarick’s gym, Oakland, CA. He was 20, I was 15.
He was born a ‘mountain man and equestrian’ in
Montana, lost his real Dad before age two, came West
with his Mother and late in the Great Depression was
noticed by Ed Yarick about 1939. As I recall Steve bicy-
cled (delivered papers) and had very strong limbs. Ed
Yarick became Steve’s “father.” Steve often would ask
me just to hear the answer, “Ted, who is the nicest man
who ever lived?” I’d reply, “Ed Yarick, the Swede.”
Steve would smile and say, “right.” Steve then would
ask, “who is the second nicest guy who ever lived?” I’d
answer, “George Eiferman.” Steve would smile and say,
“right.” Some questions are real easy to answer.

When Steve lost his wife and agent in the early
nineties he was a lonely man. His long-time pal from
Norway (royal family tie-in), Sven Rider came up from
Antigua and I took them both sailing on my ketch.
Steve’s agent-wife was originally Sven’s fiancee. Since
she spoke five languages and was involved with show
biz in Europe she was the logical person to manage
Steve’s fifteen movies. Between the fourteen
“Hercules” movies they lived in Switzerland and Steve
said he only began training three weeks before a movie!
He’d tell me with a most serious look, “Hey, when I
train, I really train!” All Steve Reeves had to do was
“look at his biceps and it would grow!” He had “design-
er genes.” God gave him the same “steroids” he gave
Eugen Sandow. Having the “potential-au naturale” to
train twelve to fifteen hours/weekly instead of eight or
nine like most of us, Steve may have [been able to]
become the ‘world’s strongest man.’ I’d ask him [why
he didn’t try]. He’d reply, “why?” He simply refused to
“over do it!” (As we know, oral and injectable anabolic
plans make it possible to train thirty or more hours week-
ly as skeletal muscle ‘recovery’ is quickened, but then
one has no time for anything else).

Steve was particular. I tried to line him up with
a gal. It didn’t work out. Debra just happened by. Next
thing I knew Debra and her 12 year old were Steve’s
family! Steve’s last sail on my ketch was with Debra.
She ‘filled the bill.’ Steve had some rough years, but his
“sense of humor” was terrific. That got him through a
lot. Damn he’d make me laugh.

Ted Nolan Thompson, M.D.
Laguna Beach, California 92651
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R e v i e w a n d T r a n s l a t i o n b y D a v i d C h a pm a n

Emparons-nous du sport: Les Canadiens
français et le sport au XIXe siècle

[Let us Seize Sport French Canadians & Sport
in the Nineteenth Century]

by Gi l l e s Jan son (Mon t r ea l : Gue r i n , 1995 ) .

Most lovers of strength lore know that the
province of Quebec was the home of Louis Cyr, Horace
Barre, Leo Robert, the brothers Baillargeon and Weider,
and a host of other strength and physique stars. Quebec
is still referred to by the name that George Jowett gave it
over seven decades ago: the “cradle of strong men.”1

Although the province is home to only around seven mil-
lion inhabitants (roughly the same as Georgia or the
greater Chicago area), its prominence as an important
locus of weight training is far out of proportion to its
population. Beyond weightlifting and bodybuilding
however, Canada’s French-speaking province is as
enthusiastic about sport today as any other region in
North America. It supports successful professional
baseball, hockey, Canadian rules football, and other
teams; but as Gilles Janson points out in his book
Emparons-nous du sport, it was not always thus.

Early in the nineteenth century, most Quebeck-
ers were excluded from both the halls of power and the
fields of play. Sport and government were pretty much
the exclusive domains of the English; so were the cities
since the French relinquished these more or less to the
British conquerors. For a number of cultural, linguistic
and religious reasons, the Francophone majority lived
apart, principally on farms and in small villages, but all
of this changed with the industrial revolution when
French Canadians were attracted back to the the cities
where (almost despite themselves at first) they were
drawn into social. financial, and — most significantly
for us — sporting circles.

The British had long touted the benefits of sport,
and it did not take long for their French neighbors to take
up the challenge. Sport became a way for Franco-Cana-

dians to show that
they  were  jus t  a s
strong as their English
conquerors. “Let us seize sport” became the cry of those
who wanted to show that they could be victorious, too.
They could take back their pride as they took back the
government. If they had lost the battle for their home-
land on the Plains of Abraham in 1759, the French-
Canadians might at least win on the baseball diamond or
in the hockey arena.

Janson tells the story of this gradual change in
mindset among the Francophones that took place in the
late-nineteenth century. One of the main sources of
pride for many in the province was the massive strong-
men that peopled the folklore and history books of Que-
bec. Janson shows how these human anomalies fit into
the bigger picture of sport and recreation in Lower
Canada, and he documents his account with hundreds of
quotes from newspapers and other contemporary
sources. Gilles Janson is uniquely situated to write this
book since he is Special Collections librarian at the Uni-
versity of Quebec at Montreal. His talents at locating
rare or unique source materials cannot possibly be fault-
ed (as the extensive footnotes and bibliography prove).

In addition to its impressive documentation,
Emparons-nous du sport is also singularly well written.
Those who yearn to know more about Louis Cyr and his
fellow Quebec strongmen will find much in this book
which will help them understand why La Belle Province
has been the home of so many powerful and muscular
athletes. Readers who have an interest in the history of
sport on our continent should not overlook this wonder-
ful volume.
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�Feats of Strength��Feats of Strength�
(Pages 89-95)(Pages 89-95)

Feats of strength have always enjoyed a great
popularity among French Canadians. A few strongmen
have entered into legend. The literate elite, which ordi-
narily would disdain to discuss sport, did not hesitate to
glorify those who were made famous by their muscular
vigor. In 1884 the journalist, literary critic and writer,
Andre-Napoleon Montpetit published Nos hommes forts
[Our Strongmen] in which he “recalled the long tradition
of physical strength which characterizes the French-
Canadian nation.”2

That same year, Benjamin Sulte’s work Joseph
Montferrand appeared.3 This was the story of a colossus
who could put dozens of the “English” to flight. In 1903
Louis Guyon produced at Le National [The National
Amateur Athletic Association] his “Canadian drama,”
Jos Montferrand.4 Six years later, Edouard-Zotique
Massicotte came out with Athlètes canadiens-français.
Recueil des exploits de force, d’endurance, d’agilité des
athletes et des sportsmen de notre race, depuis le XVllle
siècle [French-Canadian Athletes: An account of the
feats of strength, endurance, and agility of the athletes
and sportsmen of our nation, since the eighteenth centu-
ry].5 Therefore, it is not surprising to see the Francoph-
one media during the 1890s giving extended coverage to
Louis Cyr, “the strongest man in the world,” then at the
height of his glory, so that this “little French-Canadian”
(he weighed over three hundred pounds!) glorified “the
vitality which is inherent in the French-Canadian
blood.”6 This man symbolized the vigor, robustness and
power of a people who in many regards doubted their
own merits. He became the answer to a community that
felt inferior. Joliette College hailed with pride this phe-
nomenon, “who proved that the prodigious strength of
our fathers has not quite disappeared from amongst us.”7

The Society of St. John the Baptist honored this
hero several times. Therefore, in the name of the Soci-
ety, Joseph-Xavier Perrault and Laurent-Olivier David
organized an evening’s entertainment for January 21,
1891 “together with all the athletic clubs” to “honor in
the person of Louis Cyr . . he who represents to the
greatest acclaim the physical strength of our race.” The
notice added, “At a time when the vitality of the French
games are placed in doubt on the European continent, it
is left to a Canadian of French background. . . [to] prove
that at least in America, French blood has not degenerat-
ed.”8

Students from the University of Lava1 at Mon-
treal and the Victoria School of Medicine accompanied
the “Canadian Hercules” with flags and “music leading
the way” to Queen’s Hall where a celebration took
place.” Among those in the immense crowd who were in
attendance at the presentation of an honorary belt to the
hero of the day, one could recognize Wilfrid Laurier and
Honoré Mercier.10 A year and a half later, “the citizens
of Montreal” presented Cyr with a medal made of “solid
gold.” Virtually apologizing for its appeal “to sporting
instincts,” they made reference to the “republics of
antiquity” who consecrated “a cult which accorded
equality to physical strength and intellectual strength.”11

And if this justification were not sufficient, they added
the “Judaic tradition which has made of Samson a strong
man sustained by God to protect the Jewish people
against the tyranny of the Philistines.”l2 From there to
making our strongmen the protectors of the French-
Canadian people is but a short step. For Benjamin Sulte,
Jos Montferrand “personified our race, which was then
attacked and abused every day by the foreigners who
wanted to reduce us to the level of the pariahs of
India.”13 In the 1890s the feats of Louis Cyr in Canada,
Great Britain, France, and the United States were cause
for an immense pride among his compatriots.14

Recognition of Cyr’s merit by foreigners raised
his prestige among his own people. Let us emphasize
that Richard K. Fox, the New York proprietor of the
National Police Gazette and promoter of various sport-
ing events, considered Cyr to be the strongest man in the
world.15 We might add that “the press in England and
the United States is full of prodigious feats of our fellow
countryman.”16 At the same time, the name of Horace
Barre appeared in the firmament of strongmen.17 To this
latter can be added the names of Pierre Cyr — Louis’s
brother, Dollard Regimbal, J. P. Poitevin, Émile and
Louis Robillard, and M. Brosseau who were discussed
from time to time in the sporting chronicles.18

In addition to stimulating nationalistic feelings,
strongman contests could earn sizeable financial benefits
for their promoters. It is therefore not surprising to see
the proprietors of Sohmer Park, Royal Park, and of the
National Monument hosting such events.

Notes:
1 George F. Jowett, The Strongest Man That Ever Lived (Philadel-
phia: Milo Pub. Co., 1927), 11.
2 Kenneth Landry, “Nos hommesforts d’ André-Napoléon Mont-
petit,” Dictionnaire des oeuvres littéraires du Québec. (Montreal:
Fides, 1978) 1: 526-527.
3 Benjamin Suite, Joseph Montferrand (Montreal: Camyre et
Braseau, 1884), 48. There was a new. revised edition of this book in
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1899. [Translator’s note:
Although he actually existed
(he lived from 1802-1864)
Joseph Montferrand became
a semi-mythical figure to
many French-Canadians,
Many fantastic deeds have
been ascribed to him over
the years; most of these feats
demonstrated his superiority
over his English-speaking
Protestant neighbors. He
was a boxer of great talent
and particularly enjoyed
beating Anglo Saxon oppo-
nents.

Other stories are
more difficult to credit. For
instance. Montferrand was
supposedly so tall and limber
that he could jump up and
plant his footprint on the dis-
tant ceiling of a tavern.
Another story tells of his vic-
tory over a crowd of “Shin-
ers” or Irish Protestants who
attempted to ambush him on
a bridge over the Ottawa
River. They were all sound-
ly thrashed after Jos picked
up an Irishman by the feet

returned, he was appointed
Agricultural Secretary for
Lower Canada, and in 1863
he was elected to Parliament.
Despite his opposition to
Quebec’s joining the Canadi-
an confederation, he rose to
prominence in both provin-
cial and federal circles. This
ardent Quebec nationalist
was also a dynamic promoter
of sport, and he was one of
the founders of the first gym-
nastics organization in Mon-
treal, the Société Nationale
de Gymnastique. His story is
told in detail on pages 55-58
in Emparons-Nous du Sport.
Laurent-Olivier David was a
prominent sportsman and
honorary president of the
Montreal Lacrosse Club.]
9 La Patrie, 24 January 1891,
4; and 27 January 1891, 3.
10 Ibid. [Translator’s note:
Sir Wilfrid Laurier was
Canada’s first Francophone
Prime Minister, serving from
1896-1911. Louis-Honore
Mercier (1840-1894) was a
French Canadian nationalist

and swung him around at the Louis Cyr, the Canadian Hercules, as he looked at politician,
others like a club. Montfer- the height of his career. 11 La Presse, 6 August 1892,
rand’s deeds improved with Photo courtesy David P. Webster 2; & 8 August 1892, 4.
the telling and he acquired a 12 La Presse, 1 April 1893, 1.
Paul Bunyanish persona. Known as “Big Joe Mufferaw” by the Eng- This is from a richly illustrated page of text which occupies the entire
lish, and it was said that he combed his hair with a pine tree and dug first page entitled “Strongmen Yesterday and Today.” Jos Montfer-
the Rideau Canal by dragging his axe behind him. A more accurate rand, Grenache, and Louis Cyr are compared to Samson, Hercules,
account appears in Les Hommes Forts du Québec de Jos. Montfer- Milo of Crotona, etc.
rand & Louis Cyr by Ben Weider and E. Z. Massicotte (Trois-Pis- 13 La Presse, 3 August 1891, 4.
toles: Editions Trois- Pistoles, 1999) 69-78.] 14 [Translator’s note: Cyr never performed in France.]
4 Dictionnaire des oeuvres littéraires du Québec (Montreal: Fides, 15 La Presse, 3 January 1891, 4; 19 November 1891, l; 27 June 1893,
1980) 2: 732-733. 3; 10 April 1894, 5; 11 April 1894, 5; and 19 June 1894, 6. For
5 Ibid. Richard K. Fox, see Steven A. Riess, City Games: The Evolution of
6 La Patrie, 27 January 1891, 3. Urban Society and the Rise of Sports (Urbana and Chicago: Univer-
7 La Patrie, 27 October 1892, 2. sity of Illinois Press, 1991), 72, 172-173.
8 La Presse, 22 & 27 January 1891, p. 3; La Patrie, 22 January 1891, 16 La Presse, 24 January 1891, 8.
4; 27 January 1891, 3. This fear of seeing “French blood” degener- 17  La Presse, 26 December 1891, 4; 23 January 1892, 1; 13 August
ate was repeated as a leitmotiv in the newspapers of the time. [Trans- 1894, 6; and 29 September 1894, 7.
later’s note: The extraordinary Joseph-Xavier Perrault was born in 18 La Patrie, July 23, August 3 & 7, 1894. La Presse. 3 August 1894,
Quebec City on May 27, 1836, and after spending his youth in Cana- 4; & 7 August 1894, 5.
da, he left for further schooling in France and England. When he
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Requiem for a Strongman:Requiem for a Strongman:
Reassessing the Career ofReassessing the Career of
Professor Louis AttilaProfessor Louis Attila

Kim Beckwith and Jan ToddKim Beckwith and Jan Todd
“One thousand dollars to any charity if I cannot

conclusively prove that every alleged instructor of phys-
ical culture in this country is [either] a former pupil of
mine or using one of the systems I have originated and
perfected, and which from time to time I have pub-
lished.”1 This bold challenge posted by Professor Attila
in the National Police Gazette in 1894 could arguably
sum up the most important impact of this pioneer of
physical culture. While strongman Ludwig (Louis)
Durlacher, who went by the stage name Attila, had large-
ly retired from performing by the time he moved to
America in 1893, his career as a trainer of others was far
from over. And, in the long run, his contributions to the
growth of scientific weight training may ultimately be of
equal, or perhaps even greater, significance to the over-
all growth of strength training and physical culture in the
USA than those of his ex-protege, the professional
strongman Eugen Sandow.

Historian David Chapman argued that Sandow
laid the foundation for modern weight training because
he opened a physical training institute in London, wrote
several popular books on the subject, and, most impor-
tantly, because his heavily muscled, yet aesthetically
pleasing body served to inspire athletes on both sides of
the Atlantic.2 Indeed, some of the most important fig-
ures of the early physical culture era did claim that
Sandow had inspired them to pursue physical culture.
British lifting champion Launceton Elliott, American
magazine publisher Bernarr Macfadden, and barbell
manufacturer Alan Calvert for instance, all claimed that
Sandow’s image was the muse that started them on their
own journeys toward self-improvement.3 And it cannot
be denied that Sandow’s American tour, following on the
heels of his wildly successful performances at the World
Colombian Exposition of 1893, delighted thousands of
North American men and women and created the real-
ization that one did not have to accept the body with
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which one was born. Despite all these claims to great-
ness, however, Sandow was not in every sense an “orig-
inal.” Louis Durlacher was.4

Most people who remember Attila at all know
him primarily as a moderately successful professional
strongman who became Sandow’s mentor and trainer.
But Attila’s historic legacy stretches far beyond the years
he spent as Sandow’s eminence grise. The “Professor,”
as he liked to be called in later years, was a major con-
tributor to the European and American physical culture
movements of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
centuries and, during the course of his career, he: 1) was
a pioneer in the use of weight training to help athletic
performance; 2) was one of the first “personal trainers”
for the rich and famous; 3) was an influential supporter
of equal opportunity for women in the gym; and 4)
argued nearly a hundred years before the medical com-
munity came around to the same position that weight
training would retard the process of aging. When con-
sidered in light of the times in which he lived, Attila’s
achievements and open-mindedness — especially on the
question of women’s training — are truly remarkable,
and make this peripatetic figure worthy of canonization
as a major innovator in the field of strength training.

Ludwig Durlacher was born on 2 July 1844 in
Karlsruhe, Germany, and developed an interest in sports
and athletics at a young age.5 According to David Web-
ster’s The Iron Game, Durlacher received his early edu-
cation from a Professor Ernst in Berlin, who taught him
to play the piano and helped him master five languages.
The most significant event of Durlacher’s early years,
however, was the day he saw Italian strongman Felice
Napoli perform for the first time. Fascinated by the dis-
play, young Ludwig asked to study with Napoli as an
apprentice. Napoli agreed, and from him young Ludwig
learned all he could about the strongman profession.6

Napoli was a master of the platform. He understood the
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importance of staging and
costume, and he taught young
Durlacher everything in his
repertoire.7

Napoli had much to
teach. Born under the sur-
name Prades in Naples, Italy,
in 1821, Napoli worked only
the best European circuses
and music halls where he per-
formed at various times as a
strongman, a pantomime
artist, and a slackrope and tra-
peze artist. French historian
Edmund Desbonnet reports
that Napoli “was most
remarkable for his artistic tal-
ent and by the way he pre-
sented his act.” A true show-
man, according to Desbonnet,
Napoli also possessed a beau-
t i ful  s inging voice and
worked for a time under the
stage name of the Singing
Strongman (Athlète Ténor).8

In this early era, most
strongman acts didn’t consist
simply of a series of lifts with
explanations between them.
Many showed their strength
and physiques through short
vignettes or pantomimes,
with the lifts and posing inte-
grated as part of a plot. Des-
bonnet writes of Napoli, “In
all the circuses where he was
engaged, he was the principal
actor in the pantomimes. He
was unsurpassed in the role of
the poacher just when he is In the Victorian era, it was the custom for people to decorate their scrapbooks with

poised on the rock searching brilliantly colored, die-cut stickers. This original, sepia-tinted photo, showing Attila

the horizon or when hidden with his medals and famous club, must have been one of his favorites as it appears

behind a tree, his weapon at at the very front of his scrapbook and occupies a full page. The roses surrounding

the ready, waiting for his pur- the picture are in shades of red, pink and white. The large daisies are yellow, and

suers. He displayed a phys- the smaller flowers are blue.

ique so beautiful, and he assumed poses so noble that Although not a tall man at an adult height of 5’4”, Atti-
even the greatest artist could never have dreamed of cre- la earned a reputation as a gifted all-round athlete and
ating anything equal to it.”9 excelled in track and field events and swimming.10

The record isn’t clear on how long Attila stayed While associated with the Sharpshooters, Attila suppos-
with Napoli, or what precisely the years were that they edly saved the son of the Duke of Baden from drowning,
worked together. In fact, very little is known of Attila’s and then apparently spent some time with the Duke’s
early life except that in 1861, at the age of seventeen, he family. This incident introduced him to wealth and cul-
joined the Baden Sharpshooters, a sport and riflery club. ture and reinforced Attila’s desires to move in the best
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circles. He knew that the theater was his ticket to that
lifestyle and so, after adopting the name of the famous
leader of the Huns, Attila set off on his first solo tour in
approximately 1863 at the age of nineteen.11 At first he
advertised himself modestly as “Victor D’Attila – the
Great Teutonic Hercules. the Lion Athlete, the Modern
Samson.”12 How long he worked as a “single” is
unclear, however, for clippings in his scrapbook reveal
that he was soon traveling with “Valerie,” who received
top billing over Attila as “The Female Gladiator, The
Magnificent, Queen of the Athletes, The Model.”13 Atti-
la and Valerie performed at some of the most prestigious
venues in Europe: The Royal Foresters’ Music Hall, The
Metropolitan Theater, The Royal Aquarium, The Marble
and Alexandra Skating Rinks in London, the Gaiety
Theatre of Variety in Manchester, England, and the
Folies Bergeres Theatre in Paris.14 At one English exhi-
bition. organized by the Marquess of Abergravenny at a
skating rink in May of 1878, the show was billed as a
“Grand Assault of Arms,” and included displays of
swordsmanship by Sergeant Major Plunkett along with
the strength feats of Victor D’Attila. A contemporary
newspaper reported, “Victor Attila then went through his
wonderful performance, and at the conclusion was pre-
sented with a wreath by Lord Henry Nevill, on behalf of
several gentlemen. who had been pleased with his per-
formance the previous evening . . . Attila, who has been
rightly named the Lion Athlete, elicited loud applause by
his wonderful feats of strength and it seemed as if hun-
dredweights were but mere playthings in his hands.”15

Attila’s act in those early years was apparently
well staged and financially successful. Desbonnet tells
us that “Attila’s act was simply designed to showcase his
feats of balance and showmanship . . . Attila was, above
all, an artist, and his well presented act was not faked. It
was a real success.” To be fair, however, Desbonnet then
points out that some individuals questioned the weight of
Attila’s implements. Around 1885, while Attila was per-
forming at the Alcazar Theater in Faubourg Poissnnière,
Desbonnet reports, a Professor Dubois inspected Attila’s
weights and stated that they were “particularly light.”
Dubois claimed that one particularly unwieldy, evil-
looking barbell covered with iron spikes, was made of
some sort of exceptionally light metal and thus weighed
only forty-four pounds.16 While they may have been
light, they were undoubtedly elegant; the fifteen hundred
pounds of weights Attila used in his act were nickel-
coated and, as one reporter put it, he possessed “the
finest and most costly apparatus ever seen on the
stage.”17

One thing that set Attila apart from many of the
strongmen then working the sawdust circles of the Euro-
pean circuses, and about which there is no controversy,
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is that he was both inventive and intelligent. As a per-
former, he strove to find new and spectacular ways to
demonstrate his strength and is credited by David Web-
ster with inventing the “screw press” or bent press, and
for originating the Human Bridge stunt that became a
standard fixture in most strongman routines thereafter.18

Some authors also credit him with inventing such new
pieces of apparatus as the Roman Chair and the shot-
loading globe barbell.19

As Attila toured the capitals of Europe, playing
to standing room only crowds in most cities, he began to
be asked for exercise advice. His five languages came in
handy as he found himself helping to shape up many of
the crowned heads of Europe.20 During this stage of his
career he worked with Alexander III, the Czar of Russia;
King George of Greece; the Prince of Wales, who
became King Edward VII of England; King Haakon of
Norway; the six children of King Christian of Denmark;
Princess Dagmar. who later became Empress of Russia
and the mother of Czar Nicholas; and the Queen Mother
Alexandra of England. In addition. Attila trained dozens
of millionaires, including Cornelius Vanderbilt and such
nobles as the Baron Rothschild of France and Lord
Lonsdale of England.21

In approximately 1886-1887, Attila began to
curtail his strongman performances and opened a private
gymnasium in Brussels.22 One newspaper account states
that it was here, at his Brussels gym, that Attila first met
Friedrich Mueller, the extraordinarily handsome, gold-
en-haired youth who would become internationally
famous as Sandow.23 According to an article in the Pall
Mall Gazette, “Attila . . . is a professor of athletics, and
keeps a school in Brussels, where he has some three
hundred pupils. Two and a half years ago, Sandow was
brought to him by some of his pupils. He was then quite
undeveloped, and Attila, after looking him over, under-
took to make Sandow the strongest man in the school.
Sandow submitted himself assiduously to the training,
and in two months time the pupil was positively stronger
than the master, and Attila’s strength is something out of
the ordinary. He appears with his wonderful pupil at the
Alhambra and joins him in tossing the 150 pound balls,
and amuses himself with 90 lb. weights and such like.”24

According to clippings in his scrapbook, Attila
and Sandow performed together across continental
Europe off and on from approximately 1887 to 1889. As
Napoli had done for him, Attila taught the young man
how to present himself and helped Sandow organize a
strength and physique act. But, their friendship and
business partnership temporarily fell apart around 1889
when Sandow began performing as a single act and then
took time off from touring to model for the painter
Aubrey Hunt. Attila then moved on to London and
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opened another training facility.25 His new gym was
located in Bloomsbury, and Webster describes it as
merely a “modest establishment.”26 In 1889, the Pall
Mall Gazette visited the establishment and reported,
“Attila’s ambition is to teach the British youth how to
develop great strength. He has a special system of train-
ing which he is eager to have adopted in our army and
public schools. He greatly admires the pluck and
endurance of the John Bull race, and is confident that if
his system were adopted, Britons would become the
most physically strong race on the face of the earth.”27

Because of publicity such as this, and Attila’s
excellent reputation as a theatrical performer, his gym
became a magnet for the wealthy and famous. He even
advertised the fact that he had opened the gym at the
“behest” of the city’s sporting gentlemen.28 Sporting
men and nobles worked out side by side, and when the
American tabloid publisher, Richard K. Fox, of the
National Police Gazette, visited London, he, too, paid a
call at Attila’s gym.29 In that meeting, Fox and Attila
found they had much in common. Fox advised Attila to
come to America where he thought the time was ripe for
the kind of gymnasium Attila hoped to one day establish.
Although the Professor later claimed that Fox’s sugges-
tion was the best advice he had ever been given, he did-
n’t immediately act on it.30 In fact, it appears that his
immigration to America may have owed more to Eugen
Sandow and happenstance than it did to careful plan-
ning.

Shortly after Attila opened his gym in London,
Sandow re-entered his life. The young strongman had
come to the capital city to challenge the professional
strongman Charles A. Sampson, who had a standing
offer that no one could best him in a series of strength
tests.31 Attila helped Sandow prepare for the public con-
test and after defeating Sampson, on 2 November 1889,
Sandow began performing with Attila again, replacing
Charles Sampson at the prestigious Alhambra. One of
the London papers gave this account of their act:

After Bertram [a magician] came Attila,
vivid in scarlet, his mighty muscles in
strong relief, causing his Mephistophelean-
hued and complete set of tights, which was
drawn to the figure as an eel’s skin to his
sinuous body to quiver as he moved.
Witlings, bardlets, poetasters, dainty
mouthers of nothings into ladies’ ears,
became as mere emasculate shadows when
this Hercules appeared. Eyes sparkled,
breath was quickly drawn, delicate palms
clapped feverishly. Attila gave his perform-
ance — you have seen it. When standing on

a chair, he bends backward over the back,
throwing the huge vigor of his thighs into
grand relief, picks up a 150 lb. weight and
brings it up with him to an erect position,
rapture was at its highest. When Sandow
came, semi-delirium seized the delighted
dames and damosels. Those at the back of
the room leapt on the chairs; paraquet-like
ejaculations, irrepressible, resounded right
and left; tiny palms beat ecstasy till five and
three-quarter gloves burst at their wearer’s
energy. And when Sandow, clad  . . . in
black and white, made the mountainous
muscles of his arms wobble! Oh Ladies!”32

After their run at the Alhambra was over, Attila
accompanied Sandow and the magician Bertram on a
tour of England and Scotland. The new act, called
“Music, Muscle and Mystery,” played one night at the
Mechanics Hall in Nottingham, and the local paper
described the large hall as being filled to capacity on the
night of their show. The reporter described Attila as a
“compactly built athlete, well set up in the lower limbs,
possessing a fine chest and arms, massive with muscle

. . . [He] first manipulated 56 lb. weights with great dex-
terity, performed evolutions with a bar weighing 90 lb.
almost with ease, and gave a ‘sketch’ illustrative of the
‘sleep, dream and awakening of Hercules,’ necessitating
the exercise of great skill and endurance, apart from
physical force.” The paper goes on to then explain that
“Attila is not merely strong, he shows gymnastic training
and is also somewhat of an actor, and an experienced
stage performer. His share in the programme is not only
clever but graceful and finished.”33 Napoli would no
doubt have been proud of the description of his former
pupil.

Other press reports from that tour also praise
Attila’s physical prowess, even though he was well into
his forties by this time. A clipping from Attila’s scrap-
book reports that, “Then came the two chief artistes of
the evening, Attila and Sandow, two athletes whose
names are familiar to most people. Attila is the elder and
has been much longer before the public. He is a finely
built man and the feats he performed were received with
hearty applause. Weights of 56 lbs. were knocked about
with ease, and a steel bar, weighing 90 lbs. was wielded
cleverly, balanced on his chin, and then a little musketry
drill was gone through with it. His finest feat was stand-
ing in a low chair, bending himself backward until his
head touched the floor, then, picking up a two handed
dumb-bell weighing 150 lbs. He raised himself steadily
until he once more stood erect, holding the dumb-bell
aloft.”34
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Exposition. While
appearing on the mid-
way to rave reviews,
Sandow ran into an old
acquaintance, the per-
former Sarah White,
better k n o w n  a s
“Lurline, the Water
Queen.” Lurline then
reportedly assaulted
Sandow with a horse-
whip, charging that he
had borrowed money
from her in Belgium
and fled the country for
Italy. Sandow
responded by charging
her with blackmail.37

The story, as told by
iron game historians
Webster, Chapman,
and Gaudreau is that
Attila came to the Unit-
ed States because of
Lurline’s charges so

This rare photo shows Attila’s Athletic Studio and School of Physical Culture in that he could testify
New York as it appeared in approximately 1900. The large oil painting on the right now against Sandow. How-
hangs at the Todd-McLean Physical Culture Collection at the University of Texas at Austin. ever, Attila’s immigra-
The painting was reportedly done by one of the royal painters at Queen Victoria’s court and tion record shows that
was given to Attila by the Royal Family in gratitude for his work as a personal trainer. he arrived in New York

Something happened on the tour, however, that
caused the two men to have another “falling out.”
According to W. A. Pullum, when the tour ended,
Sandow took an engagement at the Royal Music Hall,
but without Attila. Absent the professor’s advice,
Sandow made the mistake of accepting a challenge from
the McCann Brothers, who soundly beat him in an on-
stage contest. Said Pullum, “[Sandow] now lacked the
sage counsel and adroit guidance of Attila, having made
alterations in his act when he came back to London
which dispensed with the Professor’s services in this —
his company as we1l!”35

What Attila did next is a matter of some dispute.
The story generally told is that Attila remained behind in
London where he ran his gym and concentrated on his
personal clients (such as the Prince of Wales), while
Sandow went on to America without him.36 Once in the
United States, Sandow was “discovered” by the young
Florenz Ziegfeld, who invited him to appear at the 1893
Chicago World Fair, known as the World’s Colombian

City on 18 August
1893; and that his ship,

the Coleridge, came to New York not from England or
France, but from Santos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Attila
was a second class passenger, and arrived with four
trunks. He listed his nationality as German but did not
indicate either a permanent address or an occupation on
the forms. Interestingly, he either did not tell the truth
about his age, or the immigration clerk mis-heard him as
he is listed on the the ship’s manifest as only thirty-nine
years old; he had turned forty-nine the previous month.38

In any case, whether Attila came to the United
States because of a request by Lurline, or whether he just
happened to show up in New York City after appearing
in South America, he almost immediately became
embroiled in the Sandow case. Although the trial final-
ly ended in an out-of-court settlement (in which Sandow
paid money to both Sarah White and Attila) the feelings
between the two strength artists remained tense. In July
of 1894, Sandow signed out a warrant to have Professor
Attila arrested for “venting feelings through the mail,” a
crime at the time. Sandow charged that Attila had sent
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him an anonymous letter in which he called Sandow a
“blackguard,” and a “clog of quicksilver,” among other
names.39 The idea that Sandow would have him arrest-
ed made Attila furious, and having to pay the $2,500 bail
led him to threaten Sandow with bodily harm – an
offense worse than using the mail as a bearer of malice.40

Again, the exact nature of the dispute is unclear from the
surviving evidence. However, at some point the two
men reconciled at least part of their differences, for with-
in a few years the entrepreneurial Attila displayed signs
in his new American gymnasium announcing himself as
the “Tutor and Trainer of the Invincible Sandow,” and he
named his first daughter Louise Sandowa Atti1a.41

Shortly after his arrival in New York in 1893,
Attila visited Richard K. Fox at the National Police
Gazette. Attila, who enjoyed boxing and wrestling, must
have hoped that by reacquainting himself with Fox, he
could lure some of the top athletes of the day into
becoming his pupils. The Gazette was then one of the
only sources of sport news in the country and it served
as the hub of the professional sporting world. Boxers,
wrestlers, and professional strongmen used the Gazette’s
pink pages to hurl challenges and arrange matches, while
publisher Richard Fox often put up prize money and pro-
vided championship belts and trophies for the winners.42

In fact, Drago, the Australian Hercules challenged Atti-
la to “lift weights, dumbbells, etc. for $500 or $1000 a
side” or to a wrestling match “Greco-Roman, best three
in five falls, for $500 or $1000 a side” just a few days
after the Professor arrived in the country.43 But Attila
apparently didn’t take him up on the offer. He had big-
ger plans.

Attila�s Athletic StudioAttila�s Athletic Studio
And School of Physical CultureAnd School of Physical Culture

Shortly after his arrival. Attila began to make
plans to stay in the United States and open a truly unique
gymnasium. The city was by far the largest in the Unit-
ed States with a population of over three million people
and, more importantly, it was at the very epicenter of the
“German Belt.”44 Thousands of German immigrants had
settled in New York City and were prime customers for
Attila’s new studio. Many of them had trained at turn-
vereins in their native (Germany and, newly arrived  in the
United States, they tried to keep their athletic traditions
alive by forming Turner societies or by frequenting the
growing number of commercial gyms. Attila reasoned
that at least some of them would be drawn to a gym with
a German-speaking owner.45 The other thing that made
New York ideal, however, was that it was filled with
tired, dyspeptic office-workers who were turning to
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exercise in increasing numbers as a way to rejuvenate
themselves and look better physically. Thus it was that
when Attila opened his doors late in 1893, he did so in a
cultural climate that could hardly have been hungrier for
discussions of health, strength, and hygiene.

To attract the right kind of clientele, Attila knew
it was important to give his gym a suitable name. A
short, simple name like World Gym would not have con-
veyed the elegance and sophistication Attila hoped to
achieve. But, “Attila’s Athletic Studio and School of
Physical Culture” made his members feel as if they were
getting “physical education,” and not just a workout.
The use of “studio” was also significant as it conveyed
the artistic aspect of building the body; it also made the
facility more appealing to women. While the chronology
is difficult to deduce based on his scrapbook, it appears
that Attila stayed at least part of that first year at the
Secatague House in Islip, New York, and operated a
small gymnasium there at Dufour’s Railroad House.46

Why Attila was staying forty-five miles east of New
York isn’t clear. However, like many Long Island cities,
Islip was a popular summer and weekend resort for pros-
perous New Yorkers, and so it is possible that Attila may
have known someone there who was helping him get
established in America or, that he simply decided to
enjoy some sea air. This second explanation makes
sense based on a testimonial letter sent to Attila by stage
performer, Lou Fuller, on 4 October 1893. That letter,
welcoming Attila to New York and reiterating how much
help the Professor’s exercises had been to him in Paris,
is addressed to 248 East Twenty-third Street. An article
in the Attila scrapbook has him living and operating a
gym in December of 1894 at the same address.47 In
1896, when he married for the first time at the age of
fifty-two, he lived at 42 West Twenty-Eighth Street.48

Although one newspaper reported that he was residing in
Montreal, Canada in 1898, it is likely that this was mere-
ly an extended visit to gather information for a lifting
competition between the strongmen of Canada and the
United States or to explore the possibilities for another
studio.49 By 1898 Attila had made his final move in
New York City and opened his Athletic Studio and
School of Physical Culture in the New Zealand Building
at 1383 Broadway on the northwest corner of Thirty-
Seventh Street.50 This location, in midtown Manhattan
close to the theater district, proved useful in attracting
the top musical and theatrical people of the day as well
as a number of athletes and successful businessmen.
The studio remained at this address until Attila’s death
on 15 March 1924 at the age of 79.51

Attila’s midtown studio was a delight to the
senses. The walls were filled with signed, gilt-framed
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photographs of contemporary boxers, wrestlers, and
strongman stars such as Sandow and Lionel Strongfort.
Brightly-colored Turkish carpets protected the floor, a
large oil painting of Attila in his leopard-skin stage cos-
tume dominated one wall, while another wall held a
large, ornately-framed mirror. Several replicas of Greek
statuary helped to create an atmosphere of elegance,
refinement and classical beauty. Everything was of the
finest quality, even the barbells. “Some had brass
spheres and nickel plated bars. Some had black spheres
with brass flanges on the ends and grooved grips in the
center.”52 Resting on the floor, along the bottom of the
walls were solid weights of all types: ring weights,
French block weights, kettlebells, and dumbells. A set of
parallel bars dominated the center of the room, while
climbing ropes and gymnastics apparati were attached to
the ceiling. As Siegmund Klein, who married Attila’s
daughter Grace and took over the gym following Attila’s
death put it, the beautifully appointed gym was “a
strongman’s paradise.”53

Renewing his acquaintance with Richard K. Fox
paid off for the new immigrant. Fox featured Attila fre-
quently in the Police Gazette and helped spread the Atti-
la name throughout North America. When professional
strongmen visited New York, nearly all of them stopped
in to see Attila and to admire and train in his elegant stu-
dio. Louis Cyr, Horace Barre, Warren Lincoln Travis,
Gottfried “Rolandow” Wuthrich, Henry W. “Professor”
Titus, and Adolph Nordquest – the most famous strong-
men of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
– all came to Attila’s to visit and learn from the mas-
ter. According to Attila’s scrapbook, so too did “the
prominent, the distinguished, the eminent and the
great.”54 Richard K. Fox, J. Pierpont Morgan, Jr., Alfred
Vanderbilt, Florenz Ziegfeld, Oscar Hammerstein, John
Philip Sousa, and heavyweight boxing champion James
J. Corbett were all members at one time or another.55

Attila’s business was doing so well, in fact, that in 1908
he opened a second gym in Chicago. By 1912 he had a
third gym operating at the Burns Hotel in Detroit. How
long “Attila’s Strength Institute of Detroit” or the Chica-
go gym lasted is not known.56 Nor is it clear how much
time Attila personally spent at either site.57

Athletic Strength TrainingAthletic Strength Training
and James J. Corbettand James J. Corbett

If the number of articles in his scrapbook is an
indication of his interests, then Attila was particularly
interested in the sport of boxing. His fondness for the
“sweet science” may well have been fueled by Fox’s
passion for pugilism and by the fact that he, Attila, used

boxing to help establish his name in America. With
Fox’s support, Attila gave exhibitions during several of
the big prizefights that forged a connection between
himself as a trainer and the boxing community. Attila
recalled that in one of those shows he pulled “against
twenty-six British soldiers with my teeth. That was in
Madison Square Garden.” According to the New York
Herald’s account, Attila placed a strap in his teeth that
had “a rope tied to it and the soldiers had ahold of the
rope. They worked hard, but I pulled them. It was fun
to see them slip around and try to pull my teeth out, but
I haven’t lost one yet. That was nineteen years ago. I
was a strapping young fellow of forty-eight and feeling
my oats as Americans say.”58

Long before he moved to New York, Attila
believed that athletes in all sports should do specific
training to prepare themselves for competition.
Although it was considered heresy in many quarters,
Attila particularly believed that athletes should train with
weights. Although popular sentiment was generally
against such methods, Attila believed that increased
strength would produce increased speed and greater
power in an athlete. His hope was that he could find a
well-known prizefighter willing to work with him. If he
could get the boxer to follow his methods, he believed he
could show other athletes that lifting could also help
their performance. Attila got his chance in 1893, when
James J. Corbett, the reigning world heavyweight cham-
pion, asked the Professor to help him increase his punch-
ing power as he prepared for the defense of his heavy-
weight title against Charley Mitchell of England.59

“Gentleman Jim” later told a newspaper reporter that he
had been hearing high recommendations for a man
named Professor Attila, so he had to look him up.60 Atti-
la, writing about his approach to Corbett’s training, said
he used his knowledge of anatomy, “the primary essen-
tial for a physical culture instructor,” but that he had also
applied, “the principle of natural philosophy” to help
Corbett perfect his famous “hook blow” punch.61 Cor-
bett was more than pleased with the results. After win-
ning the match handily, Corbett wrote to Attila. “Well
old boy,” he began, “it done me a great deal of good and
I must say it is a wonderful1 (sic) method and might have
not a little to do with my recent success.”62 Attila had
that letter framed and hung it prominently in his new
gym. Corbett also expressed his appreciation more pub-
licly in March of 1894 when, at a performance of “Gen-
tleman Jack”— Corbett’s theatrical show — he present-
ed Attila with a gold medallion to commemorate his role
in the recent title defense.63

Modern practitioners of strength training expect
to incorporate scientific methodologies such as peri-
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odization, negative resistance, plyo-
metrics, and even massage and
hydrotherapy into their routines.64

Elite athletes often use machines
described in such technical jargon as
isokinetic, variable resistance, or dual
axis. Modern strength training is a sci-
ence, complete with professional asso-
ciations, peer-reviewed journals, and
broad cultural acceptance. In fact, it is
now virtually unheard of for an athlete
at the top of his/her sport to not utilize
some form of strength training. At the
close of the nineteenth century, howev-
er, America’s ideas about training for
athletes were anything but scientific.65

But Attila was anything but ordinary.
He knew and understood the basic prin-
ciples behind progressive weight train-
ing and he pioneered a concept that is
commonplace today — Specificity of
Training. After analyzing Corbett’s
punch, Attila prescribed specific exer-
cises from his famous “Five Pound
Dumb-bell  Exercise System” to
strengthen Corbett’s arms, shoulders, back, and fore-
arms.66 Rather than urging Corbett to spend his time on
training his entire body, Attila focussed the strength
exercises on the parts Corbett used most in punching in
order to simulate both the speed and the range of motion
of the movement. Corbett did some of the training in
Asbury Park, some at Attila’s gym in New York, but then
the boxer carried weights with him to his training camp
in Florida. In addition to the dumbell exercises, Corbett
also used an eighteen-pound “training stick’ which Atti-
la had given him.67 It must be admitted that from today’s
vantage point, Corbett would have benefitted from a
more extensive, heavier, total body weight training pro-
gram. Even so, Attila’s abbreviated exercise routine was
still basically sound.

This sketch of Attila's New York gym appeared in a German-American
newspaper in 1895 as part of an advertisement.

Attila always claimed he had invented the series
of exercises that came to be known as his “Five Pound
Dumb-bell Exercise Routine” as a way to train while he
was with the Baden Sharpshooters.68 His “system” was
not published until 1910, however, when Richard K. Fox
included it as part of the Police Gazette’s series of
instructional training manuals. By including it in the
series, Attila was assured of good sales and regular
advertising in the Gazette’s pages. Although Attila rec-
ommended that beginners use light dumbells, he did his
best to make up for the lack of weight by requiring a high
number of repetitions. The first exercise was a biceps

curl much like the present day exercise. Then the exer-
ciser would rotate the palms and curl with the knuckles
up to emphasize the forearm muscles. These two exer-
cises would be done for fifty to one hundred repetitions
each. The triceps and shoulders were worked by placing
the dumbells over the shoulders with the elbows point-
ing straight out from the body, the upper arms at right
angles with the forearms. The trainer would then press
the dumbells alternately, keeping the elbows up, twenty
to thirty times with each arm. The lifter would then
repeat this exercise for ten to twenty repetitions moving
the forearms simultaneously and gradually away from
the body and then, again gradually, back over the shoul-
ders. The pectorals and deltoids were exercised by a
type of standing “dumbell fly,” (starting with the arms
held straight out to the sides at shoulder height, and
bringing them violently forward so that the dumbells
would meet in front of the chest at shoulder height.)
More shoulder exercises followed, as well as a series of
what today would be called rotator cuff exercises.69

These upper body exercises were then followed
by movements for the muscle group Attila believed to be
the most important for an athlete — the back. Accord-
ing to the Professor, “The back is where the strength lies
. . . (the front is for all your misery — that you become
blind, that you lose your teeth, that you catch cold, that
you feel pain in the stomach, that you pay the doctor’s
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fees.)”70 First, the back muscles were engaged by a
series of punching movements; then the lifter perfomed
an overhead-to-toes, stiff-legged deadlift to stretch and
strengthen the lower back. He next executed a “shrug-
ging” movement to stress the trapezius muscles of the
upper back. These three main exercises were then fol-
lowed by more standing pectoral fly motions —
although in this series the lifter held the dumbells at a
low angle to the body — trunk bends, and a rear deltoid
fly exercise.71

Attila’s leg exercises began with calf raises and
a similar exercise for the front of the lower leg in which

In his prime, Attila stood 5’4” tall, weighed 175
pounds and had the following measurements: chest -
46”, neck - 17.5”, calf - 16.5”, waist 36”, and thigh 25”.
This photograph was taken in approximately 1894.
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the heels were held motionless while the toes were raised
from the floor. A one-legged squat then followed the
more common two-legged squat. It is easy to imagine
Attila laughing when he explained to a reporter that most
pupils practice that exercise at home due to the difficul-
ty and the high degree of coordination needed to balance
the body in the one-legged squat. The reporter observed,
“If its effectiveness be measured by its difficulty of exe-
cution, it should fulfill the claims of its inventor, who
says that it adds inches to the girth of the leg.”72 The leg
work was finished with a series of exercises to work the
hip flexors and extensors as well as the adductors and
abductors. The entire “Five Pound Dumb-bell Exercise”
system concluded with stiff-legged sit-ups, back exten-
sions from the floor and, finally, traditional pushups.73

Most of these exercises were no different from modern
exercises. Only a few adjustments — such as eliminat-
ing the locked-out joints that Attila favored — would be
necessary to recognize them as acceptable exercises
today in terms of their execution.

Unlike many physical culturists in his era, Atti-
la did not believe that light weighs were all that was
needed to produce strength and fitness. Attila claimed
that light dumbells were good for beginners and would
“develop every muscle group” when used scientifically.
However, once people had trained for a time, “[the
pupils] are taught great feats [of strength.]”74 Attila dif-
fered from most physical culturists of his day by believ-
ing that the end goal of exercising was to build strength
and that this strength in turn would promote good health
and fitness. In much the same way, Boston physician
George Barker Windship had preached a similar mes-
sage in the 1860s by advocating the “Health Lift” or par-
tial deadlift and adopting as his motto, “Strength is
Health.”75 Attila believed deeply in strength, and he was
proud of his own and that of his pupils. As he said,
“What is the use of acquiring strength if you do not also
learn how to use it?”76 Attila believed that the lifting of
heavy weights was “a noble and ancient branch of ath-
letics” and that if a high level of strength could be built
then one would have achieved “the highest reward of
labor, and the one indisputable test of manhood.”77

Much like the strenuous life movement of Theodore
Roosevelt, in which one’s manhood was constantly test-
ed through experiences in the outdoors, Attila believed
in challenging the body, and thus one’s masculinity and
self-identity, through the use of progressively heavier
weights.

P r o f e s s o r A t t i l a a n d WomenP r o f e s s o r A t t i l a a n d Women

Attila saw many changes in the American scene
through the plate glass windows of his beautiful studio,
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and among the most revolutionary was the change in the
status of women. As urban centers became more dense-
ly populated, large numbers of women were needed to
fill jobs outside the home. Their new financial inde-
pendence coincided with a rise in feminism as women
challenged the status quo for equal rights and voting
privileges. As women strove for equality they also
began to develop a consciousness about the self. Pro-
fessor Attila was only too happy to help.

If the clippings in his scrapbook are accurate,
many of Attila’s pupils during his later years were
women. This had not always been the case, as one
undated (but almost certainly early) article has Attila
claiming that he did not have many female pupils
because American women were lazy. German and Aus-
trian women, according to Attila, took pride in being
known as strong and hard-working. But American
women were insipid and fashion-conscious with “defor-
mities” such as shallow chests and thin necks from their
lack of work and exercise.78 That attitude changed in the
United States, however, as the Progressive Era birthed a
generation of “New Women” who were ready to take on
the world. Attila trained these paragons in weightlifting
and boxing, and soon claimed to a reporter that “women
pupils are far more ambitious and therefore more satis-
factory to train.”79 That same article claimed that Attila
was “inaugurating the strongwoman fad here and if the
fair sex is not as well able to defend itself physically as
a man,” it was through no fault of his.80 When asked if
he believed women were the weaker sex, Attila replied
that “the Creator never intended her to be the weaker,”
and that furthermore, “has she not the greater need of
defending herself on account of her being female?”81

Although more than one reporter made fun of Attila’s
trainees, the Professor continued to introduce his women
gym members to a regimen of boxing and weightlifting
and to teach them one and all to “hit like men.”82

Actress Edna Wallace Hopper reported that
along with her dumbell and medicine ball routine she
regularly boxed with Jack Cooper while training at Atti-
la’s gymnasium.83 Vanity Fair published an article —
“How a New York Woman Develops Her Figure” — in
which a woman is pictured at Attila’s studio hitting a
punching bag and boxing with a man, as well as per-
forming various exercises with weights and rubber chest
expanders.84 Charlotte Poillon trained under Attila and
took her boxing portion a step further. She actually con-
sidered herself a pugilist and got the chance to go three
publicity rounds with James J. Corbett before he was to
fight “Kid” McCoy.85

Professor Attila not only wanted women to be
able to defend themselves, but to be strong enough to get

themselves out of dangerous situations, like fires and
muggings. Self-help was one of the primary justifica-
tions Attila used to encourage women to become strong,
and such an attitude was not at all unusual among
reformers. In addition to teaching women how to box,
Attila had rope ladders, poles, climbing ropes, and fire
escape devices attached to his ceiling; and he trained
women on the equipment to strengthen their arms and
shoulders and allow them to “save themselves from
fire.”86 Attila further believed that “Nature herself sup-
plies the only true remedy for keeping the body as
Nature originally intended it to be . . . physical exer-
cise.”87 Believing that the outdoors could have medici-
nal effects on the body was not a novel idea. Attila
stressed the need for fresh air and outdoor exercise
because, “pure air and exercise are the only physicians
that ever attend me.”88 He stressed breathing exercises
in order “to develop chests and [build] thin necks.” Oth-
erwise, he had women perform the same exercises as the
men but with a bit less intensity.89

Above all things. though, Attila believed that the
acquisition of strength was of paramount importance for
both sexes. Strong women were to be admired, and even
married. In April of 1896 New York Mayor Strong
(Attila undoubtedly liked the man’s name) performed
the marriage ceremony for Attila and Rosa Sanders, one
of his pupils.90 Reporters found it amusing that after the
ceremony Mayor Strong declined his traditional kiss of
the bride. More than one paper joked that the mayor
feared Attila would be jealous, or that Rosa, who also
had a reputation for strength, might object to the kiss.91

Rosa was only nineteen on her wedding day; Attila was
fifty-two. Several of the newspapers covering the cere-
mony speculated that Rosa had been planning to open
her own studio and that Attila married her to keep her
from doing so.92 Even Attila’s three children would not
be immune to his lifelong passion. His scrapbook con-
tains a picture of his daughter Louise Sandowa at eight
months of age sitting in a crib littered with dumbells and
Indian clubs, and an article discussing her training at
thirty months.93

Many of Attila’s women clients joined his gym
because they were — to use his terms — “overplump,”
or “fleshy.” His most famous pupil of this type was
Caroline Baumann. The young Austrian immigrant
showed up at his Chicago studio when she was eighteen
years old and plagued by what one newspaper described
as “stomach troubles, getting fat, and, horrors — her
beauty was deteriorating!”94 After ten months of training
she lost twenty-five pounds, could “lift from the ground
400 pounds, and . . . put over her head 140 pounds.” At
a height of 5’ 5”, a weight of 142 pounds, and with a bust
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Requ i em f o r a S t r o ngmanRequ i em f o r a S t r o ngman

Undated French cartoon from the Attila scrapbook
showing Attila working with a woman trainee.

of 38”, a waist of 24”, a neck of 13 ½”, an upper arm of
13”, and a chest expansion of 5” she was the “most mag-
nificent specimen of womanhood in the world,” at least
to the eyes of the National Police Gazette reporter.95

Baumann became one of Attila’s prize pupils and even-
tually took over the running of his women’s training pro-
grams. She traveled with Attila from the Chicago gym
to his studio in New York City, and also helped him open
the Detroit Strength Institute.96 Throughout the teens
she appeared in the Police Gazette from time to time
and was often described as a boxing trainer. Although
she never seems to have competed in any particular
sport, she was, nonetheless, one of the most famous
sportswomen of her era and undoubtedly served as a
magnet to attract other women to Attila’s studio.

Attila apparently was free of the Victorian con-
cerns that had curtailed so much women’s exercise in the
late nineteenth century. He admonished women to not
wear corsets to the gym, but rather to wear loose, baggy
clothing that allowed for a full range of motion, adequate
breathing, and free blood circulation.97 This was a risky
thought for conservative women who still dressed
according to Victorian standards. But Attila urged
women forward, writing, “Strength gives confidence,
confidence courage.”98 “Women” he wrote, have at last
“broken loose from ancient tradition and are not
ashamed to cultivate their bodies as well as their

minds.”99
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In addition to Attila’s work with women and
athletes, he was also prescient about the effects of train-
ing on aging. Throughout his life, Attila had argued that
training could offset the aging process, and in 1912, at
the age of 68, he appeared in a full-page article in the
New York Herald entitled, “Discoverers of the Fountain
of Youth.” Clad in a tuxedo, with hair still mostly black,
Attila is shown in one photo holding aloft over two hun-
dred pounds in ring-weights and kettlebells. In the arti-
cle, the reporter described his visit to Attila’s studio.
Asked to talk about his remarkable vigor, “Attila’s eyes
flashed like a man’s of twenty.” as the Professor claimed
he’d found the “fountain of youth.” The secret, Attila
explained, was “Exercise. Normal treatment of the body
and exercise arranged to develop all the muscles of the
body and not any certain set.”100 When asked if he fol-
lowed a special diet as some of his contemporary physi-
cal culturists advocated, Attila replied in the negative,
going on to explain that, “I drink — but never too much.
That is the secret of the thing, moderation. I take wine,
beer, schnapps, anything, but I never get intoxicated.”
As to diet, continued the strongman, “I eat as I please.
Not too much meat and not too much vegetables, but
well balanced. And that shows what foolishness some
people are teaching. I would like now to put on the
gloves with Horace Fletcher and Bernar [sic] Macfadden
and pound them both all the way to Long Island City.
That’s faddism they teach and you have only to look at
me to prove it.”101

“I am now sixty-seven years old,” continued the
Professor, “and have been in the business fifty years. If
I was fifty years in any other business — banking, mer-
chant, workman, physician, navy, anything — imagine
what I would be now. My hair would be white and I
would walk bent over.” To demonstrate that he was still
stronger than an average man of twenty, the Professor
then reportedly picked up an iron ball weighing eighty-
five pounds and swung it up over his head with his right
arm and balanced it in the air for a couple of seconds.
According to the reporter, “His arm did not tremble, nor
did the muscles of his thick neck stand out like they do
in the photographs exhibited in front of vaudeville hous-
es.”102 Next, the reporter explained, Attila placed a
leather strap around an eighty-five pound dumbell and,
clamping his jaw over the end of the strap, lifted the
dumbell to the center of his chest and held it while Car-
oline Baumann handed him a pair of seventy-five pound
kettlebells. He then lifted these overhead while still
holding the other dumbell in his teeth for a total weight
of 225 pounds. After the photographer snapped the pho-
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to, Attila told the reporter as the weights crashed to the
floor, “That’s what a man of three score and ten can
do.”103

While fifty years is indeed a long time to “be in
the business,” by the time of his death on 15 March
1924, Attila had actually been in the business for more
than sixty years and had managed during that long career
to impact nearly every aspect of the iron game. While
this essay has focussed primarily on his contributions
after he arrived in the United States, Attila’s legacy was
truly international in scope. He set a new standard for
the running of gymnasiums with his beautifully appoint-
ed studio on Broadway. His “students” would carry his
methods across Europe and the United States, and,
through Sandow, down to Australia and the Pacific
islands. Sandow would finally settle in Britain, open his
own school of physical culture, and devote his later
years trying to physically reform the subjects of the
British Commonwealth. Webster claims that both
Edmund Desbonnet, the so-called father of French phys-
ical culture, and weightlifting pioneer Theodore Siebert
of Germany were, like Sandow, Attila devotees who
continued his methods in their own work and thus spread
Attila’s training principles across Europe.104 Alan
Calvert, founder of the Milo Barbell Company and pub-
lisher of Strength magazine in the United States also
acknowledged Attila as an important influence on his
ideas about strength and exercise. What’s more, through
Strength Calvert propagated Attila’s philosophy that
strength was what mattered — that strength was the
goal. And then there are Attila’s contributions to the
professionalization of strongman performance. Not only
did he invent equipment and create new stunts, but
strongmen on both sides of the Atlantic sought Attila’s
advice on how to stage their acts and how to train to
maximize their strength. The names of the men he
worked with are a veritable “Who’s Who” of the
strength world. Warren Lincoln Travis, Lionel Strong-
fort, Rolandow, Titus, Anthony Barker, Bobby Pandour,
Louis Cyr, Horace Barre, Arthur Dandurand, Adolf
Nordquest, and Milo Brinn were all Attilla students at
one time or another.105 And then, of course, there were
the athletes. Heavyweight title holder James J. Corbett
was certainly the most notable, but Attila also worked
with dozens of other boxers and wrestlers, and in so
doing pioneered the use of resistance training by ath-
letes.106 Finally, but not insignificantly, there was his
work with women. He encouraged them to train — to be
proud of their strength and competence, and to not be
fearful of doing the same exercises as men did. Taken as
a whole, Attila’s list of contributions to resistance train-
ing is absolutely remarkable. It is also a list of contribu-
tions that proves he was much, much more than simply

Sandow’s mentor and trainer.

Notes:
This paper is primarily based on clippings and articles in the person-
al scrapbook of Professor Attila, which is now located at the Todd-
McLean Physical Culture Collection at the University of Texas at
Austin. The four-inch-thick scrapbook is filled with dozens of arti-
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in New York City, and advertisements for his acts. The book is
bound in brown leather, about 8 x 10 inches in size, and on the cov-
er, in gold letters it reads, “Attila’s Recensionen Album.” (“Recen-
sionen” is a now archaic word meaning survey or review.) Although
the interior flyleaf reads, “Press Opinions of Professor Attila from
1870-1890,” the book contains clippings from throughout Attila’s
career. In the footnotes that follow, clippings from the scrapbook
begin with the designation “AS:” and we’ve provided as much infor-
mation as is available. Many of the clippings are not identified as to
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6 Webster, Iron Game, 10-11.
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dates.
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The “bikini mosaic,”
located in the ruins of
a fourth-century villa
i n  S i c i l y ,  p r o v i d e s
one of the best clues
to what kind of exer-
c ise  women d id  in
the anc ient  wor ld .
N o t e  t h e  h a l t e r e s
[dumbel ls ]  and the
pagan ica  or  medi -
cine ball.

Open any modern women’s magazine and you’ll increase their longevity, and improve their appearance.
find at least one article on exercise. Visit your local And, most significantly, women are increasingly told
video rental store and you’ll find dozens of exercise that they need to train like men — that there is no phys-
tapes aimed specifically at women. Log on to the Inter- iological reason why non-pregnant women shouldn’t fol-
net and see what happens when you search for the low essentially the same kind of physical culture regi-
phrase, “women’s exercise;” you’ll be bombarded with mens as men do.
links to information ranging from aerobic dance to While the belief that women are capable of vig-
weight training to Pilates to walking to yoga. Advice on orous, and even strength-essential exercise, seems logi-
what women should do for exercise is everywhere these cal in this Post-Title IX — post-Women’s Liberation era,
days. Standing in the grocery check-out line, watching this attitude has not historically dominated Western Civ-
television, even listening to the radio, one cannot escape ilization’s ideas about appropriate exercise for women.
the message that women need to move, to get strong, to Rather, for most of western history, women were either
build endurance, to become more flexible. Hundreds of told they didn’t need to train, or that they needed to do
modern experts preach that women need to exercise for only light, gender-appropriate exercises. Perhaps
the same reasons that men do — to enhance their health, because widespread women’s exercise is such a new
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phenomenon, we’ve paid little attention to its history —
particularly its early history. The same is true of early
women’s sport, as historian Allen Guttmann observed
when he wrote, “those who want to know more about
women’s sport in antiquity, in the Middle Ages, during
the Renaissance, in early modern times, will be frustrat-
ed.”1 This essay aims to ease the similar frustration one
feels when searching for information about women’s
exercise in earlier historical eras.

There are a number of reasons why sport histo-
rians have paid so little attention to the history of
women’s exercise. The most basic one is the problem of
real evidence. Exercise doesn’t require organizations
and statisticians. It doesn’t leave behind record books
and box scores or records of winners carved on temple
walls. Unlike sport, which is public, exercise is general-
ly a private, personal act. And so unless someone has
kept a diary that includes discussion of his or her exer-
cise routine, it is difficult to really know what was done,
by whom it may have been done, and what it meant to
the man or woman performing the exercise. However,
this does not mean that we have no idea what women did
for exercise in earlier eras. Throughout western history,
some hygienic authors have included advice for women
on exercise. These suggestions, along with the archaeo-
logical remains of gymnasia, public baths, and statuary
surviving from Ancient Greece and Rome reveal much
about what happened before the eighteenth century’s
sudden flowering of interest in the body, hygiene, and
exercise.

This essay, then, is an attempt to trace the his-
tory of what I call “purposive exercise” for women
through the Age of the Enlightenment — the era of sci-
entific discovery triggered by Isaac Newton and John
Locke that blossomed in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries. The essay relies heavily on the
didactic literature about hygiene and physical culture
published over a period of approximately two thousand
years, with the acknowledgement that such sources can
create an incomplete and even inaccurate history. How-
ever, these instructional books and treatises are the best,
and in some cases the only sources we have on what
women’s exercise experiences may have been like
before the eighteenth century. I define “purposive exer-
cise” as movement undertaken for specific hygienic rea-
sons; it is exercise meant to create specific changes in
the body — to help the person become more healthy, to
improve appearance, to gain in strength, or to create psy-
chological self-confidence. Through this examination of
the early literature I have two main aims. The first is
simply to create a chronological history of the advice
given to women concerning exercise in the pre-Enlight-
enment era. A secondary goal, however, is to explore the

impact that pre-Enlightenment advice had on our mod-
em notions of appropriate exercise for women. As for
the history of women’s exercise after the Enlightenment,
a few modern scholars have begun to document this
aspect of women’s lives. For those interested in the top-
ic, I would suggest as possible sources my own Physical
Culture and the Body Beautiful: Purposive Exercise in
the Lives of American Women—1800-1875; Patricia
Vertinsky’s The Eternally Wounded Woman: Women,
Exercise and Doctors in the Late Nineteenth Century;
Mary Lynn Stewart’s For Health and Beauty: Physical
Culture for Frenchwomen: 1880s-1930s; Susan Cahn’s
Coming on Strong: Gender and Sexuality in Twentieth
Century Women’s Sport; and Allen Guttmann’s
Women’s Sports: A History.2

Purposive Exercise and the
Philosophy of Hygiene

The history of purposive exercise is inevitably
tied to the history of hygiene and that history is very old
indeed. We know, for instance, that purposive exercises
were used as part of hygienic prescriptions as early as
the fifth century B.C., when Herodicus of Selymbria
(480-?), a former boxing and wrestling instructor turned
physician, recommended “gymnastic” exercise to his
patients. Herodicus was one of the first to understand
the importance of preventive medicine, and he claimed
that it was “just as important to provide against diseases
in the healthy man as to cure him who was already
attacked.”3 Gymnastics for the Greeks consisted of a
wide variety of activities including wrestling, running,
leaping, boxing, mock combat, and resistance training or
weightlifting.4 Herodicus’ most important contribution,
however, was the introduction of “systematic” exercise
as part of athletic preparation. In fact, sport scholar E.
Norman Gardiner blamed Herodicus for the decline of
the ancient Olympic Games, claiming that the introduc-
tion of purposive exercise “ruined athletics” by making
training into a system. “After his time,” wrote Gardiner,
“victory at Olympia became a thing which had to be
worked for by special methods.” Gardiner’s attitude
toward training was very much a product of his time and
upper-class heritage. Like Baron Pierre de Coubertain,
who founded the modern Olympic Games, Gardiner was
a staunch believer in amateurism and took the position —
as did many men in the early twentieth century who were
educated at elite universities like Harvard and Yale in the
United States, and Oxford and Cambridge in England —
that specific training to be better at a sport made one a
“professional.”5

Herodicus’ contemporary, Hippocrates (460
B.C.-?), the so-called, “father of scientific medicine”
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authored three major treatises on hygiene and exercise.
His most complete discussion of the subject was Corpus
Hippocratium but he gave more detailed advice on how
to apply his ideas in his two other famous treatises: Reg-
imen in Health and Regimen.6 Hippocrates’ great insight
was that an equilibrium existed in the body between food
and exercise. He took considerable pride in his grasp of
this seemingly obvious concept, writing: “This discov-
ery reflects glory on myself its discoverer, and is useful
to those who have learnt it.” As Hippocrates put it,
“Whether food over-powers exercise, whether exercise
over-powers food, or whether the two are duly propor-
tioned . . . it is from the overpowering of one by the oth-
er that diseases arise, while from their being evenly bal-
anced comes good health.”7 Hip-
pocrates viewed exercise as part
of a total, hygienic system and
understood that the physical con-
dition of the “patient” would
determine which exercise modal-
ity was appropriate. Hippocrates
differentiated between exercises
appropriate to the training of ath-
letes and exercises for general
health and fitness, and he consid-
ered walking to be the most
healthy exercise for persons of
either sex.8

pose only like an athlete’s, but for all the actions of a lib-
eral life. Also this condition should be the same for
women as for men.”11

Over the next several
centuries, following the lead of
Hippocrates and Herodicus,
numerous Greek authors
preached that the road to health
and longevity consisted of regu-
lar exercise, dietary restraint, and
moderation in all aspects of life.
Cicero (106-43 B.C.), for in-
stance, maintained that, “Exercise
and temperance can preserve
something of our early strength

The hygienic ideas of the Ancient Greeks found
new life in the work of Claudius Galenus or Galen, who
lived from 129 to approximately 199 A.D.12 According
to medical historian Jack Berryman, it was Galen who
structured the theory of the six “non-naturals,” a physio-
logical precept that dominated hygienic thought to the
mid-nineteenth century. Galen argued that the body’s
equilibrium, or state of perfect health, resulted from a
balance between the “naturals,” or those things which
were innate, and the “non-naturals,” or outside influ-
ences. The six “non-naturals,” the external elements that

Galen believed could negatively
influence health, were air; food
and drink; motion or exercise;
rest; sleep and wakefulness;
excretions and retentions; and
what he called the passions of the
mind, meaning such emotions as
anger, lust, and jealousy. Moder-
ation and proper balance of these
non-naturals was critical to the
maintenance of  hea l th  and
longevity, according to Galen.13

As Berryman observed
in his seminal article tracing the
tradition of the six non-naturals
through the medical history of
the last two thousand years, it
was Galen who first “regarded
exercise as a branch of hygiene
and hygiene as part of the science
of medicine.”14 Galen further

Hippocrates, considered the father of medi- helped the growth of physical
cine, was the first to write about the connec- cu l tu re  by  d i f f e ren t i a t ing
tions between diet and exercise. between simple movement and

Courtesy National Library of Medicine purposive exercise. “To me,” he
wrote, “it does not seem that all

even in old age.”9 Aristotle (384-
322 B.C.) likewise sought the media via and argued that
“. . . we must surrender our children in the first instance
to gymnastics and the Art of the Trainer, as the latter
imparts a certain character to their physical condition
and the former to the feats they can perform.”10 Aristo-
tle also favored moderate exercise for adults. “For a vig-
orous habit of body . . . for health and the procreation of
healthy children, what is wanted is not the bodily condi-
tion of an athlete nor on the other hand a valetudinarian
and invalid condition but one that lies between the two.
The right condition then, although it is one of discipline,
is disciplined not by violent exercises, nor for one pur-

when it is vigorous. But since vigor is relative, the same
movement is exercise but only

movement might be exercise for one and not for anoth-
er.”15 More than anyone else up to that time, however,
Galen approached the study of exercise from a scientific
perspective.16 He argued that physicians could help to
determine proper exercise prescriptions by watching res-
piration. “The criterion of vigorousness is change of res-
piration; those movements which do not alter the respi-
ration are not called exercise.”17 Galen believed that
bodies at all stages of life needed motion and he recom-
mended in On Hygiene that passive movements such as
massage, rocking in a cradle, sailing, and swinging be
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Many of our ideas about the
effects of exercise on health and
vigor were first described by the
Roman-era physician Claudius
Galenus (Galen), who lived from
129-199 A.D.

Courtesy National Library of Medicine

employed for those
in poor condition,
while vigorous exer-
cises which
increased the rate of
breathing should be
undertaken by those
who were more fit.18

These early
ideas of the centrali-
ty of exercise to the
healthy life formed
the framework for
exercise in ancient
Greece and Rome
for men. However,
unlike men whose
exercise routines
were supported by
public gymnasiums,
paidotribes (athletic
trainers),19 organ-
ized competitive
sports, and the gov-
ernment’s needs for

strong soldiers, the evidence is less clear on what was
considered appropriate exercise for women in ancient
Greece and Rome.20

Ancient Trainers

When it came to women’s exercise in ancient
Greece, geography was very nearly destiny, as women in
Greece’s two main city-states had dramatically different
exercise experiences. Upperclass Athenian women, for
example, were expected to marry and then stay hidden
away at home bearing and rearing their husband’s chil-
dren; they appeared in public only for religious festivals
and funerals. Spartan women on the other hand were
required by law to exercise and be fit.21

Before their marriage, Athenian girls played with
balls and a few may have even participated in the Her-
aean Games held every four years at Mount Olympus in
the month prior to the Olympics. The Heraean Games
were a series of races held in honor of the goddess Hera
that predated the more famous Olympic Games.22

Although German historian M. Lammer claims that the
contestants were all local girls and thus the Heraean
Games were not nearly as important as the Olympic
Games, other sport historians believe that the Heraean
Games did matter and that they attracted competitors
from throughout Greece.23 The second century A.D.
author Pausanias thought they were important enough to
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describe the competitors, writing: “They run in the fol-
lowing way: their hair hangs down, a tunic reaches to a
little above the knee, and they bare the right shoulder as
far as the breast. These too have the Olympic stadium
reserved for their games, but the course of the stadium is
shortened for them by about one sixth of its length. To
the winning maidens they give crowns of olive and a
portion of the cow sacrificed to Hera.”24 There are two
surviving statues that show women runners dressed in
exactly this way.25 Historian Betty Spears points out that
the statuette from 500 B.C., now in the Vatican collec-
tion, is “typical of the Archaic art style, her legs are
hefty, thighs well developed, and calves bulging.”26

Most scholars have argued that despite the impor-
tance of the gymnasium to the men of Athens, the city’s
women were not encouraged to participate in exercise or
physical training.27 However, in recent excavations at
Brauron, just outside Athens, evidence has been found
suggesting that races similar to those of the Heraean
Games were held at that site in honor of the Goddess
Artemis. From pottery shards and other evidence,
archaeologists speculate that children and teenaged girls
participated in races and dances to honor the goddess. It
appears that some of them competed in the nude, just as
the male athletes did in the Olympic Games. While lit-
tle else is known about these races. the historian Allen
Guttmann points out that “At least one of the nude Brau-
ron runners has the muscular physique and long stride of
a modern athlete,” a fact which suggests, but does not
prove, that these were indeed athletic events and not
merely some form of fertility rite.28 Pausanias, writing
nine hundred years after the first Heraean Games, report-
ed that similar races were also held at Argos, Delphi and
near Kameios in Lakonia.29

Another interesting clue suggesting that ancient
Greek women may have exercised systematically is a
vase paint ing in
which three muscu-
lar young women
are shown in a gym-
nasium scene. The
classicist Claude
Bérard argues that
the vase is signifi-
cant as it clearly
shows women (not
young girls) “after
their exercise. The
one on the left, with
a very athletic body
is in the process of This bronze statuette of a Greek
cleaning her back woman running is now housed at
with a strigil [to the British Museum in London.
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Attic vase depicting three women cleansing themselves after exercise The
woman on the left holds a strigil in her hand to scrape the dirt and sweat
from her back.

remove oil, sweat and dust]; above her on the right, one
sees the sponge and oil flacon.”30 Bérard contends that
the vase proves that young women as well as young men
frequented the gymnasia. The way the artist has depict-
ed the athletes’ bodies — with broad shoulders, muscu-
lar arms, and tightly muscled legs and hips — gives cre-
dence to Bérard’s theory.

The record of women’s involvement in exercise is
much clearer in Sparta, a society that allowed its women
far more freedom than did Athens. Founded by King
Lacadaemon, the city was named in honor of his wife,
Sparta, suggesting the importance of women to the soci-
ety from the beginning.31 Although not a true matri-
archy, Sparta gave women far more rights and responsi-
bilities than women had in other parts of ancient Greece.
They could own property, for instance, and because their
husbands were so frequently away at war, they took on
many tasks not available to Athenian women.32

The pattern of life that historians now regard as dis-
tinctly “Spartan” evolved in the seventh century B.C.
under the direction of King Lycurgus. Lycurgus organ-
ized Spartan society to enhance its military preparedness
and set up a body of laws that proscribed behavior for
both men and women. Lycurgus argued that women
should not be cloistered but, rather, that they should
become fit and strong so they could bear stronger chil-
dren to fight in Sparta’s armies and to defend her bor-
ders. The ancient historian Xenophon tells us, “But as far
as free women were concerned, because [Lycurgus]
thought childbearing was their most important function,

he decreed that the female sex ought to
take bodily exercise no less than the
male. He established competitions of
running and strength for women with
one another, just as he did for men,
because he thought that stronger off-
spring would be born if both parents
were strong.”33 Xenophon further
reports that Lycurgus’ eugenic plan
succeeded, arguing that the men of
Sparta were superior in height and
strength to men from other parts of
Greece. In Plutarch’s biography of the
Spartan law-giver, written five cen-
turies after the time of Lycurgus, he
writes: “Lycurgus took particular care
about the women as well as the men.
He made the young women exercise
their bodies by running and wrestling
and throwing the discus and javelin . .
. He freed them from softness and sit-
ting in the shade and all female habits,
and made it customary for girls no less

than boys to go naked in processions and to dance naked
at certain festivals and to sing naked while young men
were present and looking on.”34 Perhaps the fear of
nakedness was incentive enough to train. However,
whether from their exercise, their “superior genetics” or
both, Spartan women enjoyed a reputation throughout
the ancient world for their great beauty. Helen of Troy
herself, according to the third century B.C. poet The-
ocritus, took part in races along the Eurotas River with
240 other young girls.35 Guttmann points out that other
evidence of Spartan women training can be found in
Aristophanes’ play Lysistrata when one of the women
characters takes time out from protesting the war to do
her exercises.36

Although most Athenians and probably most Greeks
living outside Sparta looked with disapproval on the
Spartan’s love of exercise, not everyone thought it was
inappropriate. Plato, for instance, was also enamored of
the idea of exercise for women. In The Lows he pro-
posed that women should join their husbands in the gym-
nasium. “My law should apply to females as well as
men; they shall both go through the same exercises. I
assert without fear of contradiction that gymnastics and
horsemanship are as suitable to women as to men.”37

As Greek society evolved and entered what histori-
ans call the Hellenistic period (around 323 B.C.) we find
even more evidence of women’s participation in gymna-
sium training and sport. For instance, Claudia Metrodo-
ra is memorialized in a stone inscription on the island of
Chios for being four times “gymnasiarch” and twice
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benefactor of the games in honor of Heracles. A gym-
nasiarch was a gymnasium manager and the inscription
describing Metrodora’s involvement goes on to explain
that she was even honored by being asked to distribute
the oil used by the male athletes in the games. It is pos-
sible, of course, that her involvement with the gymnasi-
um was strictly financial. However, at Dorylaeum in
Phrygia it is recorded that Asclepiades was the gym-
nasiarch of free men and slaves, while his wife Anti-
ochis was the gymnasiarch of the women. As Guttmann
points out, that women had a gymnasiarch indicates that
at least some women actually used the gymnasium.38

As for the Romans, near the village of Piazza
Armerina in Sicily stands one of the most significant
architectural treasures of the ancient world — and one of
the most intriguing artifacts in the history of fitness —
the Roman Villa of Casale. The villa, believed to have

Bronze statue of a woman athlete from the first century
A.D. Note the strigil and the bandage around her knee.
This statue is on display at the Hamburg Museum of Art
in Germany.

been built by the Emperor Maximian as a summer retreat
in the late third and early fourth centuries A.D., is
famous for its breathtaking mosaics depicting scenes
from Roman life.39 Included alongside the scenes of
gladiators, farming, and other everyday Roman activi-
ties, however, are depictions of ten young women
dressed in two-piece costumes resembling bikinis. One
of the young women, whose shoulders appear larger than
the others, is holding a pair of halteres or dumbells.
Standing next to her is a figure holding either a large ball
or a discus. If it is meant to be a ball, it was probably a
puganica or medicine ball — commonly used by Roman
men in their training. Other women in the fresco are
shown running, playing a ball game, and holding palm
leaves and other symbols of athletic victory. It is a beau-
tiful mosaic, artistically conceived and painstakingly
crafted. The women’s bodies are in motion, their fitness
and health readily apparent. What’s more, the mosaic’s
presence in the home of a prosperous aristocrat at the
height of the Roman empire provides compelling evi-
dence that perhaps some ancient women found ways to
participate in sport and exercise. As Guttmann puts it,
“Quite probably, the girls represent a javelin thrower, a
jumper, a discus-thrower, two runners. two ball players,
and three girls with their prizes.”40

Other evidence of involvement in exercise by
women in the Roman era can be found in Athenaeus’
dialogue Concerning Women, written in approximately
228 A.D. Athenaeus reported seeing girls wrestling in a
gymnasium on the island of Chios and wrote, “it is very
pleasant just to walk to the gymnasium and running-
tracks and watch the young men wrestling with the
girls.”41 Propertius, who died in about 15 B.C., also
gives credence to the idea of women wrestling and
engaging in vigorous activity in the early Roman era:

I much admire the Spartan wrestling schools,
but most of all I like the women’s rules;
for girls and men can wrestle in the nude
(the Spartans think such exercise is good);
naked they throw the ball too fast to catch,
and steer the creaking hoop in the bowling match.
stand waiting. grimed with dust, for the starting gun.
and bear the brunt of the Pancration,
put boxing gloves on hands so soft and fair,
and whirl the heavy discus through the air
If Roman girls would do as the Spartans do,
Then, Rome, I’d have cause for loving you.42

Other evidence that Roman women trained in mean-
ingful — and strikingly modern — ways can be found in
Juvenal’s description of a Roman matron: “It is at night
that she goes to the baths, at night that she gives orders
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for her oil-flasks and other impedimenta to be taken
there; she loves to sweat among the noise and bustle.
When her arms fall to her sides, worn out by the heavy
weights, the skillful masseur presses his fingers in to her
body.”43 Juvenal even disapprovingly suggests, in
another part of the Satires, that some women trained to
become gladiators and battled wild boar in the arena.44

Another tantalizing bit of evidence is the first century
A.D. bronze, now housed in Hamburg’s Art Museum,
that shows a young woman athlete, bare to the waist,
with a strigil in one hand and a bandage wrapped around
her knee.45

We’ll never know how many ancient Greek and
Roman women trained, or what kind of exercise routines
they may have used. Nor will we know exactly how
their cultures perceived their involvement with exercise.
But at Delphi, where athletic games similar to those of
the Olympics were held every four years, one proud
father set up a monument to his three daughters — who
won both foot races and chariot races while wearing
armor at sporting games held in Delphi, Nemea, and
Isthmus.46 And if classicist H.A. Harris is correct. then
similar women’s athletic events were held at Corinth,
Naples, and at the Capitoline Games during the Roman
era.47 It would be wrong, however, to infer from this evi-
dence that there was a widespread women’s fitness
movement in either ancient Greece or Rome just as it
would be wrong to assume that everyone approved of the
idea of women’s exercise. It would also be wrong to
infer that there was no fitness exercise done by women.
There is simply too much evidence that some women
trained systematically. Whether the young women
depicted in the Bikini Mosaic represented simply an
erotic/aesthetic ideal or, as Guttmann suggests, they
depicted living female athletes, the very fact that a
wealthy, influential Roman wished to immortalize such
women in his villa is indicative that the idea of exercise
and training for women was accepted in some quarters of
Roman society. How many American homes have cho-
sen a similar decorative theme?48

Renaissance Writers Rediscover
Hygiene and Exercise

Interest in the therapeutic value of exercise declined
sharply following the fall of the Roman Empire around
500 A.D. The early Christians, attempting to divorce
themselves from what they perceived as Roman dissipa-
tion and paganism, de-emphasized the body, largely
abolished athletic competitions, and encouraged men
and women to live pious, reflective lives instead.49

Unlike most Romans and Greeks who had lived by Juve-
nal’s philosophy of Mens Sana in Corpore Sano, (the
sound mind in the sound body) early Christians preached
the duality of man.50 The body and soul were separate
and the mortal body was far less important than the
immortal soul.51 Although historian William Baker tells
us that a number of ball games and wrestling matches
continued to occur during what historians characterize as
the Dark or Middle Ages, purposive exercise does not
make a significant reappearance until the feudal system
and Great Crusades gave rise to knighthood and its new
code of conduct — chivalry. Male knights throughout
Europe commonly practiced wrestling, vaulting, boxing,
leaping, archery, stone hurling, fencing, spear throwing
and horsemanship; and an outgrowth of this training —
the knightly tournament — evolved so that these aristo-
cratic males could test the results of their training.52

While knightly training might make one fit for battle, the
resultant health and harmonious body development val-
ued by the ancient Greeks was coincidental. However,
in the early years of the Renaissance, the Humanist
Movement spawned a widespread resurgence of interest
in Greek and Roman culture, including ancient matters
of health and hygiene. As the old Greek texts were re-
discovered, the idea that purposive exercise could be
beneficial on a number of levels began again to receive
more critical consideration. One of the first to write on
these matters in the early Renaissance was Petrarch
(1304-1374) who suggested in Against a Certain Physi-
cian — a small pamphlet that espoused the pleasures of
the simple life — that exercise could be substituted for
the medicines of his day, which often poisoned the body
rather than cured it.53

Medical historian L.H. Joseph argues that the
revival of interest in Greek culture during the Renais-
sance particularly resulted in the popularization, through
the mid-1700s of the hygienic theories of Hippocrates
and Galen.54 A large number of hygienic treatises —
produced by enthusiasts of the Greek ideal — preached
moderation, the value of exercise, and the idea that
health should be a matter of societal concern.55

Although Latin was the favored language of the educat-
ed classes of Europe during the Renaissance, many of
these hygienic works were written in the vernacular and
thus had a wider readership.56 A classic example of this
trend was the anonymously published Regimen Sanitatis
Salernitanum. The Regimen was based almost entirely
on Galen’s writings, and it was largely responsible for
reintroducing to western society Galen’s thoughts on
medicine and exercise when it appeared in the late thir-
teenth or early fourteenth century. Originally published
in Latin, the Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum contained
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several brief mentions of therapeutic about what sorts of exercise should occur
gymnastics, and remained an important in schools and recommended that the
source of hygienic doctrine for the teacher provide for such activities as
next several hundred years. In 1607, “hanging from a bar, climbing a
John Harrington (1561-1612) rope, lifting weights, and matching
translated the book into English strength with an opponent in vari-
verse and called it The English- ous ways, and for a number of
man’s Doctor. Or the Schoole of active games in the open air.”63

Salerne. Or Physicall Observa- One of the most impor-
tions for the Perfect Preserving tant books philosophically was
of the Body of Man in Continu- Luigi Cornaro’s 1558 Trattato
a l l  Hea l th .  According to della Vita Sobria or Treatise on
British historian H. E. Sigerist, a Sober Life.64 Cornaro (1467-
Britons loved the verse format 1565) was a typical member of
of The Englishman’s Doctor, the Italian nobility — wealthy
and it subsequently went through and interested in the arts, yet also
numerous English-language edi- given to bouts of gluttony and
tions during the next several cen- alcoholic excess. When his health
turies.57 deteriorated during his mid-thirties,

In these new vernacular texts, Cornaro’s physicians warned him that
Galen’s humoral theory and his doctrine he would not live much longer unless he
of the six non-naturals became codified by made serious lifestyle changes. Cornaro’s
Renaissance authors into what came to be conversion was total. “I immediately conclud-
viewed as the “laws of bodily health” ed, that the foregoing contrary effects
— ideas increasingly expressed as val-

John Harrington (1561-1612) intro-
duced Galen’s ideas on health and could not be produced but by contrary

ue prescriptions.58 Readers were medicine to a new class of citizens modes of living: and therefore, full of
encouraged to become both their own with publication of The hopes, resolved, in order to avoid at
physicians and their own physical
educators. The message was simple:

Englishman’s Doctor in vernacular once both death and diseases to betake

English. myself to a regular course of life.”65

health and fitness are attainable by Cornaro saw in his new temperance a
anyone willing to make a personal commitment to mod- moral precept around which he could shape his life. He
eration, exercise, and self-sacrifice.59 wrote, “But when I once resolved to live sparingly, and

Among the most significant of these new ver- according to the dictates of reason, seeing that it was no
nacular texts was Thomas Elyot’s (1490-1546) Castel of difficult matter, nay that it was my duty as a man to do
Helthe. Berryman believes that Castel of Helthe, which so, I entered with so much resolution upon this new
by 1610 had gone through fifteen editions, was the first course of life that nothing has been since able to divert
Renaissance manual of popular or domestic medicine me from it.”66

designed to provide working class men and women with Cornaro’s concept of temperance as a moral
simple instructions on how to keep well.60 Elyot dis- imperative was to resonate down through the centuries
cussed a number of exercises in the text and differentiat- that followed the publication of his original treatise.67

ed between those that could be done indoors in one’s Even Americans such as Benjamin Franklin and nine-
home and those that needed space outdoors. Included in teenth-century health reformer Sylvester Graham were
Elyot’s list of useful exercises were “deambulations influenced by Cornaro’s views, especially his notion that
[walks], labouring with poises [weights] made of lead or exercise and dietary restraint should be moral impera-
other metal called in Latin alteres, lifting and throwing tives.68

the heavy stone or bar, playing at tennis, and divers sem- Perhaps the most significant impact of
blable exercises.”61 Cornaro’s book, however, was his message of the value

Joachim Camerarius also discussed specific of moderation. Cornaro’s regimen was designed to
exercises in his 1544 Dialogue de Gymnasius. Historian lengthen life by “conserving the vital principle of the
Fred Eugene Leonard reports that Camerarius recom- body.”69 Cornaro, who reportedly died at the age of nine-
mended that boys wrestle, run, jump, fence, play ball, ty-eight, believed that limiting his food, guarding against
and lift weights.62 Camerarius also included a discussion excessive heat and cold, avoiding fatigue, and keeping a
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Gymnastica lived from 1530-1606. His
book on exercise reintroduced the

ideas of Ancient Greece to the
Renaissance and became the

“Bible” for those interested in
health and exercise for the
next several centuries.

Courtesy National Library of
Medicine

be an important innova-
tion. As medical histori-
an Joseph notes, “In
reality, all the books on
gymnastics of the next
centuries are based on
this standard work of

Mercurialis.”76

Among the exercis-
es Mercurialis advocated as

most important to health
preservation are walking, throw-

ing the discus, rope climbing and
ball playing. Mercurialis recom-

mended “calcio,” an early form of soc-
cer, as well as exercises using light balls filled

Hieronymus Mercurialis, author of De Artehappy frame of mind enabled him to hoard
his life’s vital energy and thereby
extend his lifespan.70 This idea, that
the body’s vital forces must be
rationed, was to have an enor-
mous impact on the lives of
women for the next several
cen tu r i e s  a s  hyg ien ic
authors and physicians
urged women to avoid
strenuous exercise so that
they could conserve their
life force for maternity.
Both menstruation and
pregnancy, the argument
went, placed such
demands on a woman’s
physiology that she must
be extremely cautious
about the amount of physi-
cal, and even intellectual,
exercise she took lest she
deplete herself and be unable to
fulfill her true calling in life —
motherhood.71

While many late-Renaissance
hygienists followed Cornaro’s lead and advo-
cated only moderate exercise, there were authors who
believed in the benefits of a more vigorous approach.
The most famous of this group was Hieronymus Mercu-
rialis (1530-1606), who included exercise advice for
both men and women in his influential De Arte Gym-
nastica Aput Ancientes (Art of Gymnastics Among the
Ancients).72 Quoting from more than ninety-six earlier
authors, Mercurialis’ heavily illustrated work first
appeared in 1569 in Venice, Italy with subsequent edi-
tions in 1573, 1587, 1600, 1614 and 1672.73

Mercurialis was one of the most famous Renais-
sance physicians. Educated in Padua, Italy, he later
served as personal physician to Emperor Maximilian II,
and was knighted by the Emperor in 1573 following a
successful cure. In later years Mercurialis taught medi-
cine at the university in Bologna and, later still, at Pisa.
He was so highly regarded in his day that his hometown
of Forli erected a monument to his memory.74

De Arte Gymnastica relied heavily on the Hippo-
cratic definition of health as an equilibrium among the
body’s humours. Mercurialis classified gymnastics into
two main types — preventive and therapeutic — and
believed that the quantity and duration of each exercise
should be individualized according to a person’s consti-
tution and level of fitness.75 Mercurialis’ distinction
between preventive and therapeutic gymnastics was to

with feathers and heavy balls tilled with sand, forerun-
ners of modern medicine balls.77 He also included
dumbell exercises and differentiated among three
degrees of walking — walking slowly to stimulate
intellectual activity, rapid walks to stimulate digestion
and evacuation, and mountain climbing for those whose
legs need specific strengthening.78 Running was also
recommended, especially at night when the body will
not over-heat as quickly.79

Throughout the work, Mercurialis included ref-
erences to women. Ball games, he argued, work all the
muscles of the body and are good for “convalescents,
weak persons and even for wet-nurses.”80 Long-jump-
ing was fine for men and for non-pregnant women. In
the section on therapeutic exercise, Mercurialis argued
that passive movements such as swinging can strength-
en a person’s circulation and included an illustration of
a young woman in a hammock or sling as an example
of passive exercise.81 Historian Ellen Gerber notes that
Mercurialis’ view of exercise was primarily a function-
al one: “To men like Mercurialis the concept of sport
for the sake of pleasure, or athletic competition for the
purpose of challenging men to fine, even heroic per-
formance, was not an issue. The importance of gym-
nastics lay solely in its healthful, medicinal aspects. A
man exercised, played ball, climbed ropes, even wres-
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tled to strengthen his body, to prevent its degeneration,
and to ward off disease.”82

Christobal Mendez & The First Exer-
cise Advice for American Women

Although Mercurialis and a few other Renais-
sance authors mention women’s exercise in passing, the
best source on what women might have done for exer-
cise during the Renaissance is undoubtedly Christobal
Mendez’ Libro del Exercicio Corporal or Book of Bod-
ily Exercises.8 3 According to Frederick Kilgour, who
edited the 1960 English translation of the Libro, Cristo-
bal Mendez (1500?-1561) was born in Jaen, Spain,
moved to Seville as a boy, and was a medical student at
the university in Salamanca in 1524.84 From the text of
the Libro, it appears that Mendez made his way to New
Spain (Mexico City) by 1530 and did not return from
North America until 1545.85 Little else, however, is
known about his life except that he published two other
medical books once he returned to Spain.86

that are worth knowing and helpful.”89

The book is divided into four treatises, and
Mendez first discusses the physiological relationship of
exercise to health and differentiates between “move-
ment,” “work,‘” and “exercise,” the latter of which he
defines as voluntary movement which increases breath-
ing, raises the body’s heat, and speeds up the heart. He
concludes the first treatise with the admonition that exer-
cise should provide “moderate pleasure” and:

Mendez’s Libro del Exercicio Corporal is sig-
nificant for several reasons. Published in Seville, in
1553, it was the first book written by a physician prima-
rily devoted to exercise.87 However, unlike earlier
hygienic tracts which included only a smattering of exer-
cise advice alongside lengthy discussions of diet, consti-
pation, the need for fresh air, and so on, Mendez’s entire
book is devoted to the subject. Adopting as his motto
“Leisure Hurts,” Mendez says straightforwardly on his
title page that this book is written so “everyone will
understand what exercise will be necessary to preserve
his health.”88 The book is also unusual because of the
attention Mendez pays to women. The Libro contains an
entire chapter on women’s exercise, the first found by
this author in any Renaissance text. And, because that
chapter is based in part on Mendez’s experiences at the
court in New Spain, the book thus includes the first exer-
cise prescription aimed at “American” women.

exercise must be continuous and not inter-
rupted, because if you start to exercise and
leave off in the middle, you move the humor
that has to be consumed and dissipated,
which if not consumed comes out through
the pores of the body opened by the increas-
ing heat produced by the movement. With-
out doubt this could bring harm and even
produce greater inconveniences. This is why
good exercise should be continuous, fre-
quent and rapid until the end and until we
feel a sort of relief in the body no matter
how tired we may be. Even excessive exer-
cise will be better than too little.90

Chapter Nine of the second treatise is entitled,
“On Particular Exercises for Women and What the
Ladies Can do to Benefit Their Health.” In this chapter
Mendez feels a distinction is necessary between ladies of
leisure and rural women who “do the work of husbands
and labor like them” and help with digging, plowing,
sowing, and mowing. Mendez also suggested that work-
ing class women who fulfill traditional domestic roles —
“housekeeping, preparing food, kneading dough, wash-
ing, and taking care of children” — do not need to be
concerned with doing additional exercise. “This is why,”
he writes, “. . . to these we do not need to give any rules
of exercise to keep their health because they work so
much that they used to say that women’s work never
ends.”91

Unlike earlier authors, Mendez approached But for the wealthy, leisured class of women,
exercise in a unique and novel manner. Though he Mendez feels that regular exercise is essential to the
quotes occasionally from Aristotle, Galen, and other maintenance of health. “There are ladies who have
ancients, the bulk of the Libra is based on his own per- everything necessary at home and somebody to take care
sonal observations and adventures. “I was moved to of it; exercise may bring great benefits to them.”92 He
search (in reference to medicine) the easiest thing that also introduces a refrain which will appear repeatedly in
can be done to acquire health in the body whence the the exercise prescriptions for women of the next several
soul may sometimes follow . . . I found that with just centuries: “they never can produce any change in their
doing exercise . . . we could try and obtain great good bodies because they do not take any exercise, and this is
and utility . . . That is why . . . I was persuaded to write why they never have so many children  . . .”93 As to the
this book on exercise to show all its great benefits, and types of exercise he recommends for wealthy women,
wherein I bring everything that can be said about it, as the suggestions are, not surprisingly, primarily domestic
well as several other things not improper to this purpose pursuits. Wealthy women should walk about their house
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in the morning, checking on their servants and seeing to and foresight of Nature.”100

the accuracy of their servants’ work. Reprimanding the
maids when there are lapses or even pretending there are

That Mendez’s ideas about the suitability of
exercises for wealthy women were consistent with his

lapses, “will be very useful,” he era is corroborated by a letter he
argues. If the noblewoman can reports was sent by the Empress
appear irate and “raise one’s voice Isabella to the court in New Spain
. . . This will be their exercise and in 1530. The edict, Mendez
will bring good health.”94 After reports, requested that: “all ladies
this morning walk, Mendez sug- should busy themselves with
gests that women exercise their some exercise because very
upper bodies. be utilitarian, and extensive unfitness follows
“make a good appearance” by sit- leisure, and if necessary she
ting so as to “comb and spin linen, could provide enough linen to
to arrange it in skeins, to sew, to spin. Some of the ladies took this
make ribbons, to braid their hair, as an affront, but the bishop of
to make hats of very rich things of Mexico pointed out to all of them
gold and ruffled collars.”95 Later that it was a great mercy because
in the text, hunting, bowling, and such a high lady was thinking of
dancing are also mentioned as them, and indeed the great care of
acceptable forms of exercise for such a generous princess is wor-
women.96 His final hygienic rec- thy of mention.”101

ommendation for women is, not Solid evidence that health and
surprisingly, that they take regular exercise were concerns which
walks. “I do not believe there is a reached all levels of Spanish
lady who is not in a position to Renaissance society can be found
close the door of a room and to in the anecdotes which enliven
stroll for two hours before meals the pages of Mendez’s work.
in one of those halls. I swear that Besides the previously mentioned
although your ladyship pass your letter from Isabella, Mendez also
lives without doing this you could describes the exercise of nuns,
live longer and better without

Illustration of “passive” exercise for women
discusses how exercise could befrom Hieronymus Mercurialis’ De Arte

troubles by doing so.” In walk- Gymnastica Aput Ancienres.
ing, all the “animal faculties are

incorporated into the lives of
tradesmen, and tells of a group of

exercised,” Mendez wrote, explaining that a person can
hear, and see, and use his/her imagination while walk-
ing.97

However silly the idea sounds to us, the idea
that vocal exercise could be enough for women would
linger for centuries. An English essay, entitled Woman,
written by Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher in
approximately 1600 argued, “As men do walk a mile,
women should talk an hour after supper . . . tis their exer-
cise.”98 And numerous authors, including Mendez,
explained to readers that the reason nuns lived such long
lives was because they spent so much time singing and
praying. As Mendez put it, “Since the nuns have a choir
and sing, they receive great benefit from this as exer-
cise.”99 [I might have thought it had more to do with not
having to bear so many children.] Even in the 1700s the
physician Nicholas Andry argued that women needed
less exercise than men because “they are more loqua-
cious” and thus, he claimed, gained the positive benefits
of physical exercise which shows the “surprising care

shipbuilders he met in Havana who worked up a sweat
by picking up the pace of their labor at the end of the
workday because “in that way the body is cleansed and
stays healthy.”102

One reason Mendez and other Renaissance
authors believed that women needed different kinds of
exercise than men was because women were viewed not
only as physiologically inferior but almost as a different
species.103 The processes of menstruation and pregnan-
cy were viewed as illnesses rather than as natural func-
tions and some physicians and hygienic authors used this
view as a reason to limit women’s exercise. However, a
few authors did argue that exercise would improve a
woman’s chance of having a healthy child. Maffeus
Vegius (1407-1458) in The Education of Children, for
instance, gave advice for both parents about their physi-
cal condition prior to conception.104 Likewise, Venetian
nobleman Francesco Barbaro (1395-1440) penned Pru-
dent and Important Documents for the Choice of a Wife,
in which he argued that young women needed exercise
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to make themselves more fit to be mothers.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

interest in the physical condition of women increased as
it began to be understood that a woman’s health and fit-
ness could have a direct link to the vigor of the develop-
ing embryo. Johann Amos Comenius (1592-1670), for
instance, advised pregnant women to maintain their nor-
mal work patterns and to not simply sit and rest while
pregnant. “The mother should be careful not to indulge
in excessive sleep, indolence or torpor,” he wrote, “but
should go on actively with her usual employments.”106

More significantly, Scevole de Sainte Marthe (1536-
1623) argued in his long poem, Paedrotrophia, or the
Art of Nursing and Rearing Children that:

The body thus, from EXERCISE, acquires
New health, new strength, and brisker vital fires.
Motion and heat produced by motion, prove
The cure of all obstructed paths, remove
Whate’er of heavy or of useless, fills
The sluggish veins, or stop the vital rills.
And make the pains of child-birth glide away,
When the young foetus pushes into day;
Nor can o’erflowing humor then detain
The ling’ring child, or render labor vain;
But sleep and MOTION make the body pure.
Clear ev’ry passage, bring him forth mature,
Set open all his prison-doors with ease,
And free the mother from her long disease.l07

Finding the proper balance between too little exercise
and too much exercise was important to the Renaissance
hygienists. Claude Quillet (1602-1661) argued in Callipae-
dia, or the Art of Getting Beautiful Children, that women must
search for an Aristotelian Golden Mean between too much
motion and too much ease. His long moralistic poem gives a
good overview of late Renaissance thought on exercise and
pregnancy.

How too much MOTION, and too violent Speed,
Had killed the Product of th’ enlivened Seed,
When the formation was but just begun,
And the thin thread of life but newly spun.
So if a Matron, eight months gone with child,
Dance like a Bachnalian, loose and wild,
She surely brings the Birth before the Time.
And dearly suffers for her foolish Crime.
From these diversions which her Sex delight,
She should not therefore to inaction lean,
But follow Reason and her Golden Mean.
For both Extremities alike displease.
IMMOD’RATE MOTION, or immod’rate Ease.
Sloth with gross Humours loads the racy-Blood,

And choaks the Passage of the vital Flood;
That sprightly Vertue and ingenit Heat.
Which the Foetus in just form complete,
Oppress’d by Inactivity. retire,
Unable to exert their gen’rous Fire.

But well us’d EXERCISE will clear the Mind,
And free the Spirits, which have slept confin’d
Beneath a sluggish Heap of misty Formes
Til the Soul wakes, and all her native Warmth

resumes:
Hence the young Pris’ner in the Womb transpires
With greater Freedom, and sound Health acquires,
Well limb’d and hale, when Stranger to the Day.
On the World’s Stage he makes life’s first Essay.108

The problem of didactic sources, of course, is
that it is impossible to say if anyone really paid any atten-
tion to them. M. H. Green, a medical historian at Duke
University, argues that women who lived in the Middle
Ages would not have had access to such books and, sec-
ondly, that if they had had access they would not have
been able to read the books.l09 Dr. Green’s point is well-
taken. There were few attempts made to educate women
in these years and books were expensive to purchase,
even after the invention of the printing press. Conse-
quently, the number of women who were able to read for
themselves Mendez’s Libro or Claude Quillet’s hygien-
ic poem, for instance, was undoubtedly small. But
whether women read such books themselves, had them
read or paraphrased to them by by husbands or priests, or
simply picked up on the philosophical approach suggest-
ed by such books through conversations with physicians
and others interested in hygiene, the books are still our
best, and probably only, source of what people believed
at this time. And the widespread belief in women’s dif-
ference and inferiority in the Middle Ages and Renais-
sance meant that women’s exercise in this era no longer
aimed to produce the kind of robust strength that allowed
Spartan girls to fight wars and wrestle men but, rather, to
create a constrained fitness that was closely tied to
appropriate decorum and, most especially, to maternity.

Ultimately, the belief that greater health and vig-
or could enhance a woman’s chances of giving birth to a
healthy child would provide a powerful rationale for the
incorporation of exercise into the lives of women. As
women’s academies began adding physical training to
their curricula in the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies, again and again the idea that fitness enhanced fer-
tility and strength for child-bearing was used as a justifi-
cation for the adoption of physical education in the cur-
riculum. As the nineteenth century progressed and
women themselves began to decide curriculum issues,
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the ideological base of women’s exercise shifted and the
idea that exercise created health and strength for all
aspects of a woman’s life became more central to the
philosophy of women’s physical education.110

And so while feminists might decry the pre-
Enlightenment philosophies that encouraged exercise for
maternity enhancement rather than for its ability to phys-
iologically and psychologically empower women for
their own sake, at least the record indicates that some
women in these earlier historical eras did some training,
even if it was only strolling their estates and yelling at
their servants. In all seriousness, however, it should be
clear that even though most pre-twentieth century men
who recommended exercise for women did so because
they wanted women to make healthier and stronger chil-
dren, it wound up making healthier and stronger women
as well.
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Just over one hundred years ago,
or so the story goes, the professional
strongman Thomas Inch had a special
dumbell cast that weighed 172 pounds.
What makes the dumbell particularly diffi-
cult to lift is the thickness of its handle —
almost 2 ½” in diameter. For the first half
of the twentieth century, Inch claimed that

Photo by Jan Todd

he was the only man who could lift the huge bell off the
floor at all, and he often offered large cash prizes for
anyone who could do so. He never had to pay, and it was
not until the 1950s when several men in Scotland,
including Henry Gray, were able to lift the bell. In the
1990s replicas of the inch Dumbell began to be manu-
factured and sold by Sorinex and IronMind Enterprises,
and with these replicas available more and more people
were able to train with the bell. Soon, a few men man-
aged to lift a replica, a tiny handful managed to actually
do a complete deadlift with one. No one, however,
including Inch himself, has ever been able to come close
to cleaning the dumbell. No one has had both the grip
strength to hold the bell tightly enough during the accel-
eration through the middle portion of the clean and the
wrist strength to turn it over and catch it at the shoulder.

Finally, on June twenty-second, in front of a
group of people whose collective knowledge of the ear-
ly days of the iron game is second to none, Mark Henry
did what many thought was impossible. In one power-
ful movement, he gripped a Sorinex replica of the Inch
Dumbell in his right hand, pulled it to his shoulder in an
easy power clean, balanced it, and drove it to arm’s
length to the absolute delight of the crowd. Then, in a
feat that many in the audience thought was almost equal
to the one-hand cleaning of the bell, he walked the ten
feet or so to where the bell had rolled after he dropped it,
leaned down to the side of his body, grasped the weight
with his left hand, deadlifted it as if it were a suitcase,
carried it with a level grip for about twenty feet, and not

so gently placed it onto the head table in front of Ken
Hall, one of the men being honored that night.

Following Mark’s historic feat, dozens of men
gathered around to congratulate him and to try the bell
for themselves. There were many grip specialists in
attendance this year, and of the many who attempted to
lift the bell off the floor, only one, Richard Sorin himself,
managed to lift it at all. Mark’s lift has flashed over the
“iron grapevine” via the Internet and Tom Black, who
covered the event for the Cyberpump website, called the
lift “the best documented feat of all the legendary per-
formances and perhaps the most spectacular feat of
strength ever performed.” This may be drawing too long
a bow, but no one can deny the enormous historic reso-
nance of what Mark accomplished.

Following his performance in front of all the old
heroes and afficianadoes — Mark went to the micro-
phone and, in a long and emotional statement, told the
crowd that he wanted to do it for Vic’s group and that he
wanted them all to know he was lifetime drugfree. He
said that he had been inspired by greats of the past like
Paul Anderson, Vasily Alexeyev, and Bill Kazmaier,
and that he intended to keep on breaking strength records
for as long as his body would allow him to do so. What
he will do next is unclear, even to Mark, but Vince McMa-
hon has supported him in his quest for immortality and
has given him time off to make his recent appearances.
In any case, Mark treated those of us who were in the
audience on June twenty-second to a truly memorable
display of power, proving again that he deserves to be
ranked among the strongest men of all time.
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